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Abstract 
Over the last few years, there has been a rising demand for sub-metre accuracy (and 
higher) for navigation and surveying using signals from Global Navigation Satellite 
Systems (GNSS). To meet this rising demand, many precise positioning techniques 
and algorithms using the carrier-phase observable have been developed. Currently, 
high accuracy Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) positioning is possible using relative or 
differential techniques which require one GNSS user receiver and at least one other 
as the reference (known) station within a certain distance from the user. Unlike these 
conventional differential positioning techniques, Precise Point Positioning (PPP) is 
based on processing carrier phase observations from only one GNSS receiver. This 
is more cost-effective as it removes the need for reference receivers and therefore, is 
not limited by baseline length. However, errors mitigated by ‘differencing’ in 
conventional methods must be modelled accurately and reliably for PPP.  
This thesis develops a PPP software platform in Matlab code and uses it to 
investigate the state-of-the-art PPP algorithms and develop enhancements. 
Specifically, it is well documented that conventional PPP algorithms suffer from long 
convergence periods ranging from thirty minutes (for static users) to hours (for 
dynamic users). Therefore, to achieve fast convergence, two approaches are 
developed in this thesis. Firstly, a combination of the state-of-the-art GNSS error 
models and new algorithms for measurement weighting, management of receiver 
clock jumps and assignment of a dynamic covariance factor, are exploited. Secondly, 
based on the results of the analysis of the quantitative relationships between the PPP 
convergence and each of the residual measurement noise level and satellite 
geometry, a strategy for the selection of satellites (GPS and GALILEO) for PPP is 
developed and exploited.  Tests using 24 hours of real data show that the two 
developments above contribute to the realisation of static PPP positioning accuracies 
of 40 cm (3D, 100%) within a convergence time of 20 minutes. Furthermore, based 
on simulated data, the same accuracy is achieved in kinematic mode but within a 
convergence time of one hour. These levels of performance represent significant 
improvements over the state-of-the-art (i.e. convergence time of twenty minutes 
instead of thirty for static users and one hour instead of hours for dynamic users).  
The potential of the use of multiple frequencies from modernised GPS and GALILEO 
on float ambiguity PPP is demonstrated with simulated data, and shown to have the 
potential to offer significant improvement in the availability of PPP in difficult user 
Abstract 
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environments such as urban areas. Finally, the thesis addresses the potential 
application of PPP for mission (e.g. safety critical) applications and the need for 
integrity monitoring. An existing Carrier-phase Receiver Autonomous Integrity 
Monitoring (CRAIM) algorithm is implemented and shown to have the potential to 
protect PPP users against abnormally large errors. 
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1. Introduction 
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), such as the Global Positioning System 
GPS and GLObalnaya NAvigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS), were 
originally developed for military purposes but later partially made available for civilian 
users. However, these systems are limited in their performance. Various Space-
Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) and Ground-Based Augmentation Systems 
(GBAS) for GNSS, referred to as the first generation of GNSS (GNSS-I), are under 
development to increase performance within specified regions. Furthermore, another 
system called GALILEO is also being developed to provide globally satellite 
positioning with improved performance then the current GPS and to address 
institutional issues associated with GNSS. A key challenge in the application of these 
systems is the capability to perform static and kinematic Precise Point Positioning 
(PPP) in real-time employing a single GNSS receiver. 
1.1 History of Radio-based Positioning Systems 
The first generation of radio positioning systems were developed early in the 
twentieth century. These systems were ground-based and used to guide ships and 
airplanes. Air-based radio navigation systems were first developed by Russian 
scientists. In 1957, the first artificial satellite, Sputnik was launched demonstrating the 
viability of man-made satellites. (Federici, 1997)  
In 1964, a system called Navy Navigation Satellite System (NAVSAT) was developed 
by the U.S. Navy for military usage. A constellation of four satellites orbiting the Earth 
at a relatively low altitude (about 600 nautical miles) was designed. By receiving the 
radio signals sent out from each visible satellite, the receiver was able to measure 
the Doppler shift and determine its position relative to the satellite along a hyperbolic 
line on the Earth's surface.  The accuracy was designed to be about half a nautical 
mile, with the actual accuracy, however, turning out to be much better (about 25 
meters, 2σ). One major disadvantage of the NAVSAT system was that the data 
observation and processing time was too long to cope with kinematic applications 
(Federici, 1997). 
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1.1.1 GNSS 
The requirement for better three-dimensional coverage and continuous global 
navigation services accelerated the development of GNSS. The first GNSS, known 
as GPS, achieved Full Operational Capability (FOC) in 1995. It was originally 
designed and built by the United States Department of Defence (DOD) for military 
purposes and later went under the joint control and operation by the DOD and the 
United States Department of Transportation (DOT) recognizing its vast civil 
applications. It consists of a nominal constellation of 24 satellites orbiting the Earth. 
Eldredge (2007) claimed that according to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
of the U.S., the standard stand-alone GPS using only undifferenced code-phase (see 
also Section 3.1) observations was predicted to provide an accuracy of horizontal 36 
m (2σ) and vertical 77 m (2σ); however the actual performance was much better as 
horizontal 2.74 m (2σ) and vertical 3.89 m (2σ).  
One year later, the Russian system GLONASS developed by the Russian Space 
Force was declared fully operational with a number of 21 satellites and three on-orbit 
spares. However, due to financial and political difficulties, GLONASS lost its global 
coverage. Currently, the Russian and Indian governments are collaborating to restore 
the system to provide coverage of Russian and Indian territories by 2008 with 18 
satellites, and be fully operational with all 24 satellites by 2010. As of February 2009, 
there are 19 operational GLONASS satellites in the space covering the entire 
Russian territory. (RSA, 2009) The U.S. has also been cooperating with Russia on 
interoperability issues between GPS and GLONASS (WHPR, 2004).  
China is implementing its own stand-alone GNSS, BeiDou-II (COMPASS), with 35 
satellites when it reaches FOC by 2010. (Schitech, 2005) 
To cope with increasing civilian demands, GNSS systems have released parts of 
their services to the public. Furthermore, the so called first and second generation of 
GNSS (GNSS-I and II) development activities have been carried out to satisfy the 
increasing demand for better performance and civil control. 
1.1.2 GNSS-I 
GNSS-I systems including SBAS and GBAS are based on GNSS and designed to 
provide better general positioning performance than stand-alone GNSS.  
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1.1.2.1 SBAS 
SBAS adds geostationary satellites with additional navigation functionality to the 
current GNSS constellation. Given the geostationary nature of these satellites, SBAS 
systems can only improve the performance within a given geographical area. Many 
countries and regions have therefore developed their own SBAS systems. The U.S. 
has developed the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) which provides GPS 
navigation error correction and integrity data in addition to providing an additional 
ranging signal. In North America, standard WAAS Localiser Performance with 
Vertical (LPV) instrument was designed to be horizontal 16 m (2σ) and vertical 20 m 
(2σ) and the actual LPV was measured to be horizontal 1.08 m (2σ) and vertical 1.26 
m (2σ) (Eldredge, 2007). Compared to GPS, this enhanced performance is obtained 
by using differential corrections. 
In Europe, the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) initial 
operations began in July 2005. In the EGNOS system, Ranging and Integrity 
Monitoring Stations (RIMS) first pick up GPS signals and transmit the data to Master 
Control Centres (MCCs) where the data are processed and used to produce 
correction information. Finally, the correction information is uploaded to three 
geostationary satellites through uplink stations and sent back to the users (ESA, 
2005a). By July 2007, EGNOS was fully deployed and in its pre-operational phase 
(ESA, 2007). The standard performance for open service as published in the EGNOS 
Mission Requirements Document (MRD) is horizontal 3 m (2σ) and vertical 4 m (2σ) 
(GJU, 2006). 
In Asia, the equivalent systems are the Multifunctional Transport Satellite System 
(MTSAT) (BOM, 2005), and the Compass system (Lekkerker, 2008) which are being 
developed by Japan and China respectively. In addition to the navigation function, 
MTSAT satellite also provides Earth imaging, aeronautical and meteorological 
functions. The first MTSAT satellite named MTSAT-1R was launched on 26 February 
2005 with an expiry date of 2010. On 18 February 2006, MTSAT-2 was launched 
under a standby status until 2010 (MTSAT series, 2008). China has developed 
Compass regional coverage system with two active geostationary satellites and a 
backup satellite launched on 31 October 2000, 21 December 2000 and 25 May 2003 
separately, (College of Aerospace, 2005). 
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1.1.2.2 GBAS 
Similar to SBAS, GBAS also enhances the performance of stand-alone GNSS by 
providing differential corrections. However, GBAS correction information is broadcast 
from a ground subsystem rather than satellites, therefore the coverage of GBAS is 
much more limited than SBAS and GBAS is manly designed to be utilised at airports 
for aviation applications. Currently, there are no fully developed GBAS available for 
aviation. In the U.S., Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS) is being developed by 
the United States Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) (FAA, 2008).  
1.1.3 GNSS-II 
As a next step in the development of GNSS under civilian control, the so-called 
second generation GNSS (GNSS-II) concept was developed. Europe is developing 
the GALILEO system, currently in the development phase. The phase involves 
building and launching the satellites and the establishment of the entire ground-
based component. Detailed information on GALILEO can be found in Chapter two.  
1.2 Differential GPS versus PPP  
Space based radio positioning systems are widely applied with specific performance 
requirements (see e.g. FRNP, 2001 and AT, 2004). In some applications such as 
aircraft landing, engineering and surveying, sub-metre accuracy is required. GPS 
provides two fundamental positioning observables, the code-phase and the carrier-
phase. More details of the observables can be found in Section 3.1. The code-phase 
based solutions can provide real-time positioning accuracy at the level of 10 m (1σ) 
in stand-alone mode. When using differential techniques, an accuracy of better than 
5 m (1σ) can be achieved in real-time (Wormley, 2006). Using post processed 
DGPS, an accuracy of 1-2 m (2σ) can be achieved (Mader et al., 2008). This level of 
accuracy is not good enough for precise applications. Hence, positioning techniques 
exploiting carrier-phase measurements were conceived to achieve sub-metre 
accuracy.   
Currently the most commonly used carrier-phase positioning approach is Differential 
GPS (DGPS) using at least two GPS receivers (reference and rover) and double 
differencing (DD) carrier-phase observables (Kaplan, 2006). However, the GPS 
receivers can only determine the fractional part of the carrier-phase leaving the 
number of whole carrier wavelengths also referred to as the integer ambiguity 
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unknown (Hoffmann-Wellenhof, 1997). In practice, an unknown initial phase bias 
distorts the integer ambiguity making it become float ambiguities (Gao, 2002). 
Currently, this initial phase bias cannot be reliably eliminated from undifferened 
observations (Ge et al., 2007) but can be cancelled out using DD observations 
across two receivers and two satellites. Many fast determination algorithms that can 
fix the DD integer ambiguity have been developed including Fast Ambiguity 
Resolution Approach (FARA) (Frei and Beutler, 1990), Fast Ambiguity Search Filter 
(FASF) (Chen, 1993; Chen, 1994), Least Squares AMBiguity Decorrelation 
Adjustment (LAMBDA) (Teunissen, 1993) etc.. However, float ambiguities cannot be 
reliably fixed but can only be estimated epoch by epoch with Sequential Least 
Squares Filtering (SLSF) and Kalman filtering (Brown and Hwang, 1983) both need a 
convergence time as long as hours before precise estimations can be achieved.  
Compared with conventional DGPS, PPP based on processing undifferenced 
observations from only one receiver, has many advantages. Since only one receiver 
is involved, there is no need to get access to observations from any reference 
stations. Therefore, the system is easier to be deployed and consequently more cost-
effective. Moreover, there is no inherent limitation of baseline length. This 
dramatically enlarges the spatial area of implementing precise positioning. In 
addition, PPP reduces the computation burden of calculating the co-variances among 
parameters of different stations. 
These advantages haven enabled PPP to be widely used in near real-time GPS 
meteorology prediction (Gendt et al. 2003), crust deformation monitoring (Azuá et al. 
2002 and Calais et al. 2006), orbit determination of LEO satellites (Zhu et al. 2004) 
and precise positioning of mobile users on the Earth surface (Zhang and Andersen 
2006). However, the long convergence time of SLSF and Kalman filtering has 
prevented any real-time applications. Besides, the errors that are easily cancelled out 
(e.g. receiver and satellite clock, geophysical errors, initial carrier phase bias etc.) or 
significantly reduced (e.g. satellite orbit, common atmospheric delays etc.) in DD 
algorithms remain in PPP leading to very long convergence time and biased 
accuracy (Kouba and Héroux, 2001). The state-of-the-art PPP performance is 
detailed in Section 1.3. 
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1.3 Historical Evolution of PPP 
The concept of Precise Point Positioning was first proposed in 1997 by Zumberge 
(Zumberge et al, 1997). Since then, PPP has received increased interest. In 2001, 
Kouba and Héroux (2001) claimed centimetre-level static and decimetre-level 
kinematic positioning accuracies using Post-processed PPP. This algorithm used 
precise satellite orbit and clock information provided by the International GNSS 
Service (IGS), formerly the International GPS Service. IGS provides final, rapid, and 
ultra-rapid products (Neilan et al., 1997; Kouba et al., 1998). Since then, the 
accuracy and latency of IGS products have improved through the development of 
better network analysis strategies for deriving integrated estimation of station 
coordinates, satellite orbits and Earth rotation parameters with full statistical 
information, (Ge et al., 2007). 
Gao (2002) proposed an observation model and stochastic estimation based 
procedure for PPP. Data from a static receiver were post-processed epoch by epoch 
and position coordinate estimations converged to ± 40 cm with a mean time of 1350 
seconds (standard deviation 500 sec). They also proposed a two-step estimation 
procedure and a concept for ambiguity pseudo-fixing, designed to speed up the 
convergence of ambiguity parameters. Chen (2004) took the static data as kinematic 
simulation data and post-processed epoch by epoch. It took 2 hours for the 
estimations to converge to ±10 cm. In both of these methods, the long convergence 
time and residual GNSS errors present major challenges to the widespread adoption 
of PPP and must be addressed. Ge (2007) showed a high stability of the Satellite-
Differenced (SD) form of the Uncalibrated Phase Delays (UPDs) originated at 
different satellites in time and space. This delay prevents SD integer ambiguity 
resolution with relatively short convergence time. Ge (2007) calculated the SD-UPDs 
over a large International GNSS Service (IGS) network of 450 stations with two 
weeks of GNSS data and demonstrated the feasibility of using this correction to aid 
kinematic PPP positioning in post-mission mode. However, this proposed correction 
is not available in real-time and the associated latency is undefined. 
Many commercial products and software can provide post-processing PPP solutions. 
The LEICA IPA20 is a compact airborne direct georeferencing system and its PPP 
accuracy is between 5 cm and 40 cm (LEICA, 2008). The convergence time is not 
officially stated. The Natural Resources Canada’s (NRCan’s) on-line PPP service can 
provide 4 cm accuracy within 2 hours and 1 cm accuracy after 12 hours post-
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processing static data and the convergence time can be even longer depending on 
the receiver quality etc. (NRCan’s 2008). Teferle (2007) compared the PPP 
performances of positioning softwares including Bernese, GIPSY OASIS II and 
GAMIT/GLOBK concentrating on their accuracy over a long time span (3 to 5 years). 
Presently, corrections for real-time PPP (e.g. satellite orbit and clock) are globally 
available through subscription services such as NavCom’s StarFire (NavCom, 2009) 
and OmniSTAR XP (OmniSTAR, 2005). However, there are still generic limitations. 
The generic limitations of the existing PPP algorithms are given below: 
• Some of the GNSS error sources have not been accurately modelled and 
removed from the user receiver carrier-phase measurements. 
• Residual errors (e.g. initial phase bias) propagate into the unknown carrier-
phase integer ambiguities making their resolution difficult for the nature of 
residual uncertainty. 
• There is no integrity monitoring algorithm such as the Receiver Autonomous 
Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) for ambiguity fixed and float solutions based PPP.  
• The convergence time of the estimation processing is too long.  
• No sensitivity analysis has been carried out to assess PPP performance with 
respect to varying number and geometry of visible satellites. 
• There has been little recent effort on the interoperability issues of GPS and 
GALILEO as applied to PPP algorithms. 
• There has been very little research on possible ways in which PPP can 
benefit from the modernized triple or multiple frequency navigation signals. 
As a result of the limitations above, existing PPP algorithms cannot maintain the 
integer characteristics of the carrier-phase ambiguities. Therefore, the carrier-phase 
ambiguities cannot be fixed to integer values immediately as is the case in DGPS. 
Hence PPP currently requires a relatively long convergence time to converge to float 
ambiguity values. This convergence time needs to be reduced for real-time PPP 
applications.  
The modernization of GPS and the upcoming GALILEO system will provide more 
observables and a larger number of visible satellites for positioning algorithms. In this 
research, real-time (epoch by epoch) PPP algorithms are developed making use of 
the new signals and frequencies of the modernized GPS and GALILEO systems. 
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1.4 Aims and Objectives  
The overall aim of this research is to contribute to the realization of real-time static 
and kinematic PPP everywhere on the Earth’s surface. Both integer ambiguity fixing 
and float ambiguity fixing strategies are to be researched and improved. This 
contribution will benefit a wide area of applications such as offshore drilling, structural 
deformation monitoring, geodynamic investigations, constructing and land mobile 
user navigation and so on and so forth. To achieve this aim, the following objectives 
are pursued:  
1) Investigate state-of-the-art GPS and GALILEO navigation systems on their 
ability to support PPP. 
2) Carry out an extensive literature review on GNSS error models. 
3) Develop software that can realize epoch-by-epoch PPP solutions utilizing 
dual-frequency and triple frequency GNSS raw data files and a big range of 
external GNSS error corrections data files. GNSS error models and 
processing techniques should be free to change under full control. 
4) Investigate the state-of-the-art PPP algorithms. 
5) Capture the performances of existing PPP algorithms with real data and 
check the error budget.  
6) Improve the convergence time of float ambiguity based Real-time static and 
kinematic PPP by improving error models and satellite weighting. 
7) Reveal the relation between the convergence time and the visible satellite 
constellation and develop a satellite selection strategy. 
8) Develop advanced (carrier-phase based) receiver level integrity monitoring 
approach for PPP. 
9) Identify the issues of maintaining the integer characteristics of carrier-phase 
ambiguity. 
1.5 Thesis Outline  
This thesis is organised into ten chapters. Chapter one provides the backgrounds to 
this research including the increasing demand for precise positioning using GNSS 
systems and a comparison of two different precise positioning methods – DGPS and 
PPP. The advantages and challenges to PPP are both introduced and based on 
these, the aims and objectives of this research are formulated. The chapter 
concludes with the outline of the thesis.  
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To pursue the objectives proposed in Chapter one, this research starts with an 
investigation of the status of GPS and GALILEO. Chapter two presents three main 
sections: GPS and GALILEO system architectures, signal structures and reference 
frames. Furthermore, the interoperability of combining different GNSS for PPP is 
addressed in this chapter.  
Given the status of GPS and GALILEO, Chapter three presents a detailed literature 
review covering the relevant error source and their corresponding state-of-the art 
mitigation techniques. The theoretical residual error budget is derived based on the 
claimed performance of the error mitigation techniques and discussed in relation to 
PPP using GPS and/or GALILEO. 
Details of the existing Position, Velocity and Time (PVT) solution methods and PPP 
algorithms are reviewed in Chapter four. A float ambiguity wide-lane-narrow-lane 
pseudo-fixing algorithm is emphasized and analysed for its potential to facilitate the 
solution of integer ambiguities.   
Chapter five details the processes used to implement state-of-the-art PPP algorithms 
in software including existing GNSS error mitigation techniques reviewed in Chapter 
three and the PPP algorithms reviewed in Chapter four.  
Chapter six presents the experimental results of the PPP software developed in 
Chapter five and uses the results to confirm current problems with the existing PPP 
algorithms.  
Chapter seven quantitatively analysed the PPP convergence time -- satellite 
geometry and PPP convergence time – process noise level relationships. Based on 
this analysis, a set of weighting strategies for PPP, including the satellite geometry 
dependent weighting and the types of observations dependent weighting, is 
established based on a detailed investigation of the residual errors.  
Chapter eight describes an enhanced float ambiguity based Real-time static and 
kinematic PPP developed in this thesis. This approach improves the convergence 
time by using advanced error models and new weighting strategies developed in 
Chapter seven. A conventionally ignored error, the receiver clock jumps, is 
investigated on its nature and influence relevant to PPP. New receiver clock 
behaviour is observed and utilized to enable a dynamic covariance factor within PPP 
algorithms. Furthermore, the float ambiguity fixing algorithm using triple-frequency 
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GNSS systems is derived and tested with simulated GALILEO signals. In addition, a 
satellite selection algorithm for real-time PPP is developed. The performance of the 
enhanced PPP is presented. 
Chapter nine develops carrier-phase based receiver level integrity monitoring for float 
ambiguity pseudo-fixing PPP.  
The thesis is concluded in Chapter ten with the identification of the key contributions 
and suggestions for future research.  
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2. GPS and GALILEO Systems 
In Chapter one, various GNSS and augmentation systems were reviewed for 
possible usage for PPP. The aim of this research is to enhance real-time PPP 
everywhere on the Earth surface including remote areas where no augmentation 
systems are available. Two GNSS systems, GPS and GALILEO are selected for this 
research. GPS is the only GNSS that has reached Full Operation Capacity (FOC) 
and remains so at this time. Furthermore, its modernisation will offer significant 
potential not only in conventional positioning but also PPP. GALILEO is selected 
because of its modernized design in services and navigation signals and also 
because it is totally under civilian control. In order to derive PPP algorithms using 
GPS and GALILEO, understanding of the architectures, signal structures and 
integration issues is necessary and is presented in this chapter. In addition, the 
activities proposed by the U.S. to modernise GPS are reviewed also, together with 
the system current status. 
2.1 GPS and GALILEO Architectures 
GPS consists of three segments: space, ground and user. The GALILEO architecture 
can also be described as consisting of the same three segments.  
2.1.1 Space Segment 
2.1.1.1 GPS Current and Projected Constellation 
The GPS space segment consists nominally of a constellation of 24 operational 
Block II satellites distributed in 6 Orbital Planes inclined at 55 degrees and equally 
spaced at 60 degrees. Satellites are placed in a near-circular Medium Earth Orbit 
(MEO) at an altitude of approximately 20200 km. The semi-major axis of the MEO is 
26000km. Satellites orbit the Earth with each cycle of approximately 12 hours 
(Kaplan, 2006). 
Failed satellites are replaced with newer models. However, since satellites usually 
stay longer in orbit than the predicted lifespan, the number of broadcasting satellites 
tends to increase steadily. Table 2.1 (Navigation Centre, 2008) gives an overview of 
the current GPS satellite constellation. The mean Space Vehicle (SV) life span is 
based on operational experience (for those satellite types which have been in 
operation for a considerable period of time) and on predicted performance at the 
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design stage (for those satellite types either in the early years of operation or still to 
be launched), (Ochieng, 2004).  
Table 2.1: The GPS Constellation as of 21 July 2008 
Current Constellation 
SV Types Number of 
Launched 
SVs 
(successful 
Launch) 
Number of 
Operational 
SVs 
Time of 
Launch 
Mean SV Life Span (years) 
Block I 11 (10) 0 78 — 85 5   (designed life span) 
Block II 9 0 89 — 90 7.3 (designed life span)      
8.6 (operational experience) 
Block IIA 19 13 90 — 97 7.3 (designed life span)    
10.6 (operational experience) 
Block IIR 13 (12) 12 97 — 04 7.8 (designed life span) 
Block IIR-M 6 6 05 –- 08 10 (designed life span) 
Projected Future 
SV Types Number of SV Mean SV Life Span (years) 
Block IIR-M 2 10 (designed life span) 
Block IIF 12 12.7 (designed life span) 
Block III 30 Not yet available 
By 21 July 2008, 56 GPS satellites have been launched successfully and 31 
satellites are still operational, (Navigation Centre, 2008). Each satellite is identified by 
two different numbering schemes: the Space Vehicle Number (SVN) is based on the 
launching sequence, and the Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) which is related to the 
particular segment of the precision (P) code allocated to the individual satellites. 
There are more GPS satellites projected to be launched including 2 Block IIR-M, 12 
Block IIF and 30 Block III satellites. Their modernised signal structures are 
introduced in Section 2.2.1. 
Each GPS satellite has two or more caesium or/and rubidium atomic clocks. One 
clock is active of any time and provides the standard frequency on this satellite. 
Since Block I/II/IIA/IIR/IIR-M satellites use analogue clocks, as components age, the 
output frequency varies with changes in temperature or the magnetic field. 
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Modernized digital atomic clocks will be used on Block IIF satellites providing much 
higher accuracy and must keep time to within 8 nanoseconds a day (NRL, 2008). 
This improvement should also help to increase the stability of the satellite initial 
phase bias estimation. 
2.1.1.2 GALILEO Satellites and Development Progress 
When GALILEO reaches FOC, there will be 30 MEO satellites at an altitude of 23222 
km. This makes it possible for at least four satellites to be visible from any location on 
the Earth with a probability of 90% or higher and from most locations, six to eight 
satellites will always be visible. Ten satellites will occupy each of three orbital planes 
separated from each other by 120 degrees in right ascension. The mean inclination 
will be 56 degrees to the equator ensuring good coverage of polar latitudes. Satellites 
orbit the Earth with each cycle of approximately 14 hours. One satellite in each plane 
will be an active spare. (GSA, 2008) 
The first experimental GALILEO satellite, GIOVE-A, was launched on 28 December 
2005 and started transmitting signals on 12 January 2006. However, it could only 
transmit at two frequency bands at a time thereby not fully demonstrating GALILEO 
multiple frequency design. The second satellite, GIOVE-B, was launched on 27 April 
2008 and started transmitting signals on 7 May 2008. Further experimental satellites 
include GIOVE-A2, will be ready for launch in the second half of 2008 (ESA, 2008a). 
The original plan of providing the GPS/EGNOS/GALILEO combined services after 
the development of the four initial satellites of the In-orbit Validation (IOV) phase in 
2008 could not be achieved.  
GALILEO is expected to reach its FOC around 2013 (EC, 2008). Therefore, in this 
research only simulated GALILEO data are used. The key GALILEO satellite 
components are presented in Table 2.2: (Zandbergen et al., 2004; ESA, 2005b; and 
ESA, 2005c) 
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Table 2.2: GALILEO Satellite Components 
Satellite Components Component Functions 
L-band antenna Transmits the navigation signals with frequencies 
between 1200-1600 MHz 
Search and rescue 
(S&R) antenna 
Picks up distress signals from beacons on Earth and 
transmits them to a ground station for transmission to 
local rescue services 
C-band antenna Receives signals containing mission data (integrity and 
clock synchronization data) from GALILEO Uplink 
Stations 
Two S-band antennas Part of the Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TTC) 
subsystem; exchange housekeeping data with ground 
control to control the spacecraft and operate the payload; 
receive, process and transmit ranging signals that 
measure the satellite’s altitude to an accuracy within a few 
metres   
Infrared Radiation (IR) 
Earth sensors  & Finite 
frequency Selective 
Surfaces (FSS) Sun 
sensors 
Help to keep the spacecraft pointing at the Earth 
Laser retro-reflector Measures the satellite’s altitude to an accuracy within a 
few centimetres by reflecting a laser beam transmitted by 
a ground station (used about once a year) 
Space radiators Heat exchangers that radiate waste heat 
Two Passive master 
clocks 
The master clock on board are hydrogen atomic clocks 
with an accuracy within 0.45 ns over 12 hours and only 
one is operational at any given time 
Two Rubidium clocks Spares with an accuracy better than 1.8 ns over 12 hours. 
Only one is operational at any given time 
The detailed GALILEO onboard atomic clocks’ information is important for the 
research on correcting the initial carrier-phase bias (Section 3.3.2.3). 
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2.1.2 Control Segment 
2.1.2.1 GPS Control Segment 
The GPS Control Segment (CS) consists of four major components: a Master Control 
Station (MCS), Backup Master Control Station (BMCS), four ground antennas, and 
six monitor stations. The MCS is located at Schriever Air Force Base, Colorado, and 
is the central control node for the GPS satellite constellation. The MCS is responsible 
for all aspects of constellation command. Observation data is transmitted from 
monitor stations to the MCS where extensive modelling algorithms are applied for 
orbit and clock prediction. Satellite ephemeris, clock parameters and other navigation 
data (ionospheric parameters, satellite health, etc.) are determined at the Operational 
Control Segment (OCS) and up-linked to the satellites via Ground Antennas (GA) 
and S-Band (Meteo-Band) (Kaplan, 2006). The modernization of GPS space 
segment requires the OCS to be improved to be able to work with new blocks of 
satellites. 
2.1.2.2 GALILEO Ground Segment 
The GALILEO ground segment will consist of two parts: the Ground Control Segment 
(GCS) and the Ground Mission Segment (GMS). The GCS will handle spacecraft 
housekeeping and constellation maintenance while the GMS will handle navigation 
system control. There will be two control centres to manage these two segments 
(ESA, 2008c). 
The GCS will use a global network of five (telemetry, tracking and command) TTC 
stations for two-way communication with each satellite in S-band. The TTC stations 
will also communicate with the control centres. The GMS will use a global network of 
thirty GALILEO Sensor Stations (GSS) and ten Up-link Stations (ULS). The GSS will 
monitor the navigation signals of all satellites and transmit the results to the control 
centres through a comprehensive communications network using commercial 
satellites as well as cable connections. The control centres will then form the mission 
data including the Orbitography Determination and Time Synchronisation (OD & TS) 
and the Integrity Messages. The OD & TS can be used to calculate precise orbit and 
clock offset of each satellite and will be uploaded onto the satellites every 100 
minutes. The Integrity Message for the complete constellation will be sent to selected 
satellites.  (ESA, 2005d)  
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2.1.3 User Segment 
2.1.3.1 GPS Services and Modernisation 
This segment consists of an unlimited number of users equipped with GPS receivers 
capable of tracking the signals transmitted by the satellites allowing the user's 
position, velocity and time to be calculated. GPS receivers are passive, in that they 
do not emit any signals themselves enabling unlimited number of users to access the 
system at any instant in time. GPS provides two services: Precise Positioning 
Service (PPS) for authorized users and Standard Positioning Service (SPS) with a 
lower accuracy level for civilian users.  
Working in stand-alone mode (using undifferenced code-phase observations only), 
SPS provides a horizontal accuracy better than 36m (2σ) and a vertical accuracy of 
77m (2σ) (DoD, 2001). Many GPS users have claimed better accuracies. A real-time 
3D positioning accuracy at the level of 10 m (1σ) in undifferenced code-phase based 
stand-alone can be obtained and when using differential techniques, a 3D accuracy 
of better than 5 m (1σ) can be achieved (Wormley, 2006 and McDonald, 2002). If 
carrier-phase based DD observations are available, the accuracy of current post-
processed static positioning can reach millimetre level and the RTK position can 
reach centimetre level (Kaplan, 2006). 
The modernisation of GPS user segment includes evolution of GPS receivers to 
receive more GPS signals; developing new algorithms to utilize new signals and 
improving the navigation performance in terms of accuracy, integrity, continuity and 
availability.  
McDonald (2002) made predictions on the positioning accuracy of modernised GPS. 
In 2010 a new civil navigation signal will be available and the undifferenced code-
phase based stand-alone positioning will be able to provide 3D accuracy at 2m (2σ).  
The carrier-phase based DD RTK positioning 3D accuracy will be 3cm (2σ) and the 
3D accuracy of post-processed static positioning will be 5mm (2σ). The expectation 
of this capability to RTK PPP that exploits new GNSS signals is one of the main 
objectives in this research.   
Furthermore, the GPS modernisation also includes improving the accuracy of 
computed satellite orbits and clock offsets and uploading the ephemeris more 
frequently. This improvement will greatly benefit PPP users. 
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2.1.3.2 GALILEO Services and Performance 
Like GPS, GALILEO receivers will be passive. The system will provide the following 
services: (ESA, 2005c), (GSA, 2008), (ESA, 2008b) 
• The Open Service (OS) results from a combination of three separate 
GALILEO open signals, free of user charge, and provides position and timing 
performance superior to other GNSS systems. Using a combination of 
GALILEO and GPS signals will improve performance. 
• The Safety of Life Service (SoL) improves the open service performance 
through the provision of timely integrity warnings to users including the critical 
transport community. It will be certified against applicable standards and 
performance, for example the SBAS standards of the International Civil 
Aviation Organisation (ICAO) in 2009. This service will be implemented in the 
frequency bands L1 and E5.  
• The Commercial Service (CS) provides access to two additional encrypted 
signals. This allows a higher data throughput rate and enables users to 
improve the accuracy of positioning. Typical value-added services include 
service guarantees; precise timing services; the provision of ionosphere delay 
models, local differential correction signals for extreme-precision position 
determination and other services based on the broadcast of system 
information data.  
• The Public Regulated Service (PRS) provides position and timing to specific 
users requiring a high continuity of service, with controlled access. Two PRS 
navigation signals with encrypted ranging codes and data will be available.  
•  The search and Rescue service will make GALILEO a part of the Medium 
Earth Orbit Search and Rescue system (MEOSAR). GALILEO satellites will 
be able to pick up signals from emergency beacons carried on ships, planes 
or persons and ultimately send these back to national rescue centres. In 
some cases, feedback could be sent back to a beacon. 
In this research, the navigation signals provided by the OS are simulated and used to 
test the algorithms. The performance of GALILEO is crucial to PPP algorithms using 
GALILEO only or combined GPS and GALILEO, because it is directly related to the 
error models and the error budget (Chapter three). 
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GALILEO has been designed to provide better performance than GPS by 
transmitting extra pilots to aid carrier frequency tracking, improved satellite 
constellation design and provision more accurate navigation signals and messages 
(Benedicto, 2000). Studies have been done to characterise potential GALILEO 
performance. Ochieng et al. (2001) presented accuracy estimates for GALILEO only 
and combined GPS and GALILEO for horizontal and vertical components under both 
regional (750 South to 750 North) and global coverage with simulation tools.  
GALILEO signals performance is officially represented by the Signal-In-Space- 
Accuracy (SISA) which is defined as a prediction of the minimum standard deviation 
(1σ) of the unbiased Gaussian distribution which overbounds the Signal-In-Space 
Error (SISE) for all possible user locations within the satellite coverage area (ESA 
2008c). Based on this concept, the Signal-In-Space-Monitoring-Accuracy (SISMA) is 
defined as a prediction of the minimum standard deviation (1σ) of the unbiased 
Gaussian distribution which overbounds the error of the estimation of SISE as 
determined by the integrity monitoring system.  
After the successful launch and data transmission of the first experimental GALILEO 
satellite (GIOVE-A), assessing the real GALILEO signal performance became 
possible and the GALILEO performances based on experimental results are given in 
Table 2.3 – 2.8 (ESA, 2008c). 
The information of the tracking errors (observation error) provided in Table 2.3 is very 
important to PPP estimation procedure as it drives the variances of observations 
under different user environment, (e.g. residual multipath level). Table 2.4 presents 
the accuracy of the satellite orbit and clock corrections transmitted in the navigation 
message that are critical to PPP algorithms. Table 2.5 gives the accuracy of GPS-
GALILEO Time Offset (GGTO) (Eq. 2.2) which is a necessary correction for PPP 
using combined GPS and GALILEO. Table 2.6 gives the current positioning accuracy 
using GALILEO in terms of SISMA. The group delay given in Table 2.7 is an 
inevitable correction for dual-frequency code-phase usage. If the ionosphere-free 
linear combination of the code-phase observations P1 and P2 is used, this correction 
should not be applied.  
Unlike GPS, GALILEO will broadcast integrity information to its users through the 
Safety of Life (SoL) service and the performance of this service in given in table 2.8. 
This information is useful to derive the integrity monitoring algorithms of float 
ambiguity based PPP. 
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Table 2.3: GALILEO Tracking Stations Performance (ESA, 2008c) 
 “Initial Reference” quality expectations “Current”  quality expectations 
Code tracking error 
 (excluding multipath(4)) 
E5a-Q(1) : Between  6 and 23 cm   
E5b-Q : Between  6 and 23 cm  
E1-C   : Between  15 and 41 cm 
 
Assumptions: 
•
 Minimum satellite EIRP(2) 
•
 No ionospheric scintillation(3)   
•
 Maximum in band interference 
•
 Error dependency on satellite elevation (from 5º to 
90º) 
•
 Tracking on pilot 
•
 Root mean square value 
E5a-Q : Between  9 and 31 cm  
E5b-Q : Between 9 and 31 cm   
E1-C   : Between 13 and 41 cm 
Carrier tracking error  
(excluding multipath) 
< 2.5 mm 
 
Assumptions as indicated for the code tracking error 
(excluding multipath) 
Between 2 and 4 mm 
Code tracking error due to 
multipath 
Between 10 and 100 cm 
 
Between 15 and 140 cm 
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Assumptions: 
• Worst multipath delay 
• Average multipath phase 
• Range obeys to error dependency versus the D/U 
ratio.  
•  Applicable to the following signals E5a-Q, E5b-Q, 
E1-C 
• Tracking on pilot 
• Root mean square value 
Carrier tracking error due to 
multipath 
Between 0.7 and 10 mm 
 
Assumptions as indicated for the code tracking error (due to 
multipath) 
Between 0.8 and 11 mm 
 
1) E5a-Q, E5b-Q and E1-C are navigation signals (see also Table 2.10). 
2) Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) describes the strength of the signal leaving the satellite antenna or the transmitting Earth 
station antenna, and is used as a measure of the signal strength received on Earth (satellite today, 2008).  
3) Ionospheric scintillation see Section 3.3.3.1. 
4) Multipath see Section 3.3.6. 
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Table 2.4: GALILEO Ephemeris Performance (ESA, 2008c) 
 “Initial Reference” quality expectations “Current”  quality expectations 
Predicted  
Clock  and Orbit 
UERE 
< 130 cm  
 
Assumptions: 
• 95% percentile 
• End of navigation message applicability period (100 
minutes) 
• Worst satellite 
• Worst user location (infinity velocity approach) 
• Masking angle 0º 
• Worldwide network 40 stations 
Not in eclipse  < 70 cm  
In eclipse < 78 cm 
Predicted  
Clock  and Orbit 
First derivative of  the 
UERE 
< 10 mm/s 
 
Assumptions: as above 
Not in eclipse < 4.1 mm/s 
In eclipse < 4.3 mm/s 
Restituted Orbit Error < 10 cm  
Assumptions:  
• 67% percentile 
• Worst satellite 
< 12 cm 
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• Average over the arc duration 
• Worldwide network 40 stations 
Restituted Clock Error < 0.3 ns 
Assumptions:  
• 67% percentile 
• Worst satellite 
• Average over the arc duration 
• Worldwide network 40 stations 
< 0.5 ns 
Table 2.5: GTTO Offset Determination Performance (ESA, 2008c) 
 “Initial Reference” quality expectations “Current”  quality expectations 
Galileo to GPS Time 
Offset 
< 5 ns 
Assumptions: 
• 95% percentile 
• Average error over 24 hours 
< 10.4 ns 
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 Table 2.6: GALILEO Continuation (ESA, 2008c) 
 “Initial Reference” quality expectations “Current”  quality expectations 
SoL SISA(1) 
Upper bound 
< 85 cm 
 
Assumptions: 
• 68% percentile (by definition) 
• Any time within navigation message applicability 
period (100 min) 
• Under-bounding probability: 1E-04 
• Upper-bound unavailability probability of: 1E-05 
• Worst  satellite 
• Galileo over-bounding 
•  Signal-In-Space in fault free 
• After convergence 
• Worldwide network: 40 stations 
Not in eclipse  < 46 cm 
In eclipse < 54 * cm 
 
 * Note: currently under detailed assessment for 
eclipse condition 
1) Signal-In-Space-Monitoring-Accuracy (SISMA) stands. 
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 Table 2.7: Group Delay Determination Performance (ESA, 2008c) 
 “Initial Reference” quality expectations “Current”  experimentation results 
Broadcast 
Group Delay(1) 
Error < 50 cm for L1-C/E5a-Q (OS) 
 
Error < 50 cm for L1-C/E5b-Q (SoL) 
 
Assumptions: 
 
• 95% percentile 
• Sun Spot Number: 150 
• Average error over a prediction time of 24 hours 
• Worldwide network: DOC 4 
Error < 37 cm for L1-C/E5a-Q 
 
Error < 37 cm for L1-C/E5b-Q 
 
1) Group delay is the differential code-phase bias between navigation codes P1 and P2  (see Section 3.3.1.3). 
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   Table 2.8: Integrity Determination Performance (ESA, 2008c) 
 “Initial Reference” quality expectations “Current”  experimentation results 
SoL SISMA for Nominal 
SoL GSS Network 
Broadcast SISMA < 70 cm 
 
Assumptions: 
• 68% percentile (by definition) 
• Any time within integrity table applicability period 
• Under-bounding probability better than 1E-09 
• Unavailability probability better than 1E-05 
•  Worst satellite footprint 
• Sun Spot Number: 250 
•  Scintillation modelled 
• Nominal network probability ~ 0.95 
No scintillation: <70 cm  
Very strong scintillation: <106 cm 
 
“Current” experimentation results are in line with 
the “Initial Reference” quality expectations. 
Nevertheless it is possible to have a sub-set of 
satellites with degraded monitoring under strong 
scintillation conditions 
 
SoL SISMA for Degraded 
SoL GSS Network 
 
Broadcast SISMA < 130 cm 
Assumptions as above except: 
• Degraded network probability ~ 0.9995 
No scintillation: <100 cm  
Very strong scintillation: <154 cm 
(Comment as above) 
SoL SISA Common 
Undetected Failure 
2.0E-8 in 150s 1.9E-8 in 150s 
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2.2 GPS and GALILEO Signal Structures  
2.2.1 GPS Signals 
GPS carrier signals are modulated by several PRN ranging codes and the navigation 
message data chip rate of 50 bps. Table 2.9 shows the types of code modulated onto 
each carrier for different GPS satellite blocks. The Coarse/Acquisition (C/A) code has 
a 1.023 MHz chip rate, a period of 1 ms and is used primarily to acquire the P code. 
The precision (P) code has a 10.23 MHz chip rate, and a period of 7 days. The Y 
code is used in place of P code whenever the anti-spoofing (A-S) mode of operation 
is activated. Currently, the C/A code supports SPS while the P code supports the 
PPS.  The L2C code is a combination of L2CM (civil moderate length code) and 
L2CL (civil long code). The chip rate for L2CM and L2CL is 511.5 Kbps. L2CM is 
10230 chips long (20ms), and L2CL is 767250 chips long (1.5 s). The civil L5 code 
will have a 10.23 MHz chip rate and a length of 10230 chips (1ms).  
Table 2.9: List of GPS Signals (* currently not available) 
 L1 (1575.42 MHz) L2 (1227.60 MHz) L5 (1176.45 MHz) 
Block II & IIA C/A & P(Y) code  P(Y) Nun 
Block IIR-M C/A, P(Y) & M code L2C, P(Y) & M code Nun 
Block IIF * C/A, P(Y) & M code L2C, P(Y) & M code Civil L5 code 
Block III * C/A, P(Y), M & L1C code L2C, P(Y) & M code Civil L5 code 
The binary offset carrier (BOC) is a new modulation method developed to better 
share existing frequency allocations (Fig. 2.1). It is used for GPS M code and will be 
used for some GALILEO codes. The abbreviated notation ( , )BOC α β specifies the 
subcarrier frequency sf and the code chip rate cf as 1.023α  MHz and 1.023β  MHz 
respectively. The M code uses (10,5)BOC , (Leick, 2004). BOC enables the GPS and 
GALILEO to share one carrier with a frequency of 1575.42 MHz.  
2.2.2 GALILEO Signals 
GALILEO will provide 10 navigation signals (Table 2.10) with Right Hand Circular 
Polarization (RHCP) in the frequency ranges 1164-1214 MHz (E5a and E5b), 1260-
1300 MHz (E6) and 1559-1591 MHz (E2-L1-E1), which are parts of the Radio 
Navigation Satellite Service (RNSS) allocation. E5 and E1 are also parts of the 
Aeronautical Radio Navigation Services (ARNS) (Pratt, 2005; Gurtner 2007). Fig. 2.1 
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captured from the website of GSA (2008) demonstrates the RNSS allocation sharing 
plan for GPS and GALILEO.  
 
Figure 2.1: GPS and GALILEO Sharing Frequency Allocation Plan 
GALILEO carriers E5A, E5B and E1B available from OS and E6 B available from CS 
are used in this thesis with Three Carrier Ambiguity Resolution (TCAR) and Multiple 
Carrier Ambiguity Resolution (MCAR) for PPP. 
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Table 2.10: List of GALILEO Signals and Observation Codes 
Frequency Band Carrier (MHz) Channel or Code Service Observation Codes 
Pseudo range Carrier 
phase 
Doppler Signal Strength 
E1 1575.42 A PRS C1A L1A D1A S1A 
B I/NAV(1)  OS/CS/SoL C1B L1B D1B S1B 
C No data C1C L1C D1C S1C 
B+C  C1X L1X D1X S1X 
A+B+C  C1Z L1Z D1Z S1D 
E5A 1176.45 I F/NAV(2)  OS C5I L5I D5I S5I 
Q No data C5Q L5Q D5Q S5Q 
I+Q  C5X L5X D5X S5X 
E5B 1207.140 I I/NAV  OS/CS/SoL C7I L7I D7I S7I 
Q No data C7Q L7Q D7Q S7Q 
I+Q  C7X L7X D7X S7X 
E6 1278.75 A PRS C6A L6A D6A S6A 
  B C/NAV(3)  CS C6B L6B D6B S6B 
  C No data C6C L6C D6C S6C 
  B+C  C6X L6X D6X S6X 
  A+B+C  C6Z L6Z D6Z S6D 
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1) I/NAV is the acronym for Integrity Navigation message type with a data rate of 250sps. Its page duration is 1s, 30 pages a sub-frame 
and 18 sub-frames a frame. It includes the message of navigation, integrity, search and rescue, and service management.  
2) F/NAV is the acronym for Freely Accessible Navigation message type with a data rate of 50sps. Its page duration is 10s, 5 pages a sub-
frame and 12 sub-frames a frame. It includes navigation message. 
3) C/NAV is the acronym for Commercial message type with a data rate of 1000sps. Its page duration is 1s, 15 pages a sub-frame and 8 
sub-frames a frame. It includes the message of supplementary and service management.
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2.3 GPS and GALILEO Reference Frames  
The differences in GPS and GALILEO reference frames (time and geodetic 
coordinates) will bring systematic errors into the integrated use of GPS and 
GALILEO. These errors must be corrected if the PPP solution with the combined 
GPS and GALILEO is pursued. The corrections of these impacts are presented in 
this section. 
2.3.1 Time Frames 
GPS and GALILEO system times are internal navigation time scales used as a part 
of the navigation solution and are not considered as standard time products. Actually, 
GPS and GALILEO are specified to be kept within 50ns in practice of two standard 
time scales UTC and TAI, respectively. Therefore, the generation of these time 
scales is reviewed. 
2.3.1.1 UTC and TAI 
UTC is a composite time scale. It is comprised of inputs from a time scale derived 
from atomic clocks (International Atomic Time, TAI) and a time scale (Universal Time 
1 UT1) referenced to the Earth’s rotation rate. The UT1-UTC correction is contained 
in the broadcast navigation message and IGS EOP files (Sec 3.3.4.3). The difference 
between UTC and TAI is an integer number of seconds. This number equals to 10 
plus the total number of leap seconds which is 24 accumulating from 30th June 1972 
to 31st Dec. 2008.  
2.3.1.2 Convert GPS Time to UTC 
The receiver clock time bias from GPS system time 
,r clockδ  remains an unknown 
parameter and will be determined with the receiver position parameters together. 
Adding 
,r clockδ  to the receiver clock time rcv
GPSt
 yields GPS system time. The integer 
number of leap seconds nt  between GPS system time and UTC (USNO) is provided 
in the navigation message. It increases by 1 to 15 seconds on 31st Dec. 2008. 
Therefore, UTC (USNO) can be computed by the receiver as follows: 
                                                 
,
( )
rcv
GPS
r clock nUTC USNO t tδ= + +                                       [2.1] 
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The above computation will yield a value of UTC (USNO) within 200 nsec (2σ) of the 
true UTC (USNO) for PPS users and 340 nsec (2σ) for SPS users. 
2.3.1.3 GALILEO Time to UTC 
A comparison of GPS Time characteristics and GALILEO System Time (GST) 
requirements is given in Table 2.11 (Moudrak, 2005).  
Table 2.11: GPS Time and GALILEO System Time (GST) 
 GPS Time GALILEO System Time 
Type of time 
scale 
Composite clock: Average of 
GPS clocks computed in a 
Kalman filter 
Master clock: steered active H-
master 
Produce location Computed at Master Control 
Station 
Physically produced at 
GALILEO Precise Timing 
Facility (PTF) 
Access outside 
the system 
Through broadcast 
corrections to satellite clocks 
Through direct time transfer or 
through broadcast corrections to 
satellite clocks 
Steering to TAI Through USNO Through GALILEO Time 
Service Provider combining 
several UTC laboratories 
Offset from TAI 14 ns (rms in 2004) 50 ns (2σ, requirement) 
Uncertainty of 
TAI offset 
~9 ns (rms in 2004) 28 ns (2σ, requirement) 
GGTO is planned to be broadcast in both modernized GPS and GALILEO navigation 
messages together with its accuracy. Another solution is to take the GGTO as an 
additional unknown and determine it together with receiver position, (Moudrak et al., 
2004). For PPP using GPS and GALILEO, the time can be kept under the GPS time 
system as given by Equation 2.2: (see also Eq. 3.1) 
                           
/
/
rcv
rcv
GPS GPS
r clockGPS
GAL GALILEO
r clock
t PR c
t
t PR c GGTO
δ
δ

− −
= 
− − −
    [2.2] 
where 
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rcv
t
 
-- User (receiver) time. 
GPS
rPR  -- GPS pseudorange. 
GAL
rPR  -- GALILEO pseudorange. 
,
GPS
r clockδ  -- GPS satellite clock correction. 
,
GAL
r clockδ  -- Galileo satellite clock correction. 
c
 -- Speed of light in Vaccum. 
GGTO -- GPS-GALILEO Time Offset. 
2.3.2 Geodetic Coordinate Frames 
GPS and GALILEO use different Earth-Centred Earth-Fixed (ECEF) reference 
systems to express their satellite positions. GPS uses the World Geodetic System 
1984 (WGS84) and GALILEO uses the IERS Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS). 
Furthermore, European GNSS receivers sometimes adopt European Terrestrial 
reference System 89 (ETRS89). Therefore, an understanding of the differences 
between these geodetic reference systems is necessary. 
2.3.2.1 WGS84 
The WGS84 is the reference system in which the GPS satellite orbits are computed. 
This system also provides an ellipsoidal model of the Earth’s shape in which a GPS 
receiver’s position can be identified by its latitude, longitude and height. This model 
takes the mean equatorial radius of the Earth which is 6,378.137 km as the radius of 
the equatorial cross-section of the Earth. WGS84 is a Conventional Terrestrial 
Reference System (CTRS) with the centre of mass of the whole Earth including 
oceans and the atmosphere, as its origin. The coordinate system is a right handed, 
Earth-Fixed orthogonal system. The ellipsoidal cross-section containing the z-axis 
has a semimajor axis of 6,378.137 km and a semiminor axis of 6,356.7523142 km. 
More details about the conversions between geodetic coordinates in WGS84 and 
Cartesian coordinates in ECEF system can be found in Kaplan (2006). The original 
WGS84 reference frame was realised by a set of Navy Navigation Satellite System 
(NNSS) or NAVSAT coordinates. Since then GPS derived coordinates have been 
used to realise refined reference frames.  
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2.3.2.2 ITRS 
Adopted by GALILEO, the ITRS is a global geocentric reference datum with station 
coordinates accurate to better than 10 cm. ITRS is maintained by the International 
Earth Rotation Service (IERS), and is defined by the coordinates of Satellite Laser 
Ranging (SLR), Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR) and Very Long Baseline Interferometry 
(VLBI) facilities. ITRS provides the fundamental definition of the position of the centre 
of mass of the Earth to within 10 cm, and the orientation of the axes to 
correspondingly high accuracies. The maintenance of a datum at this level of 
accuracy requires constant monitoring of the rotation of the Earth, motion of the pole 
and the movement of the plates of the crust of the Earth. The most recent realisation 
of ITRS is IERS Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) 2005. Unlike the previous 
versions of the ITRF, the ITRF2005 is constructed with input data under the form of 
time series of station positions and Earth Orientation Parameters (EOPs) (ITRF, 
2008a). The International GNSS service (IGS) products used in this research are 
produced within the IGS realization of the ITRF 2000 (IGS, 2004). 
Recent WGS84 realizations, such as WGS84 (G730, G873 and G1150), agree with 
the ITRF at the 10-centimetre level. Hence it can be considered that ITRF 
coordinates are also expressed in WGS84 at 10 cm level (ITRF, 2008b). 
Furthermore, the agreement between WGS84 (G1150) and the ITRF2000 reference 
frames is within 1 cm and the difference is regarded as statistically insignificant for 
many applications. (Merrigan et al., 2002).  
2.3.2.3 ETRS89 
The ETRS89 is the standard European precise GPS coordinate system. It is fixed to 
the stable part of the European plate and identical to ITRS89 at the beginning of year 
1989 (ETRS89, 2007). In 2000, the difference between the ITRS and ETRS89 was 
about 25 cm and increases by about 2.5 cm per year. The precise transformation 
from ITRS to ETRS89 is described below (Boucher and Altamimi, 2007): 
	
   	
     0   0   0   
 	
 · 	  1989.0
   [2.3] 
where ( )IYY cX t  and ( )E cX t  are receiver positions in a successive realization of ITRS 
in year YY  (ITRSYY) and ETRS89 at time ct  with a unit of year respectively. The 
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estimation of YYT  is given in Table 2.12 and the estimation of   is given in Table 
2.13. 
Table 2.12: Estimation of YYT  
YY T1 (cm) T2 (cm) T3 (cm) 
89 0 0 0 
90 1.9 2.8 -2.3 
91 2.1 2.5 -3.7 
92 3.8 4.0 -3.7 
93 1.9 5.3 -2.1 
94 4.1 4.1 -4.9 
96 4.1 4.1 -4.9 
97 4.1 4.1 -4.9 
00 5.4 5.1 -4.8 
05 5.6 4.8 -3.7 
Table 2.13: Estimation of     
YY  (mas/year)  (mas/year)  (mas/year) 
89 0.11 0.57 -0.71 
90 0.11 0.57 -0.71 
91 0.21 0.52 -0.68 
92 0.21 0.52 -0.68 
93 0.32 0.78 -0.67 
94 0.20 0.5 -0.65 
96 0.20 0.5 -0.65 
97 0.20 0.5 -0.65 
00 0.081 0.490 -0.792 
05 0.054 0.518 -0.781 
2.4 Summary  
In the beginning of this chapter GPS and GALILEO systems were selected from a 
number of GNSS and augmentation systems reviewed in Chapter one for this 
research on real-time static and kinematic PPP. Subsequently, the current status of 
GPS and GALILEO were presented respectively, to identify the currently available 
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resources relevant to PPP and any future improvements including the impact of more 
civilian navigation signals and visible satellites. From the review of GALILEO 
performance, significant information relevant to PPP potentially exists. This is 
partially captured in the estimation of the GALILEO observation error budget based 
on the code tracking error and the accuracy of satellite orbit and clock corrections 
broadcast GGTO and group delay. Finally, the interoperability issues in combining 
GPS and GALILEO data for PPP were addressed. Based on the knowledge reviewed 
in this chapter, the next chapter is going to detail the GNSS observables of the 
navigation signals and the measurement errors in the observations.  
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3. GNSS Observables and Measurement Errors 
Assuming the navigation signals introduced in Chapter two are correctly received at a 
GNSS receiver from GPS and GALILEO satellites, GNSS observables can then be 
extracted and modelled to form observation equations. By solving this set of 
equations, the Position, Velocity and Time (PVT) of the receiver can be finally 
calculated. In this chapter the types of GNSS observables, error models and linear 
combinations of observation equations are examined as pre-requisites for receiver 
PVT solutions (addressed in Chapter four). 
3.1 Code-phase and Carrier-phase Observables 
The code-phase, carrier-phase and Doppler measurement are the basic GNSS 
observables. However, the Doppler measurement is not commonly used for precise 
positioning, because of its relatively high standard deviation (several hundreds of 
metres). Both code-phase and carrier-phase observables are used in this thesis. The 
receiver compares the received timing codes (C/A and P) with replica codes 
generated within it. Each phase difference between the two codes (received and 
generated) gives the travel time between the satellite and the receiver. This process 
is referred to as cross correlation. The distance between the satellite and the receiver 
can then be determined by multiplying the travel time by the speed of light in vacuum.  
However, the determined distance is distorted by a number of error sources, e.g. 
clock error due to the non-synchronisation of the satellite and receiver clock, and 
hence is known as the pseudo-range (Leick, 2004). 
                                           ( ) ( ( ) ( ))s sr rPR n c t n t n= −                                             [3.1] 
where 
( )srPR n  -- measured pseudo-range from satellite s  to receiver r at epoch n
in GPS time [m] 
c
 -- speed of light in vacuum (299,729,458.0 [m/s]) 
( )
r
t n  -- receive time corresponding to epoch n of the receiver’s clock [s]  
( )st n  -- transmit time corresponding to epoch n of the satellite’s clock [s] 
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In addition, once the receiver ‘locks onto’ the carrier (L1 or L2) from a particular 
satellite, it starts to measure the phase changes and keeps track of the change in the 
number of whole cycles (Townsend et al., 1995). The advance in carrier-phase 
during an epoch is determined by integrating the carrier Doppler frequency offset 
over the interval of the epoch and the measurement precision can be better than 0.01 
cycles for receivers in the marketplace (Kaplan, 2006). However, the number of 
whole cycles between the receiver and the satellite at lock on is unknown and is the 
key to precise positioning. This unknown number is referred to as the integer 
ambiguity. If the integer ambiguity is known then a more precise range between 
satellite s  and receiver r at epoch n can be calculated from carrier-phase 
measurement as (Leick, 2004) 
                                               
,
( ( ))s s sr n i r rN nλ φΦ = + ∆ .                                          [3.2] 
where 
,
s
r nΦ  -- calculated carrier-phase pseudorange [m] 
s
rN  -- integer-value ambiguity [cycles] 
( )sr nφ∆  -- measured carrier-phase at epoch n  [cycles] 
iλ  -- carrier wavelength on carrier i [m/cycle] 
3.2 GNSS Observation Equations 
GNSS observation equations provide the relationship between GNSS observations 
introduced in the previous section and the unknown parameters, such as the 
coordinates of the receiver antenna. The undifferenced observation equations for 
code-phase and carrier-phase are given below. (Gao, 2002) 
, , , / ( ) ,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ))is s s s s s s s sr i r r clock clock r i r r orbit r mul P L r nse r iPR L c I L T PR Lρ δ δ δ δ ε= − − + + + + +   [3.3] 
                              
2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )sr s s sX x Y y Z zρ = − + − + −                                       [3.4] 
where (the other terms have the same meaning as in Equation 3.3 and 3.4) 
( )sr iPR L  -- measured pseudo-range on carrier iL  output from the 
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receiver [m] 
iL  -- Carrier L1 or L2 for GPS, E5A, E5B, or L1F for GALILEO 
s
rρ  -- topocentric geometric distance between the receiver r and the 
satellite s [m], unknown 
c
 -- speed of light in vacuum (299,729,458.0 [m/s]) 
,r clockδ  -- receiver clock error [s] i.e. offset from GPS time, unknown 
s
clockδ  -- satellite clock error [s] i.e. offset from GPS time 
( )sr iI L  -- ionospheric delay in pseudo-range on Li [m] 
s
rT  -- tropospheric delay in pseudo-range [m] 
,
s
r orbitδ  -- satellite orbit error [m] 
, / ( )i
s
r mul P Lδ  -- multipath error [m] 
,
( ( ))s sr nse r iPR Lε  -- observation noise and other errors [m] 
( , , )s s sX Y Z  -- the known satellite coordinates 
( , , )x y z  -- the unknown receiver coordinate 
For the carrier phase, the integer ambiguity term in Equation 3.2 is actually biased by 
the difference of the initial phases in the receiver and satellite clocks and is a float 
value in practice (Gao, 2002).  
, , , , / ( ) ,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ))i
s s s s s s s s s s
r i r r clock clock r i r r orbit i r i r mul L r nse r iL c I L T N Lρ δ δ δ λ δ εΦΦ = − − − + + + + + Φ                                                                    
                                                                                                                                [3.5] 
                                      
, , 0 0( , ) ( , )s s sr i r i r i iN N t L t Lφ φ= + −                                        [3.6] 
where (other terms have the same meaning as in Equation 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5) 
( )sr iLΦ  -- calculated carrier-phase pseudorange given by Equation 3.2 [m] 
,
s
r iN  -- real-value ambiguity term [cycles] 
,
s
r iN  -- integer-value ambiguity term [cycles] 
r
φ , sφ  -- initial phase at receiver and satellite oscillators respectively [cycle] 
iλ  -- carrier wavelength on iL  [m] 
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Clearly, a reduction in the number of unknowns in the observation equations reduces 
its complexity and results in efficient computation of PVT. There are three main ways 
to reduce the number of unknowns: differencing techniques, linear combinations of 
observation equations and error modelling. The functional models of these three 
methods are discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3. 
3.2.1 Differencing Techniques 
Differencing techniques can be used to reduce the number of unknown parameters in 
the undifferenced (UD) observation equations (Equation 3.3 and 3.5). For example, 
the receiver clock offset can be eliminated by differencing the observables from one 
receiver to difference satellites also known as across satellites differencing. Similarly, 
the satellite clock offset can be eliminated by differencing across receivers. However, 
differencing also increase the noise level which can distort the positioning solutions. 
In this research of PPP, only one receiver is to be used making across receivers 
differencing not available. Therefore, in section 3.2.1.1, only differencing techniques 
that are available for PPP are reviewed leaving the others introduced in section 
3.2.1.2. 
3.2.1.1 Single Differencing Across Satellites and Time 
If only one GNSS receiver is used, e.g. in PPP, available differencing techniques are 
across satellites, i.e. Satellite-Difference (SD), across time, i.e. Time-Difference (TD) 
and across satellites and time, i.e. Time-Satellite-Difference (TSD). Given UD code-
phase (Eq. 3.3) or carrier-phase (Eq. 3.5) observation equations between receiver r 
and satellite s or k at epochs i and/or j, SD, TD and TSD can be formed as: 
( ) ( ) ( )sk k sr r rSD t UD t UD t= −                                    [3.7] 
( ) ( ) ( )s s sr r j r iTD t UD t UD t= −                                   [3.8] 
( ) ( ) ( )sk sk skr r j r iTSD t SD t SD t= −                                 [3.9] 
Compared to UD, the receiver clock offset is eliminated in SD only position, carrier-
phase ambiguity and tropospheric delay parameters remain. The carrier-phase 
ambiguity is eliminated in TD and the change of the receiver clock offset is to be 
estimated. Both the receiver clock offset and integer ambiguity are eliminated in TSD 
leaving only position and tropospheric parameters to be estimated.   
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3.2.1.2 Differencing Across Receiver and Satellite 
If two GNSS receivers are used, the Across Receivers Single Differencing (ARSD) 
can be formed as: 
                                               
( ) ( ) ( )s s srv v rARSD t UD t UD t= −
.
                                [3.10] 
The satellite related errors (orbit and clock) are eliminated and the tropospheric and 
ionospheric errors can also be eliminated for short baselines. Kaplan (2006) 
concluded that the residual of the ionospheric delay of ARSD is less than 2 m (2σ) 
over a 400 km baseline even during ionospheric scintillations (Section 3.3.3.1). Local 
ionospheric physical phenomena such as the Travelling Ionospheric Disturbances 
(TIDs) can increase the ionospheric residual over baselines as short as 10 km. The 
differential residual of tropospheric delay is as small as 2 cm in theory but can be as 
large as 40 cm over a 25 km baseline for satellites above 50 (Kaplan, 2006). The 
receiver related errors are left in the ARSD observations.  
DD can be formed as: 
( ) ( ) ( )sk sk skrv v rDD t SD t SD t= −                                  [3.11] 
In DD, the satellite clock error is eliminated by differencing across receivers and the 
receiver clock error is eliminated by differencing across satellites. The ionospheric, 
tropospheric reduced similarly with ARSD and satellite orbit and clock errors are 
reduced similarly with SD. The residual error of DD goes up when the baseline 
extends. The position and carrier-phase parameters are left in DD. Furthermore, 
differencing DD observations over two adjacent time epochs gives triple difference 
(TRD) as 
( ) ( ) ( )sk sk skrv rv j rv iTRD t DD t DD t= −                                  [3.12] 
In TRD, all errors reduced in DD are also reduced. In addition, the integer ambiguity 
is eliminated. ARSD, DD and TRD require at least two receivers for positioning; 
hence they are not applicable to PPP. However, some positioning techniques 
originally based on using DD or TRD can benefit PPP algorithms by providing precise 
initial values of the unknowns, e.g. initial receiver position, if applicable for the 
starting epoch. 
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3.2.2 Linear Combinations 
Dual or multiple frequency receivers can receive more than one carrier signal from 
the same satellite enabling another way to reduce unknown parameters in 
observation equations. This is done by forming linear combinations of code-phase 
and/or carrier-phase measurements on different carriers.  
3.2.2.1 Ionosphere-Free Linear Combination 
According to Equation 3.36, combining the observations from the same satellite can 
largely eliminate ionospheric effects, because these effects depend on frequency. 
The ionosphere-free code-phase linear combination is represented by: (terms 
defined in Equation 3.3 and 3.4) 
                            
2 2
1 2
, 1 22 2 2 2
1 2 1 2
, , , , , ,
( ) ( )
( )
s s s
r IF r r
s s s s s s
r r clock clock r r orbit r mul IF r nse IF
f fPR PR L PR Lf f f f
c Tρ δ δ δ δ ε
= −
− −
= − − + + + +
    [3.13] 
                                  
2 2
1 2
, , , , 1 , , 22 2 2 2
1 2 1 2
s s s
r mul IF r mul f r mul f
f f
f f f fδ δ δ= −− −                        [3.14] 
                                  
2 2
1 2
, , , , 1 , , 22 2 2 2
1 2 1 2
s s s
r nse IF r nse f r nse f
f f
f f f fε ε ε= −− −                           [3.15] 
where 1f  is the frequency of GPS carrier L1 and equals to 1575.42 MHz; 2f  is the 
frequency of GPS carrier L2 and equals to 1227.60 MHz; 
, ,
s
r mul IFδ  and , ,sr nse IFε  
represent the combined multipath and noise respectively. 
In equation 3.13, the satellite code phase offset is also cancelled, but the multipath 
and noise terms are actually increased (Hoffmann-Wellenhof et al., 1997). De Jonge 
(1998) and Schaer (1999) gave the ionospheric-free carrier-phase linear combination 
as: (terms defined in Equation 3.5, 3.6 and 3.13) 
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2 2
1 2
, 1 22 2 2 2
1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2
, , , , , ,2 2
1 2 2 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
s s s
r IF r r
s s s s s s
r r clock clock r r orbit r mul IF r nse IF
f fL Lf f f f
f f N N
c c Tf f f fρ δ δ δ δ ε
Φ = Φ − Φ
− −
= + − − − + + + +
−
                      
[3.16] 
Although the ionospheric refraction is largely eliminated, the observation noise is 
almost tripled and the ambiguity is no longer an integer value, increasing the difficulty 
of the ambiguity determination. This combination is also referred to as 3L  (Sauer, 
2003).  
3.2.2.2 Geometry-Free Linear Combination 
The carrier-phase geometry-free linear combination 
,
s
r GFΦ is given by: (terms defined 
in Equation 3.5 and 3.6) 
, 1 2
2 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 0 2
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ( , ) ( , )) ( ( , ) ( , ))
s s s
r GF r r
s s s s
r r r r
L L
I L I L t L t L t L t Lλ φ φ λ φ φ
Φ = Φ − Φ
= − + − − −
   .     [3.17] 
It is independent of receiver clocks, satellite clocks, troposphere errors and the 
geometry (satellite orbit and receiver coordinates). It only contains ionospheric errors 
and initial phase biases (Hugentobler, 2007). The difference in the multipath and the 
measurement noise of two carriers is neglected here. The same linear combination 
can be formed using code-phase measurements as: (see also Equation 3.3 and 3.4) 
2 1, 1 2 , ,
( ) ( )s s s s sr GF r r r f r fPR PR L PR L I I= − = −  .                    [3.18] 
3.2.2.3 Wide-lane Linear Combination 
The wide-lane linear combination referred to as 5L  is given by: (see also Equation 
3.16 for definitions) 
5
1 2
, 1 2
1 2 1 2
1 2
1 2 , 1 , 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
, , , , , ,
( ) ( )
( )
( )
s s s
r L r r
s s s
r r f r f
s s s s s
r clock clock r r orbit r mul IF r nse IF
f fL Lf f f f
f fc N N I If f f f f f
c T
ρ
δ δ δ δ ε
Φ = Φ − Φ
− −
= + − − +
− − −
− − + + + +
 .               [3.19]                                                 
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Table 3.1a: Wide Linear Combination Frequency Options  
(Werner and Winkel, 2003) 
Combined 
Signal 
Virtual 
Wavelength 
[m] 
Virtual 
Frequency 
[MHz] 
Carrier Noise 
(without 
multipath) 
[mm] 
Carrier Noise 
(with 
multipath) 
[mm] 
L1—L2 0.8619 347.8200 4.855 16.314 
L1—L5 0.7514 398.9700 4.249 14.074 
L2—L5 5.8610 51.1500 33.050 99.527 
L1—E6 1.0105 296.67 5.719 19.375 
L1—E5b 0.8140 368.28 4.593 15.344 
L1—E5a 0.7514 398.97 4.249 14.074 
E6—E5b 4.1865 71.61 23.670 72.778 
E6—E5a 2.9305 102.3 16.603 50.564 
E5b—E5a 9.7684 30.69 55.183 165.025 
L5 for modernised GPS is not yet available. As shown in Table 3.1a, the combination 
signals have a longer wavelength (e.g. E5b—E5a, 9.7684 m) than actual signals 
(e.g. E5a, 0.2548 m; E5b 0.2483 m). This characteristic helps in ambiguity 
determination and is further demonstrated in Table 3.1b.  
3.2.2.4 Melbourne-Wϋbbena Linear Combination 
Melbourne and Wϋbbena independently introduced the following linear combination 
of two frequencies from the same GPS satellite as follows: (Kaplan, 2006) 
                               
6
6 6
1 2 1 2
, , 1 , 2 , 1 , 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 2 , , , ,
1 2
( )
( )
s s s s s
r L r f r f r f r f
s s
r mul L r nse L
f f f fPR PRf f f f f f f f
c N Nf f δ ε
Φ = Φ − Φ − −
− − + +
= − + +
−
     [3.20] 
In this model, the receiver and satellite clock offsets, the atmospheric errors and the 
satellite orbit error terms are eliminated. However, the combined frequency 6L  
requires very high quality code observations for ambiguity determination. This 
combination is used in Section 4.8.  
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3.2.2.5 Gao-Shen Combination 
Using the nature of the ionospheric delay explained in Equation 3.37, Gao (2002) 
developed the linear combination below: 
         
, ,
, ,
, , , , , , , ,
( ) 0.5( ( ) ( ))
( ) 0.5 ( )
0.5( ) 0.5( )
s s s
r IF GS i r i r i
s
s s s s r
r r clock clock r r orbit
i
s s s s
r mul PR r mul r nse PR r nse
PR L PR L L
N
c T c fρ δ δ δ
δ δ ε εΦ Φ
= + Φ
= − − + + + +
+ + +
                     [3.21] 
Combining Equations 3.3 and 3.5 forms a new ionospheric free combination with half 
of the noise level of Equation 3.13. Furthermore, in this model, both L1 and L2 
ambiguities can be estimated and their integer characteristics can be exploited in 
PPP processing (Gao, 2002). 
3.2.2.6 Triple-frequency Linear Combinations  
The general form of the Triple-frequency Carrier-phase Linear Combinations 
(TCLCs) tripleφ  using L1, L2 and L3 for GPS or E1, E5a and E5b for GALILEO is 
given by: 
        
1 1 2 2 3 3triple a a aφ φ φ φ= + +                                      [3.22] 
For simplification, the carrier-phase observations 1φ , 2φ , and 3φ  are in cycles, 1a , 2a  
and 3a  are the coefficients then the corresponding ambiguity linear combination is: 
    
1 1 2 2 3 3tripleN a N a N a N= + +  
        
                         [3.23] 
where 1N , 2N , and 3N  are the float carrier phase ambiguities (Eq. 3.6). Some 
combinations can provide a group of gradually reduced wavelengths known as 
cascading wavelengths. This nature can be utilised by Cascading Integer 
Resolutions (CIR) which can achieve instantaneous carrier-phase integer ambiguity 
resolution by rounding the combined Double Differenced (DD) observations to the 
nearest integer assuming that the residual error, including the DD troposphere, 
ionosphere and multipath, are considered to be smaller than a half (or a quarter for 
better reliability) of the corresponding wavelength. The triple-frequency combinations 
used by CIR are given in Table 3.1b:   
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Table 3.1b: Cascading Wavelength Series for TCAR  
(Zhang, 2005) 
System TCLC Coefficients Wavelength 
1a  2a  3a  (m) 
GPS EWL 0 1 -1 5.861 
WL 1 -1 0 0.862 
ML 1 0 -1 0.751 
L1 1 0 0 0.190 
GALILEO EWL 0 1 -1 9.768 
WL 1 -1 0 0.814 
ML 1 0 -1 0.751 
E1 1 0 0 0.190 
In addition to the conventional WL and L1 for dual-frequency users, TCLC includes 
the Extra Wide Lane (EWL) and Middle Lane (ML) at can be used to derive Three-
Carrier Ambiguity Resolution (TCAR) which can be used for PPP.                                                                                                                                                        
3.3 GNSS Error Sources 
The standard deviation of the receiver PVT solution is a function of two factors: the 
measurement quality represented by the User Equivalent Range Error (UERE) and 
the satellite geometry measured by Dilution Of Precision (DOP) as expressed below: 
                                                   
PVT UEREDOPσ σ= ⋅                                              [3.24] 
The UERE is discussed later in this chapter and the DOP is examined in Section 4.3. 
The error sources shown in Figure 3.1 affect the UERE and must be carefully defined 
and modelled to optimize the carrier-phase ambiguity determination and hence the 
PPP algorithm performance in terms of accuracy and speed of convergence.  
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Figure 3.1: UERE Errors 
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There are mainly three groups of UERE errors: blunders/mistakes/gross errors, 
systemic errors and random/accidental errors. The mitigation techniques of revelance 
to PPP are discussed below.  
3.3.1 Satellite Dependent Errors 
Satellite dependent errors include satellite orbit instability, satellite antenna phase 
centre offset, satellite clock offset, Relativistic error and Differential Code-phase Bias 
(DCB). These errors are eliminated by either modelling or applying external 
navigation information. 
3.3.1.1 Satellite Orbit and Clock Corrections 
In PPP, the use of very precise satellite orbit and clock corrections is necessary. 
Because if only normal broadcast ephemeris are used, the satellite orbit and clock 
errors will be much bigger than other residual GNSS errors quantitatively. And no 
alternative methods can be used to further reduce them making the final error budget 
too high to do PPP. Therefore, higher accuracy and shorter latency of satellite orbit 
and clock corrections have been always the main tasks of the organisations who 
provides these corrections. Among these organisations, the International GNSS 
Service (IGS) provides a set of time tagged post processed precise satellite positions 
and clock corrections. The longer the latency, the more accurate the corrections are. 
The precise satellite clock information is given in units of microseconds at the 
satellite positions reference epoch. The rate of clock correction has units of  
410 /s sµ−  with a precision of 1 pico-second/second. Modernized high frequency IGS 
satellite 30 second clock corrections are currently available but have not been 
officially listed in the table of products on their website. The data are written in SP3C 
format (Appendix 1). In this thesis, the Final satellite orbit and the 30 second satellite 
clock corrections are used for algorithm tests. The products are listed in Table 3.2 
(IGS, 2009). 
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Table 3.2: GPS Satellite Ephemeris and Clocks Products from the International 
GNSS Service (captured from the IGS website on 03/05/2009) 
GPS Satellite 
Ephemerides 
Accuracy Latency Updates Sample 
Interval 
Broadcast orbits ~160 cm real time -- daily 
sat. clocks ~7 ns 
Ultra-Rapid 
(predicted half) 
orbits ~10 cm real time four times 
daily 
15 min 
sat. clocks ~5 ns 
Ultra-Rapid 
(observed half) 
orbits <5 cm 3 hours four times 
daily 
15 min 
sat. clocks ~0.2 ns 
Rapid orbits <5 cm 17 hours daily 15 min 
sat. & stn. 
clocks 
0.1 ns 5 min 
Final orbits <5 cm ~13 days weekly 15 min 
sat. & stn. 
clocks 
<0.1 ns 5 min 
The satellite clock correction s
clockδ  (see also Equations 3.3, 3.5 and 3.13) is defined 
as: 
                                          ( 1)sclock r GDL dt t Tδ = + ∆ −                                       [3.25] 
                                      ( )21 2( 2)sclock r GDL dt t f f Tδ = + ∆ − .                       [3.26] 
where dt  denotes the satellite clock offset and is given by IGS products, 
r
t∆ denotes 
the relativistic correction (Section 3.3.1.2) and GDT  is the group delay (Section 
3.3.1.3) .   
3.3.1.2 Relativistic Correction 
The GNSS satellite clock is affected by Special Relativity (SR), General Relativity 
(GR), relativistic periodic and Sagnac effect. The satellite clock error caused by SR 
and GR is compensated by adjusting the satellite clock frequency prior to launch 
(Kaplan 2006). However, the relativistic periodic effect due to the eccentricity of the 
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satellite orbit needs to be corrected by the GNSS user. The correction can be 
calculated from the parameters in the broadcast satellite navigation message as  
                                                     
sin
r kt Fe a E∆ =                                             [3.27] 
                               
1/ 2
10 1/ 2
2
2( ) 4.442807633 10 [s/ ]F m
c
µ
−
−
= = − ×                      [3.28] 
where (Leick, 2004) 
µ  
-- 
14 3 23.986005 10 [ / ]m s×  Earth’s universal gravitational parameter 
e
 -- satellite orbital eccentricity 
a
 -- semimajor axis of the satellite orbit 
kE  -- eccentric anomaly of the satellite orbit 
However, the broadcast satellite ephemerides are not as accurate as the IGS data. 
Therefore, the relativistic correction applied in this thesis follows the algorithm 
suggested in ICD-GPS-200C (1997): 
                                                           ∆  	  ·                                                 [3.29] 
Where  and   are the position and velocity vectors of the GPS/GALILEO satellites 
respectively. This effect is already accounted for in IGS clock products. 
During the signal transmission, the user clock on the Earth surface experiences a 
finite rotation due to Earth rotation. This phenomenon is referred to as the Sagnac 
effect and should be accounted for. One approach of Earth rotation corrections is to 
work within an Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) frame for satellite and user position 
computations. An ECI frame can be obtained by freezing an ECEF frame at the 
instant in time, 
u
T , when pseudorange measurements are made to the set of visible 
satellites. All of the satellite positions must correspond to their different times of 
transmission. For each satellite, its time of transmission sT  is given by 
                                                      /s uT T P c= −                                                 [3.30] 
where P  is the pseudorange measurement after applying the satellite clock 
corrections and c  is the speed of light in vacuum. Next this satellite’s position can be 
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computed in terms of its ECEF coordinates ( ), ,s s sx y z  at its time of transmission 
using the broadcast ephemeris data or the precise satellite orbit information such the 
IGS products used in this research. Then, each satellite position can be transformed 
into the common ECI frame by                                     
!"#	$%#	$&#	$'  (
cos , -  .
 sin , -  .
 0sin , -  .
 cos , -  .
 00 0 11 !
".%.&.'                [3.31] 
where ,  denotes the Earth’s rotation rate whose value is 
[ ]57.2921151467 10 / secrad−× in WGS-84 frame. (Kaplan, 2006) 
3.3.1.3 GPS Differential Code Biases 
IGS product users need to apply P1-C1 and P1-P2 Differential Code-phase Bias 
(DCB) parameters as part of the clock estimation procedure (IGS, 2000). The P1-P2 
DCB can be defined also as the differential group delay and is given by: (see 
Equation 3.13) 
                                              
2 2 2
2 1 2/( )GDT bf f f= − −                                        [3.32] 
where b  is the value of P1-P2 DCB. This group delay GDT  is the L1-L2 instrumental 
bias that differs from satellite to satellite. The L1-L2 correction is broadcast in the 
navigation message. If the GDT  value is corrected for satellite clock with respect to L1 
carrier-phase observations, then 21 2( / ) GDf f T  is the group delay for carrier L2 
observations. Therefore, the P1-P2 DCB is cancelled out in the ionosphere-free 
linear combination (Section 3.2.2.1). 
The Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern (AIUB) calculates GPS P1-C1 
and P1-P2 DCB monthly corrections and makes the values available at the beginning 
of each month (AIUB, 2006). The monthly average P1-C1 biases and the 
corresponding RMS values in nanoseconds are used in this thesis. (AIUB, 2007)  
3.3.1.4 Satellite Antenna Phase Centre Offset 
Unlike in DD, the satellite antenna phase-centre offsets are not cancelled in PPP. A 
model to correct for this is available from Leick (2004). From 29 Nov, 1998 (GPS 
Week 986, day 0) the IGS products incorporated the antenna phase centre offsets in 
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a Satellite-Fixed Reference Frame (SFRF). The values for Block II/IIA satellites are 
given by:  "2 ′  30.279 0.000 1.02378  metres (Kouba and Héroux, 2001) and for 
later modernized types, such as Block IIR, IIR-M, IIF, the corrections are  "2 ′ 30.000 0.000 0.00078  metres respectively (IGS, 2005). The test data set used in 
this thesis was captured on 01/07/2007. Hence the satellite type information is 
needed for antenna phase centre offset correction.  
Table 3.3: GPS Satellites Constellation Type and Launch Information 
PRN Type (Block) SVN Launch Date 
01 II A 32 22/11/92 
02 II R 61 06/11/04 
03 II A 33 28/03/96 
04 II A 34 28/10/93 
05 II A 35 30/08/93 
06 II A 36 10/03/94 
07 II R-M 48 15/03/2008 
08 II A 38 06/11/97 
09 II A 39 26/06/93 
10 II A 40 16/07/96 
11 II R 46 07/10/99 
12 II R-M 58 17/11/06 
13 II R 43 23/07/97 
14 II R 41 10/11/00 
15 II R-M 55 17/10/07 
16 II R 56 29/01/03 
17 II R-M 53 26/09/05 
18 II R 54 30/01/01 
19 II R 59 20/03/04 
20 II R 51 11/05/00 
21 II R 45 31/03/03 
22 II R 47 21/12/03 
23 II R 60 23/06/04 
24 II A 24 04/07/91 
25 II A 25 23/02/92 
26 II A 26 07/07/92 
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27 II A 27 09/09/92 
28 II R 44 16/07/00 
29 II R-M 57 20/12/07 
30 II A 30 12/09/96 
31 II R-M 52 25/09/06 
32 II A 23 26/11/90 
The most recent GPS satellite type and launch data are given in Table 3.3 (NASA, 
2008). Launches took place after date 01/07/2007 are highlighted. Therefore, satellite 
antenna phase centre corrections should be applied to satellites with PRN numbers 
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 32. 
3.3.2 Receiver Dependent Errors 
Receiver dependent errors include receiver clock offset, receiver inter-channel bias 
and receiver antenna phase centre offset. The clock offset is solved together with the 
coordinates of the receiver. The inter-channel bias is minimized by digital signal 
processing methods applied within the receiver, and is thus not considered in this 
thesis. The receiver antenna phase centre offset and the errors that depend on both 
of the satellite and the receiver, the initial carrier phase bias and phase windup, are 
discussed in this section. 
3.3.2.1 Receiver Antenna Phase Centre Offset 
PPP is based on measuring the distance that a signal travels from the satellite 
antenna electrical phase centre to the receiver antenna electrical phase centre. 
However, positioning resolutions are referenced to an external Antenna Reference 
Point (ARP). Furthermore, the phase centre varies with the elevation angle of the 
incoming signal. Therefore, the relationship between the ARP and the phase centre 
is usually parameterized in terms of a Phase Offset (PO) and a Phase Centre 
Variation (PCV). The largest offset is in height, and can be as much as 10 cm, with 
both the PO and the PCV being frequency-dependent (Leick, 2004).  
The US National Geodetic Survey (Mader, 1999) developed procedures for relative 
antenna calibration using field observations. PCV is a function of both elevation and 
azimuth (Wϋbbena et al., 2000; Aloi, 1999). However, it is not easy to model PCV 
variations due to the significant temporal correlation with signal-reflection multipath. 
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One simple model can be derived assuming that the phase centre varies as a 
function of satellite elevation angle only (Witchayangkoon, 2000). 
Automated absolute field calibration of GPS antennae in real time is discussed in 
Wϋbbena et al. (2000) and Schmitz et al. (2002) where a robotic arm is used to 
determine the absolute PO and PCV as a function of elevation and azimuth. This 
real-time calibration uses raw observations from the test antenna that are differenced 
over very short time intervals. The intervals are sufficiently short so that multipath is 
eliminated in the differencing. Therefore, this calibration technique is site-
independent. More information of Antenna Calibration can be found at the website of 
National Geodetic Survey (NGS, 2009) of the U.S. National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).  
3.3.2.2 Phase Windup Correction 
GPS carrier waves are Right Circularly Polarized (RCP) so the observed carrier-
phase can be viewed as the geometric angle between the instantaneous electric-field 
vector at the receiving antenna and some reference direction on the antenna. If the 
receiving antenna and transmitting antenna rotate relative to each other, this 
measured phase changes. Wu et al. (1993) derived the phase windup correction 
expressions for a crossed dipole antenna, also applicable to more general cases. A 
crossed dipole antenna consists of two equal-gain dipole elements perpendicular to 
each other. The effective dipoles for the receiver and the transmitter are:  
                                                   92  "2:  ;<2=;<2 · "2:>  ;<2  %2:                                     [3.33] 
                                       9′<<<2  "2′?  ;<2=;<2 · "2′?>  ;<2  %2′?   .                               [3.34] 
where "2: and %2: denote the unit vectors in the direction along the northing and easting 
coordinates of the two-dipole elements at the receiver antenna. "2′? and  %2′?  are the unit 
vectors of the two dipole elements at the satellite antenna in the satellite body 
coordinate system. The symbol ;<2 denotes the unit vector pointing from the satellite to 
the receiver. The windup correction is then given by: 
@A  BCDEF;<2 · =92′  92>G cosH I J2 ′·J2KJ2 ′<<<2KLJ2LM                        [3.35] 
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At any instant in time, the windup correction cannot be separated from the 
undifferenced ambiguities, nor is it absorbed by the receiver clock error. It is 
assumed that GPS transmitting antennas always point towards the centre of the 
Earth and that the ground receiver antennas always point upward. For static and 
kinematic PPP, "2: , %2: and ;<2 should be calculated for every epoch to correct for phase 
windup. This error can be as big as one wavelength. In this thesis, this correction is 
implemented within both static and kinematic PPP solutions epoch by epoch.  
3.3.2.3 Initial Phase Bias 
The GNSS satellites and receivers have non-zero initial carrier-phase biases due to 
their hardware delays denoted as 0( , )s it Lφ  and 0( , )r it Lφ  in Equation 3.6 where 0t  
denotes the starting epoch of a positioning session and iL  denotes the carrier. This 
bias is constant for an observed cycle-slip free satellite, but differs between satellites 
and carriers during an observation session (Gao, 2002). This term is often merged 
into the integer ambiguity term corrupting its integer property. Although this error is 
smaller than one wavelength, it is crucial to the development of integer ambiguity 
resolution for PPP. Differencing across satellites, i.e. SD cancels the initial carrier 
phase at the receiver so that the SD initial phase bias 1 0 2 0[ ( , ) ( , )]s i s it L t Lφ φ−
becomes unrelated with the receiver.  
Ge et al. (2006) claimed that like the precise satellite orbit and clock, the fractional 
part of the SD wide-lane and narrow-lane uncalibrated phase delays (UPDs) could be 
estimated through a network adjustment and broadcast for PPP users. A large 
number of 450 stations were used over two weeks to calculate fractional parts of SD 
wide-lane and narrow-lane UPDs. The UPDs estimate for a satellite pair was 
calculated by averaging the calculated fractional parts. Unfortunately, real-time initial 
phase bias corrections are not currently available. The ambiguity fixing method 
proposed by Ge (2007) using SD-UPDs corrections is described in Chapter four. The 
problems discovered in this method and novel solutions are discussed in Chapter ten 
for future work. 
3.3.3 Signal Path Dependent Errors 
The atmosphere is divided into various layers including the troposphere, the 
stratosphere, the mesosphere and the thermosphere. Two of these layers, the 
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troposphere and the ionosphere, are especially relevant to GNSS positioning (Leick, 
2004).  
3.3.3.1 Ionospheric Refraction 
The ionosphere is the region of the Earth’s atmosphere between 50 km and 1000 km 
in altitude. It contains a very small fraction of the total mass of the Earth’s 
atmosphere. In the absence of solar radiation, most matter in the ionosphere is 
electrically neutral. When ionization is produced on the sunlit side of the Earth’s 
upper atmosphere, electric currents accrue (Leick, 2004). This phenomenon affects 
the transmission of GNSS navigation signals and distorts the PPP solution.  
Ionospheric refraction reduction  
 Many models have been developed to characterise the ionospheric refraction. 
Based on physical theory, the Total Electron Content (TEC) represents the number of 
free electrons in a 1-square-metre column along the path and is given in units of 
[electrons/m2]. Therefore, the navigation code phase delay on carrier frequency f in 
units of metres is given by: (Leick, 2004 and Hofmann-Wellenhof,1997) 
                                                       
, 2
40.30
f PI TECf=                                  [3.36] 
where 
,f PI   denotes the code-phase delay which is equal in magnitude to ,fI Φ , the 
carrier phase advance of the same carrier frequency. This relation is given as: 
                                                   
, ,f P fI I Φ= −                                                   [3.37] 
Equations 3.36 and 3.37 are used to derive linear observation combinations (Eq. 
3.16, 3.22 and 3.23) in which the ionospheric refractions are greatly reduced and the 
residual can be neglected.  This method is very simple and effective and has been 
used for most of the research in PPP such as Kouba and Héroux (2001), Gao (2002), 
Chen (2004) and Ge (2007). However, this method makes it impossible to maintain 
the carrier-phase ambiguities as integers even the initial carrier-phase bias (Section 
3.3.2.3) can be corrected. The ionosphere delay correction can also be received as a 
external correction. International GNSS Service (IGS) provides atmospheric 
parameters as shown in Table 3.4 (IGS, 2009). 
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Table 3.4: IGS Products for Atmospheric Corrections  
(captured from the IGS website on 03/05/2009) 
Atmospheric 
Parameters 
Accuracy Latency Updates Sample Interval 
Final tropospheric zenith 
path delay 
4 mm < 4 weeks weekly 2 hours 
Ultra-Rapid tropospheric 
zenith path delay 
6 mm 2-3 hours every 3 
hours 
1 hour 
Final Ionospheric TEC 
grid 
2-8 TECU ~ 11 days weekly 2 hours;5 deg (lon) x 
2.5 deg (lat) 
Rapid Ionospheric TEC 
grid 
2-9 TECU < 24 hours daily 2 hours;5 deg (lon) x 
2.5 deg (lat) 
In the above table, one TECU is equal to 1×1016 [electrons/m2]. One unit of TEC 
leads to a 0.16m range error on L1 observations. And the interpolation error will also 
contribute to the error budget. Therefore, even the final ionospheric TEC grid cannot 
meet the requirements of PPP. 
It is worthy to mention that for single frequency users, these observation 
combinations are not available; hence a real-time ionospheric prediction method is 
needed. Sauer (2003) developed a near real-time ionospheric prediction model 
exploiting the extra measurements from GEO satellites. This is outside the scope of 
this thesis.  
Ionospheric scintillation 
Irregularities in the ionosphere most common and severe after sunset in the 
equatorial region (from 200 North to 200 South) can at times lead to rapid fading in 
received signal levels. This phenomenon, referred to as ionospheric scintillation, can 
lead to a receiver being unable to track one or more visible satellites for short periods 
of time. Higher latitude regions experience less severe scintillation but if they do they 
may persist for longer periods of time. Scintillation is also more common and severe 
during the peak of the 11-year solar cycle. (Kaplan 2006) 
Kaplan (2006) described the ionospheric scintillation with the following equations. 
Without the distortion of ionospheric scintillation, a particular received navigation 
signal can be simplified as: 
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                                           ( ) 2 ( ) cos( ) ( )r t Ps t wt n tφ= + +                                 [3.38] 
where 
P  -- The received signal power (watts). 
( )s t  -- The normalized transmitted signal. 
w
 -- The carrier frequency. 
φ  -- The initial carrier-phase at the satellite that is important to integer 
ambiguity fixing in PPP. 
( )n t  -- The noise. 
The signal distorted by scintillation can be derived as: (Kaplan, 2006) 
                                    ( ) 2 ( ) cos( ) ( )r t P Ps t wt n tδ φ δφ= ⋅ + + +                         [3.39] 
where Pδ  is a positive, unitless parameter that characterizes the amplitude fading 
due to scintillation and δφ  is a parameter with units of radians that represents the 
phase variations due to scintillation. The parameter Pδ  is generally modelled as a 
Nakagami-m pdf (with a mean of 1 and variance of 1/m) given by: 
                                          
1
( ) , 0( )
m m
m Pm Pp P e P
m
δδδ δ
−
−
= ≥
Γ
                            [3.40] 
Another parameter 4S  is used to characterize the strength of Pδ and is given as: 
                                                      4
1 2S
m
= ≤ .                                               [3.41] 
 And δφ  is modelled as following a Gaussian distribution (0, φσ ) : 
                                                  
2
221( )
2
p e φ
δφ
σ
φ
δφ
piσ
−
= .                                         [3.42] 
Both Pδ  and δφ  can cause the receiver fail to receive the desired navigation signal 
and loss of lock. Fortunately, ionospheric scintillation only impact one or a few visible 
satellites simultaneously. 
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Both  4S  index and phase standard deviation φσ  are a function of carrier frequency: 
                                                                   4 1.5
1S f∝                                            [3.43] 
                                                                    
1
fφσ ∝ .                                            [3.44] 
Therefore, if the signal strengths are the same, 4S  index would be much bigger for 
L2 and L5 than L1. Similarly, the standard deviation of the phase variance is also 
bigger on L2 and L5 than L1.  When scintillation arises, the affected satellites can be 
simply excluded from the observed constellation if the rests PPP has to stop and wait 
for the receiver to recover and lock.  
3.3.3.2 Tropospheric Refraction 
The troposphere is the lowest layer of the atmosphere extending from the Earth’s 
surface up to about 40 km (Sauer, 2003). It is completely electrically neutral and 
most of the climate phenomena take place in this layer. When satellite signals travel 
through the troposphere, they experience refractions referred to as tropospheric 
delays s
rT . For a signal received at a given elevation angle elv ,  these delays can be 
determined by first estimating the zenith troposphere delay (ZTD) and then by 
mapping the ZTD to lower elevation angles by multiplication with a mapping factor 
( )M elv . 
                                                 .NOP
  QR · SNOP
                                    [3.45] 
Many studies have been performed to model the troposphere. Hopfield (1969) 
developed the first popular model and assumed a single-layered polytropic model of 
the atmosphere. Janes (1991) and Hofmann-Wellenhof (1997) improved this model 
by dividing the troposphere into two layers, a lower wet layer and a higher dry layer. 
Under this assumption, ZTD consists of dry and wet components referred to as 
zenith hydrostatic delay (ZHD) and zenith wet delay (ZWD). 
                               .NOP
  QTR · SJUNOP
  QVR · SW#XNOP
                      [3.46] 
Tropospheric Models of ZHD and ZWD 
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ZHD and ZWD can be obtained by integrating the dry dN  and wet refractivity wvN  
respectively along the signal path (Leick, 2004). 
                                                    
610 ( )dZHD N h dh−= ∫                                        [3.47] 
                                                   
610 ( )wvZWD N h dh−= ∫                                       [3.48] 
The dry and wet refractivity respectively can be defined as: 
                                                          
1
1
d
d d
PN k Z
T
−
=                                              [3.49] 
                                              
1 1
2 3 2
wv wv
wv wv wv
P PN k Z k Z
T T
− −
= + ,                                  [3.50] 
dP  -- Partial pressure of dry air [mbar]. 
wvP  -- Partial pressure of water vapour [mbar]. 
T  -- Absolute temperature [K]. 
,d wvZ Z  -- Compressibility factors that take into account small departures in 
behaviour of moist atmosphere and ideal gas. Spilker (1996) lists 
the expressions. These factors are often set to unity. 
1k , 2k , 3k  -- Physical constants based in part on theory and in part on 
experimental observations. Bevis et al. (1994) list their values as 
77.60 K/mbar, 69.5 K/mbar, and 370100K2/mbar. 
The Saastamoinen model (Saastamoinen, 1973) is known to be one of the most 
accurate tropospheric corrections models, with several modified versions (Sauer, 
2003). A version of the Saastamoinen model described in Leick (2004) gives the 
ZHD and ZWD in metres as: 
                                         
00.0022768
1 0.00266cos 2 0.00028
pZHD
Hϕ
=
− −
                        [3.51] 
                                         
,00.0122 0.00943 wvZWD p= +                                       [3.52] 
0p  -- Total pressure at the receiver [mbar].  
ϕ  
-- Receiver latitude.  
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H  -- Orthometric height of the receiver [km]. 
,0wvp  -- Surface partial water vapour pressure [mbar]. 
Mapping Function 
Many mapping functions used to map the ZTD (ZHD or ZWD) to the elevation angles 
of satellites have been developed. Some of these are based on surface 
meteorological parameters such as temperature, pressure and relative humidity. 
However, some others do not use any actual meteorological data but only the 
temporal changes and geographic location. These mapping functions are used for 
PPP in this thesis to maintain the simplicity and mobility of user hardware. 
For the purpose of convenience, most current PPP solutions adopt simple numerical 
computation of the mapping functions: (Parkinson and Spilker, 1996; Gao, 2002) 
                                       
( )2 21.001 0.001 0.002 sinM elv= + +                       [3.53] 
                                     
( ) ( )
0.001431 sin
0.0445dry
M elv
tg elv
 
= + 
+ 
                        
[3.54]
 
                                      
( ) ( )
0.000351 sin
0.0017wet
M elv
tg elv
 
= + 
+ 
.                      
[3.55] 
The mapping functions above do not work well for low elevation angles ( 7oelv ≤ ).  
Currently the most popular mapping function developed by Niell (1996) works better 
for low elevation angles. This function is given by: 
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where ϑ  denotes the zenith angle, other coefficients for dryM  and wetM are listed in 
Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 respectively as a function of the receiver latitude ϕ . 
Coefficients a, b, and c are corrected for periodic terms. DOY denotes the day of 
year and 0DOY  is 28 or 211 for receivers in the Southern or Northern Hemisphere 
respectively. For wetM
 
the height dependent term is dropped. 
Table 3.5: Coefficients for Niell’s Dry Mapping Function 
ϕ
(degrees) f ^ 103e gh ^ 103e i\ ^ 103e j ^ 105e gj ^ 105e ij ^ 105e 
≤ 15 1.2769934 2.9153695 62.610505 0 0 0 
30 1.2683230 209152299 62.837393 1.2709626 2.1414979 9.0128400 
45 10245397 209288445 63.721774 2.6523662 3.0160779 4.3497037 
60 102196049 209022565 63.824265 3.4000452 7.2562722 84.795348 
75 ≤  102045996 2.9024912 64.258455 4.1202191 11.723375 170.37206 
 
5( 10 )ha −×  3( 10 )hb −×  3( 10 )hc −×     
 2.53 5.49 1.14    
 
Table 3.6: Coefficients for Niell’s Wet Mapping Function 
ϕ (degrees) 4( 10 )a −×  3( 10 )b −×  2( 10 )c −×  
≤ 15 5.8021897 1.4275268 4.3472961 
30 5.6794847 1.5138625 4.6729510 
45 5.8118019 1.4572752 4.3908931 
60 5.9727542 1.5007428 4.4626982 
75 ≤  6.1641693 1.7599082 5.4736038 
The Numerical Weather Predictions (NWP) approach was suggested by Schueler et 
al. (2000) and was tested by Behrend et al. (2001) for static carrier-phase based 
GPS positioning and by Jensen (2003) for static and kinematic carrier-phase DGPS. 
Tsujii et al. (2001) used NWP data to improve on-the-fly ambiguity resolution in 
kinematic post-processed positioning. The improvements were claimed to be 
insignificant.  
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Figure 3.2: Difference Between Niell’s and Simplified Mapping Functions   
Under the same receiver environment (the same receiver position at the same time), 
the differences between the Niell’s and the simplified numerical dry mapping 
functions are calculated over a range of elevation angles from 1 degree to 89 
degrees. Similarly, the differences of wet mapping functions are also calculated. The 
results are shown in Figure 3.2. Apparently, as the elevation increases, the 
differences of both dry and wet mapping functions decrease. When the elevation 
equals to 10 degrees, the dry difference is as small as 0.04247 and the wet 
difference is even smaller as -0.03858. If the ZHD and ZWD are roughly taken as 2.5 
m and 0.3 m (Gao, 2002),  the differences of using the Niell’s and the simplified 
numerical dry and wet mapping functions are 0.1062 m and -0.0116 m respectively. 
The same estimation is done for elevation equals to 30 degrees and the differences 
are 0.0087 m and -0.0003 m. In conclusion, when the elevation angle is smaller than 
10 degrees, the differences between Niell’s and the simplified numerical both dry and 
wet mapping functions are too big to be neglected for PPP. When the elevation angle 
increases from 10 degrees to 30 degrees, the dry and wet differences sharply 
decrease from 10 cm and 1 cm to 0.87 cm and 0.03 cm in range respectively. When 
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the elevation angle is bigger than 30 degrees, both of the dry and wet differences 
due to different mapping functions are small enough to be neglected for PPP. 
In this thesis, the ZHD, 90% of the total ZTD, is estimated with Saastamoinen model. 
And the mapping functions are selected to be the simplified numerical mapping 
functions (Equations 3.54 – 3.55). Because the mask angle is 10 degrees which 
means satellites lower than 10 degrees in elevation are not used. In addition, a 
weighting strategy is used for satellites between 10 degrees and 30 degrees giving 
bigger weights to higher satellites. This weighting strategy makes the differences due 
to different mapping functions small enough to be neglected. The residual ZHD is 1% 
(about 2.5 cm) (Gao, 2002) while the ZWD is estimated along with other unknown 
parameters in the PPP solution. 
3.3.4 Geophysical Displacements 
Kouba and Héroux (2001) suggested that for PPP solutions within the current ITRF 
conventions, the positioning solutions must be corrected of proper site displacement 
errors. The effects of more than 1 centimetre are discussed below.  
3.3.4.1 Solid Earth Tides 
Tides are caused by the temporal variation of the gravitational attraction of the sun 
and the moon on the Earth due to orbital motion. While the ocean tides are very 
much influenced by the coastal outlines and the shape of the near-coastal ocean 
floor, the solid Earth tides are accurately computable from relatively simple Earth 
models. The solid Earth tides generate periodic site displacements of stations that 
depend on latitude. A detailed correction model is derived in (Leick, 2004). This tidal 
variation can be as much as 30cm in the vertical and 5cm in the horizontal 
(McCarthy, 1996). The displacement vector ∆l28  ∆" ∆% ∆&
 is given in IERS 
(1989). This correction as accounted for in the thesis. 
3.3.4.2 Ocean Loading 
Ocean loading refers to the deformation of the sea floor and coastal land those 
results from the redistribution of ocean water that takes place during the ocean tide. 
The Earth’s crust yields under the weight of the tidal water (Leick, 2004). The model 
to correct for this effect is presented by Kouba and Héroux (2001).  This correction is 
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given in IERS (1996). This correction is accounted for in the thesis although it is not 
quantitatively important for pursuing fast convergence. 
3.3.4.3 Earth Rotation Parameters (ERP) 
In this thesis, the PPP algorithms fix the IGS orbits and work directly in ITRF. 
Therefore, the conventional corrections for sidereal time, precession and nutation 
between terrestrial and inertial reference frames are not required. Thus, the 
conventional ERP are not needed. However, a sub-daily ERP, which can reach up to 
3 cm at the surface of the Earth, needs to be taken into account.  This effect can be 
averaged out over a period of 24 hours (Kouba and Héroux, 2001). If ( , , )x y z∆ ∆ ∆  
denote the corrections from the conventional (ITRF) station coordinates ( , , )x y z and 
the ERP corrections getting from IGS are denoted by ( , , 1)Xp Yp UTδ δ δ , then 
                                    
∆"  % · @m1 & · @[]∆%  " · @m1 & · @]∆&  " · @[]     % · @]                                 [3.58] 
The IGS provides Earth rotation parameters including polar Motion (PM), Polar 
Motion Rates (PM rate) and Length-of day (LOD), as shown in Table 3.7 (IGS, 2009), 
where mas=milliarc seconds. 
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Table 3.7: IGS Products for Earth Rotation Parameters 
(captured from the IGS website on 03/05/2009) 
Products Earth 
Rotation 
Parameters 
Accuracy Latency Updates Sample 
Interval 
Ultra-Rapid 
(predicted half) 
PM 0.3 mas real time four times 
daily 
four times 
daily 
(00,06,12,18 
UTC) 
PM rate 0.5 mas/day 
LOD 0.06 ms 
Ultra-Rapid 
(observed half) 
PM 0.1 mas 3 hours four times 
daily 
four times 
daily 
(00,06,12,18 
UTC) 
PM rate 0.3 mas/day 
LOD 0.03 ms 
Rapid 
PM <0.1 mas 17 hours daily daily (12 
UTC) PM rate <0.2 
mas/day 
LOD 0.03 ms 
Final 
PM 0.05 mas ~13 days weekly daily (12 
UTC) PM rate <0.2 
mas/day 
LOD 0.02 ms 
In the above table, the parameters are Polar Motion (PM), Polar Motion Rates (PM 
rate) and Length-of-day (LOD). 
3.3.5 Cycle Slips and Code Smoothing 
3.3.5.1 Cycle Slips 
Ideally, after a receiver ‘locks-on’ to a satellite signal, the carrier-phase measurement 
is available by adding the receiver counter reading and the fractional part of the 
phase. However, a sudden jump in the carrier-phase observable by an integer 
number of cycles, known as a cycle slip, can occur due to satellite signal blockage, 
antenna inclination in kinematic application, receiver failure, ionospheric scintillation 
or excessive multipath (Sauer, 2003). A cycle slip could consist of only one or 
several, possibly a large number of cycles. If cycle slips are not correctly detected 
and repaired, ambiguity-determining algorithms that require multi-epoch 
measurements will produce incorrect results. 
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If the dual-frequency receiver outputs (RINEX files) of code-phase and carrier-phase 
observations are collected and then post-processed, arcs of continuous observations 
can be identified and screened one by one where an arc is usually a satellite pass. 
Hugentobler (2007) described a four steps screening strategy: 1) Screen the 
Melboure-Wübbena linear combination. 2) If cycle slips are detected, check the 
geometry-free linear combination to determine the size of the cycle slips. 3) Screen 
the difference between the ionosphere-free linear combinations of code-phase and 
carrier-phase observations to remove bad observations which were not detected 
during step one. 4) Smooth the code-phase observables using code-phase and 
carrier-phase data of clean observation arcs and connect smoothed code-phase data 
piece (arcs). This procedure is capable of detecting cycle slips as small as one cycle 
and only one receiver is involved. Unfortunately, this screening method is not 
designed for real-time processing. 
In RTK PPP, if no cycle slips occur, the temporal variation of the ionospheric residual 
(Equation 3.17 and 3.18) should be small for normal ionospheric conditions. 
Therefore, sudden jumps in successive values of the ionospheric residual indicate 
cycle slips. This method does not tell on which carrier the cycle slip occurred; 
therefore a third order time difference is used. 
As outlined in the Leick (2004), a third order time difference is carried out to detect 
cycle slips in real-time using a four epoch window of L1 or L2 carrier-phase data.  
The third order time difference in cycles at time t is given by: 
1 2 33 3
m
t t t tφ φ φ φ φ− − −= − ⋅ + ⋅ −                               [3.59] 
Because the time interval between these four contiguous time epochs is fixed, when 
there is no cycle slips, mφ  should be zero if the carrier-phase measurement noise at 
each epoch is zero. However, in the real world, the measurement noise is not zero 
and depends on the quality of the receiver. Once the threshold dφ  is decided, then 
the range of accepting the carrier-phase observation can be decided as: 
         
1 2 33 3
m d
t t tφ φ φ φ φ− − − ∈ ⋅ − ⋅ + ± 
.
                          [3.60] 
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3.3.5.2 Code Smoothing 
Cleaned code-phase observation arcs can be smoothed with carrier-phase 
observations. The idea is to replace the code-phase arc by the carrier-phase 
observations shifted by the mean difference code-phase minus carrier-phase in the 
arc. And the opposite sign of the ionospheric effect (Equation 3.37) has to be taken 
into account. Hugentobler (2007) derives the smoothed code-phase at epoch t as: 
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[3.62] 
Where nrrrrp$
 and qs(_$ ) are means of all accepted code-phase and carrier-phase 
measurements respectively in the current observation arc on carrier p$. Using the 
same idea of the Gao-Shen linear combination (Equation 3.23), Gao (2002) derived 
the smoothed observable as: 
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                [3.63] 
where m is the total number of the data epochs used to derive the smoothed 
observable (all cycle slips are detected and fixed) and n is the time epoch index.  
3.3.6 Multipath 
After reaching the surface of the Earth, satellite signals are reflected by various 
objects in the vicinity of the antenna before entering it (receiver multipath). 
Furthermore, signals can also be reflected at the satellite (satellite multipath). 
Multipath distorts both the code phase and the carrier phase observations. Raquet 
(1998) calculated the theoretical maximum for carrier phase multipath as 5cm. 
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However, in practical applications, it is usually less than 1cm. For the C/A code, the 
maximum multipath is about 3m and for the P-code 30cm. 
Sauer (2003) categorised the multipath mitigation techniques into hardware and 
software techniques. Efforts to improve hardware techniques are made in the design 
of antennae (choke-ring, extended ground-plane, etc.) or using multi-antennae 
structures. Hardware multipath techniques are not addressed in this thesis. 
Because 
1 2f fPR PR−  should be small and negative, observations distorted by big 
multipath error can be simply rejected with the criteria given by: 
                                 
1 2
20f fPR PR m− < −  or 1 2 10f fPR PR m− > .                          [3.64] 
The carrier-phase multipath can reach up to one quarter of the wavelength, i.e. 4.8 
cm on L1 but it rarely reaches this size (Lau and Cross, 2007). For static PPP, the 
multipath can be reduced by averaging the solutions over a sufficiently long period of 
time to reach millimetre level accuracy and this period is typically longer than two 
hours (Chen, 2004). While for kinematic PPP, a modelling method can be used. 
Methods for reducing carrier-phase multipath are introduced here.  
3.3.6.1 Techniques Based on Repeatability of Satellite Geometry 
This method is suitable in static mode because it is based on long-term single 
antenna observations. It uses the repetitive GNSS Satellite-Reflector-Antenna 
Geometries (SRAG) for static sites to detect and remove the site multipath. Multipath 
templates are developed from captured data in order to mitigate the effects of 
multipath at static reference sites (Wanninger and May, 2000). Lau and Cross (2007) 
developed this method for kinematic mode.  
3.3.6.2 Techniques Based on SNR 
For real-time applications, the Signal-to-Noise-Ratios (SNR) can be used to model 
carrier-phase multipath (Comp and Axelrad, 1996; Barnes et al., 1998; Wieser and 
Brunner, 2000; Lau and Cross, 2005). The SNR technique uses the ratio of the 
amplitude of the recovered carrier SNR and the known antenna gain pattern. 
Subsequently a multipath correction profile is derived and used to correct the original 
carrier-phase. The profile can be generated on an epoch-by-epoch basis. Thus it is 
not reliant on the stability of the multipath environment. 
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3.3.6.3 Techniques Based on Frequency Properties 
Assuming that the ionospheric delay has a low frequency component whereas the 
noise-like multipath (kinematic mode) has a high frequency component, high pass 
filtering can be used for the Gao-Shen linear combined observations to estimate the 
error due to the noise and multipath. In addition, if the data is subject to Fourier 
transformation into the frequency domain, amplitude filtering, autocorrelation or 
decomposition can be applied to estimate the noise and multipath. Furthermore, 
under the assumption that the remaining error after estimating the ionosphere and 
the ambiguity can be attributed to multipath, Braasch (1996) derived a model to 
estimate the multipath using an iterative process. Sauer (2003) developed a hybrid 
multipath model based on the Braasch (1996) model and spectral analysis using DD 
observations. In this thesis, the multipath is eliminated with the algorithms developed 
for the GALILEO System Simulation Facility (GSSF). 
3.3.7 Interpolation Algorithms 
The IGS precise satellite orbits and clocks used in this research have a sampling 
time interval of 15 minutes and 30 seconds respectively. However, the PVT solution 
is calculated every second. Therefore, the precise satellite and clock information 
must be interpolated at each time epoch. The interpolation algorithms must be strictly 
examined and selected to avoid increasing the error budget. Most of the current 
interpolation methods are introduced in Table 3.9. Feng et al. (2004) claimed that 
when the data points are equally spaced, which is the case of IGS precise 
ephemerides, and the number of terms is equal to the number of data points, then 
the n-term Chebyshev interpolation is identical to the n-term Lagrange interpolation. 
Furthermore, it has been shown that the Newton divided difference interpolation 
method provides identical results to the Lagrange interpolation (Yousif, 2007). Yousif 
(2007) also claimed that the Cubic spline interpolation is not suitable to represent the 
periodic nature of the GPS orbit. In addition, the IGS precise satellite orbit has a 
periodic nature and trigonometric interpolation has the potential to describe it well. In 
order to verify the performance of the interpolation algorithms, this section compares 
the traditional Lagrange interpolation, trigonometric interpolation and Everett 
interpolation.  
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Table 3.8: Current Interpolation Methods of Precise Ephemeris 
Efficient Interpolating 
Strategies 
Accuracy Drawbacks Reference 
Lagrange 
9-term (8th order) with 15 
min interval  interpolate 
at the central point 
1 cm level (RMS 
value of millimetres) 
Not suitable for 
near-real or real time 
applications 
Remondi 
(1991); 
Schueler 
(1998) 
Chebyshev 
Data points are equally 
spaced and the number 
of terms is equal to the 
number of data points 
Identical to the n-term Lagrange 
interpolation 
Feng et al. 
(2004) 
Trigonometric 
9-term (8th order) with 15 
min interval  interpolate 
over the whole arc 
Generally better 
than 5 cm (RMS 
value of millimetres) 
Large errors occur 
near the end point of 
an ephemeris 
Feng et al. 
(2004) 
19 to 20 terms 
representing 12 hours 
GPS orbits 
 
1 cm level (RMS 
value of millimetres) 
Unacceptably large 
maximum errors at 
the end of an 
ephemeris 
Feng et al. 
(2004) 
Cubic Spline 
Incapable of  representing the GPS orbit Yousif 
(2007) 
Newton Divided Difference 
Completely identical accuracy with Lagrange interpolation Yousif 
(2007) 
3.3.7.1 Interpolation Models 
The mathematical equations for Lagrange, trigonometric and Everett interpolations 
are summarized in this section.  
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Given n+1 data points at the time epochs 0 1 2, , , nt t t tK  with the values 0 1 2, , , nf f f fK  
respectively an unknown value ( )f t  at time t is required. 
Lagrange Interpolation 
The linear Lagrange polynomial ( )f t  interpolates at time t  is given by   
                                                      
0
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n
i i
i
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= ∑                                                  [3.65] 
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Trigonometric Interpolation 
The M-term trigonometric polynomial ( )f t  interpolates at time [ ]0,t T∈  is given by 
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where 
T  -- Period of f  
N  -- Number of collocation points 
M  -- Number of truncated terms (ideally M = ∞ ) 
Everett Interpolation 
Everett’s formula takes the interpolated time epoch [ ]1,i it t t +∈  as the centre and 
calculates the central difference ψ  between the centre and each known points as 
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Then the value of the centre is calculated as
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In Everett interpolation, the data points closer to the interpolated time epoch are 
given the highest weight. This should enable the Everett polynomial to fit nonlinear 
curves better than the Lagrange polynomial.  
3.3.7.2 Interpolation Performance Tests 
A widely accepted precise ephemeris test data set produced and made available by 
the US National Geodetic Survey (NGS, 2002) was used to test the interpolation 
models above. This data set consists of the following four precise orbit files: 
a. IN_15MIN.200 (A 24 hour file with 15 min interval in the inertial reference 
frame); Used  
b. IN_5MIN.200 (A 24 hour file with 5 min interval in the inertial reference 
frame); Used as the reference orbit in the inertial reference frame.  
c. ECF_15MIN.200 (A 24 hour file with 15 min interval in the ECEF reference 
frame);  
d. ECF_5MIN.200 (A 24 hour file with 5 min interval in the ECEF reference 
frame). 
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First, file c is used to implement orbit interpolation using Everett interpolation for 
three different orders (6, 8 and 10 terms) of polynomials with file d as the reference 
orbit. The aim is to find an optimum balance between the accuracy and the 
computation load. Second, the same file c is used to implement orbit interpolation 
using Everett and Lagrange interpolation with the same file d as the reference orbit. 
The aim is to compare these two interpolation methods and to select the superior one 
for PPP. Third, file a can be used to test the performance of Trigonometric 
interpolation using file b as the reference orbit. However, this is not implemented 
because of the transformation error between ECEF and inertial reference frame. This 
is further discussed later in this section. 
Interpolation Order of Everett for PPP 
In PPP, the desired interpolation error level should be less than 1 cm. The errors of 
Everett interpolation with different interpolation orders (satellite PRN01) are shown in 
the following figures (Figure 3.3-3.6). The red crosses on the axis of Error denote the 
reference time epochs on which the interpolation error equal to zero. 
 
Figure 3.3: Error of 6-term Everett Interpolation for GPS ECEF Orbit 
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Figure 3.4: Error of 8-term Everett Interpolation for GPS ECEF Orbit 
 
Figure 3.5: Error of 10-term Everett Interpolation for GPS ECEF Orbit 
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Figure 3.6: Error of 12-term Everett Interpolation for GPS ECEF Orbit 
It is shown that the Everett interpolation error has a periodic nature and when the 
interpolation order is higher than 8-term, this periodic nature becomes insignificant. 
The statistics of the error are given in Table 3.9. 
Table 3.9: Statistics of 3D Everett Interpolation Error for Different Orders 
 Axis 6-term (m) 8-term (m) 10-term (m) 12-term (m) 
Maximum 
Amplitude 
X 1.49 1.42×10-2 2.86×10-6 2.81×10-6 
Y 1.48 1.56×10-2 2.26×10-6 2.13×10-6 
Z 0.56 0.49×10-2 1.93×10-6 1.92×10-6 
Mean X 9.12×10-2 6.81×10-4 -3.59×10-5 -4.11×10-5 
Y -5.73×10-2 -4.96×10-4 8.13×10-6 1.30×10-5 
Z 1.82×10-2 1.40×10-4 3.92×10-5 3.82×10-5 
STD X 81.04×10-2 0.71×10-2 5.07×10-4 4.84×10-4 
Y 83.17×10-2 0.72×10-2 4.85×10-4 4.72×10-4 
Z 28.90×10-2 0.15×10-2 4.74×10-4 4.75×10-4 
As stated earlier, the desired interpolation error level should be less than 1 cm in its 
maximum amplitude. Therefore, 6-term and 8-term interpolation are not good 
enough. In addition, the difference between the 10-term and 12-term interpolation is 
on the level of 0.1 µm in the maximum amplitude, 0.01 mm in the mean and 0.1 mm 
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in the standard deviation (STD). This difference is small enough to be neglected in 
this research of PPP. Furthermore, longer interpolation terms require higher 
computation load, therefore the 10-term is selected as the optimal. The true value of 
the maximum error is smaller than 3 µm and is totally safe to be neglected.  
Everett vs. Lagrange 
The performance of 9-term Lagrange and 10-term Everett interpolations are 
compared in 3 dimensions (satellite PRN01). It is shown in Figures 3.7 to 3.9 that the 
errors of the 9-term Lagrange interpolation greatly increase from millimetres to 
centimetres near both ends of the data set. However, the error level of the 10-term 
Everett interpolation stays below 3 mm over the whole data set.  
 
Figure 3.7: Lagrange and Everett for GPS ECEF Orbit in Axis X 
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Figure 3.8: Lagrange and Everett for GPS ECEF Orbit in Axis Y 
 
  
Figure 3.9: Lagrange and Everett for GPS ECEF Orbit in Axis Z 
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The statistics of 9-term Lagrange and 10-term Everett interpolation error in three 
dimensions are given in Table 3.10. The maximum amplitude of 9-term Lagrange is 
3.94 cm in X axis and 2.02 cm in Y axis. These are too big for PPP in which any 
interpolation error goes directly into the final error budget (Section 3.3.8). Therefore, 
the 10-term Everett interpolation is better than the 9-term Lagrange interpolation for 
PPP. 
Table 3.10: 3D Interpolation Error of 9-term Lagrange and 10-term Everett  
 9-term Lagrange Error (m) 10-term Everett Error (m) 
Axis X Y Z X Y Z 
Max 3.94×10-2 2.02×10-2 9.34×10-6 1.83×10-3 2.14×10-3 1.41×10-6 
Mean 1.86×10-4 -2.41×10-4 9.04×10-5 -3.59×10-5 8.13×10-6 3.92×10-5 
STD 3.10×10-3 2.00×10-3 8.44×10-4 5.07×10-4 4.85×10-4 4.74×10-4 
Everett vs. Trigonometric 
Although the accuracy of the 10-term Everett has been proved to be good enough for 
PPP, it can only interpolate at the centre (between the 5th and the 6th points). That is 
to say, for positioning in real-time, Everett always needs to use predicted ephemeris. 
However, the trigonometric interpolation takes the advantage of the periodic nature of 
the satellite orbit in the inertial frame so that it can interpolate over the whole period 
of the truncated terms (Table 3.8). However, in this research, the precise orbits in 
ECEF were received and used in PPP.  Therefore to use the Trigonometric 
interpolation, orbits in ECEF must be transformed into inertial frame and back again 
into ECEF after interpolation. The transformation error adds increases the 
interpolation error making it inferior to the Everett interpolation.   
In summary, the 10-term Everett interpolation is selected as the interpolation method 
in this research producing an interpolation error of less than 3mm (Table 3.10) that 
can be safely neglected. 
3.3.8 Error Budget 
After investigating the error sources, the observable error budgets can be developed 
in the form of the UERE. The system UERE for PPP is calculated as the Root-Sum-
Squared (RSS) of all the errors assuming that they Gaussian distributed independent 
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random variables. Table 3.11 presents the typical GPS PPP UERE budget with λ  
denotes the wavelength of the carrier. 
Table 3.11: GPS PPP Typical UERE Budget 
Error Section 1σ Error (cm) 
IGS clock (Final) 3.3.1.1 < 3.0 
IGS ephemeris (Final) < 5.0 
Initial carrier-phase bias 3.3.2.3 < λ  
Residual troposphere delay 3.3.3.2 2.5 
Receiver noise and resolution 3.3.6 5.0 
Carrier-phase Multipath 3.3.6 < / 4λ  
Interpolation model 3.3.7 0.3 
Total (RSS)  < 21.22 for L1   
< 26.44 for L2 
It is important to notice that the multipath varies greatly depending upon a variety of 
factors related to the environment and mobility of the receiver. The aim of this 
research is to achieve a fast convergence time for float ambiguity based RTK PPP to 
reach decimetre level accuracy. The ideal solution is to achieve integer ambiguity 
fixing for RTK PPP. If the system UERE is larger than / 2λ
,
 resolving the ambiguity 
to an integer becomes impossible. This means that to resolve L1 integer ambiguities, 
the ideal UERE should be less than 9.51cm ( / 2λ ) and 12.21cm for L2 ( / 2λ ) with 
an uncertainty at the sub-millimetre level.  
If the initial ambiguity can be corrected, the UERE will drop down to 9.38 cm on L1 
and 10.12 cm on L2, thus meeting the error budget requirement for both L1 and L2 
integer ambiguity resolution with a very small tolerance. These issues are addressed 
in Chapter Seven.  
Based on the reported GALILEO performance in Section 2.1.3.2, the GALILEO PPP 
Carrier-phase UERE Budget is given in Table 3.12: 
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Table 3.12: GALILEO PPP Typical UERE Budget 
Error Source 1σ Error (cm) 
Restituted orbit Error < 12 
Restituted clock  < 15 
Carrier tracking error <  0.4 
Multipath <  1.1 
Initial carrier-phase bias < λ  
Residual troposphere delay 2.5 
Total (RSS) <  54.0823 for E5a 
<  53.4800 for E5b 
<  47.7447 for E1C 
The error of predicted clock and orbit can reach up to 70cm (2σ) and during eclipse 
78cm (2σ). This is not suitable for PPP. However, the performances of the clock and 
orbit corrections are given under the worst situation assuming the worst user 
position, worst satellite and mask angle zero degree. Therefore, in practice, these 
errors must be much smaller than the values given in Table 2.4. The broadcast group 
delay has an error of less than 37cm but still significantly large for PPP. Fortunately, 
by using ionosphere-free combination, this error can be significantly mitigated and it 
is also reasonable to believe that more accurate group delay correction will be made 
available as is currently the case for GPS. The initial carrier-phase bias and residual 
troposphere delay budgets are based on the experience of using GPS. It is 
interesting to note that even if the initial phase bias was eliminated from the error 
budget, the resulting UERE of 19.41 cm would still be too big for fixing L1 integer 
ambiguities. Therefore, improving the accuracy and latency of the satellite orbit and 
clock corrections is very important to RTK PPP using GALILEO. But PPP is not really 
required at static GALILEO status and the multipath level will be much higher than 
stated in the above table.  
If the combined GPS and GALILEO systems are used, the GGTO potentially 
contributing 312cm (2σ), must be corrected by broadcast offsets or estimated as an 
extra unknown parameter. A GPS/GALILEO receiver time bias may exist but its 
nature is highly depended on the design and performance of the receiver. This is 
outside the scope of this research.   
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3.4 Summary 
This chapter has discussed all aspects related to GNSS error mitigation. Firstly, 
GNSS observation models were discussed, followed by error sources together with 
the corresponding error mitigation methods. Finally, the theoretical error budgets for 
PPP using GPS and/or GALILEO were discussed and the errors need to be reduced 
were targeted. The associated difficulties of the error mitigation relevant to the 
resolution in PPP carrier-phase ambiguity were discussed. The next chapter details 
the state-of-the-art of PPP algorithms. 
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4. State-of-the-art of PPP Algorithms 
In order to compute receiver PVT using PPP algorithms, GNSS measurements are 
corrected for errors using the techniques reviewed in Chapter three and then related 
to the unknowns through the formation of observation equations. This chapter 
presents the observation equations and the algorithms that enable the resolution of 
PVT. These include linearization, Weighted Least Squares (WLS) Kalman filtering, 
statistical tests and other issues associated with parameter estimation. There are 
many available PPP algorithms sharing the same main principles from which four 
representative state-of-the-art PPP algorithms including Kouba Algorithm (Kouba and 
Héroux, 2001), Gao Algorithm (Gao, 2002), Chen Algorithm (2004) and Ge Algorithm 
(Ge 2007) are detailed. 
4.1 Observation Equations Linearisation  
If the vector
 
O of n observations is used to estimate the vector X  of m unknown 
parameters, it can be expressed as the observation true values O w minus the residual 
error V : 
                                             O  O w  x.                                                         [4.1] 
Then relate the true values to the unknown parameters with observation equations: 
                     yr
  O w.                                                         [4.2] 
If F is a non-linear function, it can be linearised with first order Taylor expansion at 
provisional values initially given as 0X  related to X  by the small difference δ  as:  
                                                       
0X X δ= + .                                                     [4.3]         
Then the linearised observation equations are given as: 
                                             0
0( ) ( )
X X
FF X F X
X
δ
=
∂
= +
∂
.                                     [4.4]  
Substituting Equation 4.1 into Equation 4.4 gives: 
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                                       0
0( ) ( )
X X
FF X l F X l V
X
δ
=
∂
− = − + −
∂
.                          [4.5] 
And reshape this equation with Equation 4.2 as: 
                                           ( )0 0( )X XF F X l VX δ=
∂
= − − +
∂
.                                   [4.6] 
The Equation 4.6 can be simply expressed as: 
                                                            A b Vδ = + .                                                 [4.7] 
Where A is the design matrix, b is the vector of Observed Minus Computed (OMC) 
values and V is the vector of residuals. If the values in vector δ  can be estimated, 
then the aiming unknown vector X  is directly given by equation 4.3. Certainly, to 
meet the assumptions of Taylor expansion, the values in δ  should be as small as 
possible. Therefore, in PPP, the accuracy of the initial values of the unknown 
parameters is important and Gao (2002) suggested a two step positioning strategy to 
obtain more accurate initial values and their corresponding variance-covariance 
matrix (Section 4.6). 
4.2 Weighted Least Squares  
Estimating the vector δ  is achieved by minimising the quadratic form of the residuals 
and the so called n by n weight matrix lW : 
                                                            
T
lz V WV= .                                                 [4.8] 
The weight matrix is given by the inverse of the covariance matrix of the 
observations: 
                                                            
1
l lW C
−
= .                                                     [4.9] 
Using Lagrange technique of undetermined multipliers onto the normal equations: 
                                                    ( )T Tl lA W A A W bδ = ,                                         [4.10] 
                                                    ( ) 1T Tl lA W A A W bδ −= .                                       [4.11] 
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Then the residual vector V  is given by:   
                                                        , lV A b Wδ= − .                                          [4.12] 
According to the Gauss propagation law, the covariance matrix of δ is given by: 
                                                        ( ) 1T lC A W Aδ −= .                                            [4.13] 
And similarly, the covariance matrix of  X  is given as: 
                                                   ( )0 1T lX XC C A W A −= + .                                      [4.14] 
The description of least squares here is based on Kouba and Héroux (2001), Gao 
(2002) and Kaplan (2006).  
Unfortunately, in real life, the exact lC  (Eq. 4.9) is not known, thus a scale factor 
called variance factor or variance of unit weight 20σ  is introduced. Then the weighting 
matrix becomes:                                  
                                                             
2 1
0l lW Cσ
−
=  .                                             [4.15] 
The a posteriori variance factor 20σˆ  is calculated as:  
                                                         
2
0ˆ
T
lV WV
n m
σ =
−
 .                                           [4.16]             
Finally, use 20σˆ to rescale the covariance matrix lC  for statistical testing purposes.  
4.3 Statistical Tests  
The standardized residual is given by (LeCocq, 2005):  
                                              
2
0
2 2
0 0
ˆ( )T lV WV n my σ
σ σ
−
= =              [4.17]                             
A 2χ  goodness of fit test of degree n m−  can be carried out to verify if the 
standardized residual follows normal distribution of zero mean and one standard 
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deviation. If true, PVT solutions are accepted; if false, the covariance matrix is 
rescaled.   
Another statistical test developed by Dong and Bock (1989) is given by: 
                                   0
1
1
2 2i
i e n i e n
P erfc erfc
σ σ
∞
=
  − −   + − 
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where e  and σ
 
are the estimate and the standard deviation of an observation that is 
measured many times over time and n  equals to the nearest integer to e . Firstly, a 
confidence level α is to be assigned and is usually 0.1%. Secondly, the observation 
can be fixed to n  if 0P  is larger than 1-α. This statistical test is suggested by Ge 
(2007) to pseudo-fix the float SD WL ambiguity to the nearest integer (Section 4.9). 
4.4 Kalman Filtering  
A Kalman Filter utilizes not only the observations at the current epoch, but also from 
previous epochs to calculate the current unknown vector X . The stochastic 
information of the unknown parameters is carried forward from one epoch to the next 
to improve the performance of WLS estimation (see Section 4.2).  
In general, a classic Kalman filter used in PPP consists of linearised observation 
equations (Eq. 4.20) and system equations (Eq. 4.21) (Xu, 2003). 
                                     
       xC  zC@C  gC,   VOC ,    C  1, 2, 3 …                     [4.20] 
                                  
   mC  C0  yC,C1s C1,   C  2, 3, 4 …                    [4.21] 
where (see also Equation 4.12) 
i  -- index of time epochs 
F  -- transition matrix 
U  -- residual vector of the system equation 
The other terms represent the same meanings as defined in Section 4.1 and 4.2. 
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At the starting time epoch ( 1i = ), the Kalman filter follows the principle of WLS. From 
the next epoch ( 2,3,i = K ), the predicted unknown vector and its weighting matrix 
are given by: 
                                                        
0
, 1 1i i i iX F X− −=                                                 [4.22] 
                                            ( )0
1
1
, 1 , 1( ) tii
T
i i i i UXX
W F C F C
∆
−
−
− −
= + .                              [4.23] 
The term 
tU
C
∆
represents the process noise during the time interval between time 
epochs 1i −
 
and i
.
 Then the estimated values of this time epoch and the covariance 
matrix are given by: 
                                               0
1( )
i ii
T T
i l i i l iXW A W A A W bδ
−
= +                                  [4.24] 
                                                             
0
i iX X δ= +                                              [4.25] 
                                                   0
1( )
ii i
T
i l iX XC W A W A
−
= +  .                                  [4.26] 
The performance of classic Kalman filtering depends on 
, 1i iF −  and tUC ∆  whose values 
should be known.  
4.5 Kouba PPP Algorithm 
Kouba and Héroux (2001) developed a static receiver PPP algorithm based on the 
Sequential WLS which is a special case of Kalman Filter when the transition matrix 
F
 
is a unity matrix.  At time epoch i , there are nsat  visible satellites, and the 
observation vector il  contains 2n nsat= ionosphere-free combination of dual-
frequency code-phase and carrier-phase measurements. The ( ) 1u n+ ×  ( u n≤ ) 
estimated unknown vector ( 1, )
Tj
i j nsatX x y z dt ZPD N = =    consists of four 
types of parameters: receiver position components ( , , )x y z , receiver clock ( )dt , 
troposphere zenith path delay ( )ZPD  and float carrier-phase ambiguities ( ( 1, )jj nsatN = ). 
However, setting the transition matrix to be unity supposes iX  does not change over 
time which is not true for the receiver clock and the ZPD  in static PPP. To solve this 
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problem, Kouba and Héroux (2001) carefully designed the processing noise matrix 
tU
C
∆
as:     
             
1,
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
t
t
t
t
t
t
j
t j n
U x
U y
U z
U
U dt
U zwd
U N
C
C
C
C C
C
C
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆ =
 
 
 
 
 
=  
 
 
 
  
           [4.27] 
where 
1,
( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), 0jj nx t y t z t N tC C C Cε ε ε ε =∆ ∆ ∆ ∆= = = = for a static receiver. The receiver clock 
process noise depends on the stability of the receiver clock but is set to white noise 
with a large value to accommodate the unpredictable occurrence of clock jumps 
(Section 6.1). And the noise of the zenith path delay is conventionally set as 5
mm hour . For kinematic receivers, the variances of position components need to 
be increased as a function of user dynamics. For high speed receivers, advanced 
Kalman filters should be used but is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
4.6 Gao PPP Algorithm 
Based on Kouba and Héroux’s (2001) algorithm, Gao (2002) claimed the usage of 
Gao-Shen combination of observations (Sec 3.2.2.5) which has the potential to 
maintain the integer characteristic of carrier-phase ambiguities if the initial phase bias 
could be eliminated (Sec. 3.3.2.3). His PVT estimation process consists of two steps: 
no carrier-phase involved step, carrier-phase and code-phase involved step to obtain 
more accurate initial values of the unknowns 0X
 
(Eq. 4.3). 
At and only at the starting epoch, the no carrier-phase involved positioning is carried 
out to roughly calculate the receiver position, the clock offset and the ZWD (Section 
3.3.3.2). Setting the variance factor 20σ  and the ionosphere-free pseudorange 
combination variance 2
IFP
σ
 both to 1, after the no carrier-phase involved positioning, 
the a posteriori variance factor 20σˆ  is given by: (see also Equation 4.16) 
                                                         
2
0ˆ
T
lV WV
R
σ =                                                 [4.28] 
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1 1 1
1 1
(( ( ) ) )
N N
T T
n l l l nn
n n
R r W A A W A A W− − −
= =
= = −∑ ∑                          [4.29] 
where N is the total number of observations (N=nsat) and nr  is the redundancy 
number for the  thn
 
observation. The estimate of 2
IFP
σ
 is obtained as: 
                                             }~ny2  }ny2 }~02}02  }ny2 }~02   .                                     [4.30] 
If the GPS L1 and L2 carriers are used, then 
                                     
1 2
1 2
2 22 2
2 2 21 2
( ) ( )2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2
2 2
( ) ( )6.48 2.39
IFP P L P L
P L P L
f f
f f f fσ σ σ
σ σ
   
= +   
− −   
= +
                    [4.31] 
where 
1
2
( )P Lσ  and 2
2
( )P Lσ  are the code-phase variance values on corresponding 
carriers. If they are roughly treated to be the same, the variance of the code-phase 
observations is given by: 
                                       }~n2  }~ny2 8.87⁄  }ny2 }~02/8.87                        [4.32] 
Using the results from the first step, Gao (2002) determined relatively accurate 
variance values for the Gao-shen combined observations and the carrier-phase 
ionosphere-free combinations: 
               },u
  }, 
   }  } }/35.48                      [4.33] 
                                          
2 2 2
( 1) ( 2)ˆ 6.48 2.39IF L Lσ σ σΦ Φ Φ= +                                      [4.34] 
where 2 ( )LiσΦ  is the variance of the undifferenced code-phase observation. The initial 
approximation of the float ambiguity values is estimated using the following 
equations: 
                                                   2i i Li Li LiN P Iλ ′ = − Φ −                                         [4.35] 
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where the ionospheric effect is roughly calculated based on the code-phase 
observations. The corresponding variances for the initial ambiguity values are 
determined by: 
                                 }~11′2 2 2 20ˆ26.30 2.97 IFP Pσ σ σ= =                                          [4.36] 
                                      }~22′2 2 2 20ˆ42.67 4.81 IFP Pσ σ σ= =                                          [4.37] 
After the first epoch, the variances of different observation types are calculated as: 
                                                   
2
0ˆ
j
T
j j
j
j
V W V
R
σ =
l
                                                   [4.38] 
where j denotes the observation type and jV , jWl , and jR  are the corresponding 
residual vector, the observation variance-covariance matrix and the summation of the 
redundancy numbers of that observation type. 
Then the carrier-phase involved positioning is carried out epoch-by-epoch using 
mainly the same algorithm suggested by Kouba and Héroux (2001) but with different 
observation linear combinations and more accurate troposphere models. Gao’s 
(2002) PPP algorithm and performance is detailed in Chapter five.  
4.7 Chen PPP Algorithm 
Based on Kouba and Héroux (2001), Chen (2004) developed his kinematic PPP 
algorithm by eliminating time-varying unknowns (e.g. receiver position coordinates 
and receiver clock offset) from the unknown vector iX (Section 4.5) leaving only time-
stable unknowns (e.g. ambiguity and ZTD). This algorithm is detailed here starting 
with the divided linearised observation equation given as: (see also Equation 4.20) 
                                  1, 2, , , 1, 2,3ii i i i i i lV A B b W iδ δ= + − =  …                           [4.39] 
,i iA B  -- time-varying and time-stable design matrices 
1, 2,,i iδ δ  -- time-varying and time-stable unknown vectors 
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The other terms have the same meaning as defined in Section 4.4. A new 
observation equation that does not include 1,iδ  is then derived from the following 
equations. Omit the time tags and denote lW  as W  for simplicity, the normal 
equation of Eq. 4.20 can be written as: 
                            
1 11 12 1
2 21 22 2
T T T
T T T
N NA WA A WB A Wb
N NB WA B WB B Wb
δ δ
δ δ
        
= =        
        
.              [4.40] 
Left multiply a factor 
0I
Z I
 
 
− 
 with 121 11Z N N
−
=  on both sides of Eq. 4.40 gives: 
                          
11 1211 12 1 1
21 22 2 222
0
ˆ ˆ0
T
T
N N A WLN NI
N NZ I N B WL
δ δ
δ δ
        
= =         
−            
          [4.41] 
where 122 21 11 12 22ˆN N N N N
−
= − + . To simplify the expressions, a factor is defined as: 
                                                           
1
11
TJ AN A W−= .                                          [4.42] 
Using this newly defined factor, a new design matrix is given as: 
                                                              
ˆ ( )B I J B= − .                                          [4.43] 
Finally, a new normal equation and a new observation equation can be derived as: 
?V?@2  ?Vg                                     [4.44] 
                                                      x?  ?@2  g,    V                                     [4.45] 
where x ? is the residual vector of the new observation equation. After 2δ  converges to 
float constants and fixed as known parameters, 1δ  can be determined as 
                                                   ( )11 11 12 2TN A Wb Nδ δ−= −                                   [4.46] 
The performance of this method is going to be demonstrated in Chapter six. 
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4.8 Ge PPP Algorithm 
Ge (2007) suggested calculating the so called Satellite-Differenced Uncaliberated-
Phase-Delays (SD-UPDs) that is actually the mixture of the fractional part of both 
wide-lane and narrow-lane UPDs. If this correction is available, the narrow-lane 
integer ambiguity can be fixed following a four-step-procedure described below. 
Step 1: SD ionosphere-free float ambiguity fixing  
The SD carrier-phase ionosphere-free combination with GNSS errors corrected can 
be derived form Eq. 3.10 and Eq. 3.16 and given as:  
                 
2 2
1 2
, ,1 ,22 2 2 2
1 2 1 2
2
1 1 2
1 ,1 ,22 2 2 2
1 2 1 2
1 ,
st st st
r IF r r
st st st
r r r
st st
r r C
f f
f f f f
f f fN Nf f f f
N
ρ λ
ρ λ
Φ = Φ − Φ
− −
 
= + − 
− − 
= +
.                     [4.47] 
Through a least square estimation (Section 4.8), the unknown related ambiguity  
,
st
r CN  will converge to a float value (see also Chen, 2004). 
Step 2: SD Melbourne-Wϋbbena wide-lane float ambiguity pseudo-fixed to the 
nearest integer  
With high quality code-phase observations and under good user environment, the 
multipath and noise terms in Melbourne-Wϋbbena linear combination (Eq. 3.20) can 
be ignored and the single difference wide-lane ambiguity between satellite s  and t  
at receiver r  is given by: 
6, , ,1 ,2
1 2
st st st st
r wide r L r r
cN N Nf f
 
= Φ = − 
− 
                       [4.48] 
The estimate and standard deviation are given by: 
?,W$J#.  ,W$J#.                                            [4.49] 
                         }?l,฀9NB  ^l,C9NB ?l,C9NB e2ElB                                     [4.50] 
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where   denotes the average over epochs and s
r
n  is the number of the 
measurements being averaged. The estimate and standard deviation of SD (Eq. 3.7) 
wide-lane float ambiguity can be calculated as: 
                                    ?,W$J#.X  ?,W$J#.  ?,W$J#X                                     [4.51]                           
}?l,C9NB  }? l,C9NB2  }?l,C9N2  .                            [4.52] 
This float SD wide-lane ambiguity can be expressed as the summation of the SD 
wide-lane integer ambiguity 
,
st
r wideN  and the float SD-UPDs ,
st
r wideφ∆ : 
                                                 
, , ,
st st st
r wide r wide r wideN N φ= + ∆ .                                  [4.53] 
The float SD-UPDs can be further divided into an integer part 
,
st
r wideφ∆  and a 
fractional part 
,
st
r wideδφ : 
                                                 
, , ,
st st st
r wide r wide r wideφ φ δφ∆ = ∆ + .                               [4.54] 
Suppose the fractional part of SD-UPDs is known, then the SD wide-lane can be 
fixed to an integer value with an estimate and a standard variance calculated as: 
                        
s,W$J#.X  ∆r,W$J#.X  ?,W$J#.X  @,W$J#.X
    
                   [4.55] 
                                       }s,  }?,  },  .                                [4.56] 
The statistical test adopted by Ge (2007) for fixing the ambiguity is detailed in Section 
4.3. However, if the fractional part of the SD-UPD is not known, the procedure can fix 
the float ambiguity to an incorrect integer value h,W$J#.X   with an integer bias from the 
true value 
, ,
st st
r wide r wideN φ+ ∆  . Therefore this kind of procedure has been referred to 
as pseudo-fixing by Gao (2002). A way to solve this problem is to merge the 
fractional part of SD wide-lane UPD into the SD narrow-lane. 
 Step 3: Merge the fractional part of SD wide-lane ambiguity into SD narrow-
lane  
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A narrow-lane ambiguity can be easily expressed as a linear combination of the 
ionosphere-free ambiguity and the wide-lane ambiguity as: 
                                   
1 2 2
, , ,
1 1 2
st st st
r narrow r C r wide
f f fN N Nf f f
+
= −
−
 .                         [4.57] 
Expressing the float wide-lane and narrow-lane ambiguities as a summation of an 
integer part and a fractional part respectively gives: 
                ( ) ( )1 1 2, , , , ,2 2
1 2 1 2
st st st st st
r C r narrow r narrow r wide r wide
f f fN N Nf f f fφ φ= + ∆ + + ∆+ − .   [4.58] 
Then subtracting the pseudo-fixed h,W$J#.X  from both sides of Eq. 4.73 and then 
multiplying both sides a factor  1 2
1
f f
f
+
 gives: 
                             l,B  h l,C9NB 
 1  21 s l,EllB  ∆l,EllB 
  21  2 s l,C9NB  ∆l,C9NB 
 1  21 h〵,C9NB  
[4.59] 
Finally Equation 4.59 is simplified to obtain: 
1  21 l,yB  21  2 h l,C9NB s l,EllB   ∆l,EllB  21  2 ^s l,C9NB  h l,C9NB  ∆l,C9NB e¡ 
                           [4.60] 
Ge (2007) claimed that the term within the square brackets is constant and the term s l,C9NB  h l,C9NB  is mainly caused by the code-phase biases and the integer part of 
the ∆,W$J#.X . That is to say that the terms within the square brackets are constant for 
a satellite pair and can therefore be merged into the UPD for the narrow-lane. The 
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left side of Eq. 4.60 is a known value. Therefore, the SD narrow-lane integer 
ambiguity can be fixed. For simplification, a new narrow-lane UPD can be defined as: 
 ∆,¢£¤W.X ′  ¥∆,¢£¤W.X  t tuHt =s,W$J#.X  h,W$J#.X  ∆,W$J#.X >¦     [4.61] 
l,EllB  s l,EllB   .                              [4.62] 
If the value of the narrow-lane UPD can be known, then the narrow-lane integer 
ambiguity can be fixed in step 4. 
Step 4: Fixing SD integer narrow-lane ambiguity with external UPDs 
corrections 
The estimate and standard deviation of the SD integer narrow-lane ambiguity can be 
calculated as: 
                                  s? l,EllB  121 ? l,yB  212 ? l,C9NB                             [4.63] 
                                      }s?l,EllB  121 }?l,yB  .                                          [4.64] 
Finally, the narrow-lane integer ambiguity can be fixed with the statistical test detailed 
in Section 4.3. 
4.9 Satellite Geometry and Dilution of Precision  
To select satellites for PVT calculation, both the satellite visibility and geometry are 
important criteria. Usually the satellites are tracked and observed only when they are 
above a certain vertical angle, called the mask angle. Because at low elevation 
angles, satellite signals encounter severe tropospheric effects and multipath errors 
that are difficult to model accurately. Leick (2004) suggested that a typical range of 
values for the mask angle as 100 to 150 and a relationship between the mask angle ε 
and the geocentric angle of visibility γ  for a spherical Earth is: 
                                    
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 152
5 142
10 132
γ
ε γ
γ
 =

= =

=
                                        [4.65] 
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The most general DOP (see also Eq. 3.24) parameter is the Geodetic Dilution Of 
Precision (GDOP) given by: 
1( )TGDOP trace A A −=                                      [4.66] 
where A  denotes the design matrix (see Equation 4.7). Normally, a GDOP value 
under six is considered good and those above six are considered as being too high 
(Hofmann-Wellenhof, 1997). Some other DOP parameters defined in local 
rectangular Cartesian coordinate systems, e.g. North, East and Up are Horizontal 
Dilution Of Precision (HDOP), Vertical Dilution Of Precision (VDOP), Time Dilution Of 
Precision (TDOP), and Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP), given by 
                           
1
11 22 33 44( ) [ ]T nndiagonal A A D D D D D− = L                 [4.67] 
                                                    
11 22HDOP D D= +                                          [4.68] 
                                                    
33VDOP D=                                                    [4.69] 
                                                    
11 22 33PDOP D D D= + +
 
                               [4.70] 
                                                    
44TDOP D c=  .                                             [4.71] 
For example, the 95% vertical positioning accuracy can be described as: 
2 2dz UEREVDOPσ σ= ⋅ ⋅                                       [4.72] 
where zd  is the error in the vertical (Up) component of the computed position. 
(Kaplan, 2006) 
4.10 Summary 
This chapter has reviewed the mathematical models including linearised WLS, 
Kalman filter and statistical tests that are used to derive real-time PPP solutions. 
Based on these models, PPP algorithms were developed. Four PPP algorithms 
including Kouba and Héroux (2001), Gao (2002), Chen (2004) and Ge (2007) were 
detailed for developing PPP software in Chapter five. This software is then used to 
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present state-of-the-art PPP performance in Chapter six and to implement improved 
PPP algorithms in Chapter eight. 
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5. PPP Algorithms Implemented  
In this thesis, Matlab software has been developed from scratch to implement existing 
methods and to develop new Precise Point Positioning (PPP) algorithms. The software 
reads in raw data and outputs Precise Point Positioning (PPP) solutions, including 3D 
Position, Velocity and Time (PVT). It has three unique features. Firstly, each algorithm has 
been written as a Matlab function with configurable parameters and processing modes. This 
modular design enables the software to include different models, including those developed 
for the same purpose, e.g. to model the same GNSS error. Secondly, different functions can 
be easily called and skipped, enabling the comparison and selection of different models to 
form a complete PPP process. Finally, different PPP methods can be formed based on their 
relevant functions and stored as Matlab files. This feature makes it easier to evaluate the 
existing PPP algorithms and to develop new ones.  
This chapter presents the structure of the software, including the implemented PPP 
algorithms (float ambiguity estimation and float ambiguity pseudo-fixing to integer value 
PPP), and how process noise is handled in each case. Furthermore, a partial 
implementation of an integer fixing algorithm to enable its potential benefits for PPP will be 
discussed. 
5.1 General Structure 
The general structure of the software shown in Figure 5.1 is divided into two parts: pre-
processing and main processing. Although it is traditional to mitigate GNSS error at the pre-
processing stage, in the case of PPP, there is a strong relationship between some error 
types and the actual PPP technique. For this reason, such error types are dealt with at the 
main processing stage. Hence, common errors suffered by all PPP algorithms are mitigated 
at the data pre-processing stage, leaving the rest to be dealt with within the main processing 
function. Note also that PPP algorithms can be divided into different groups, depending on 
the approach, to deal with the carrier-phase ambiguities (Section 5.3).  
From Figure 5.1, the data pre-processing stage outputs a number of data sets, including the 
precise satellite orbit, satellite clock, valid observations (measurements), Earth Rotation and 
Polar motion (ERP), and Differential Code Bias (DCB) corrections. The data sets are 
generated in the format appropriate (see Section 5.2) for the main processing stage in order 
to compute Position, Velocity and Time (PVT). 
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Figure 5.1: General Structure of the PPP Matlab Software 
(AIUB - the Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern) 
5.2 Data Pre-processing 
The data pre-processing stage in Figure 5.2 is the same for all PPP methods. The raw data 
sets from the GPS receiver in the Receiver Independent Exchange (RINEX) format, 
International GNSS Service (IGS) precise ephemerides in SP3C format, Earth Rotation 
Parameters (ERPs), satellite phase centre offsets, and Differential Code-phase Biases 
(DCBs) corrections are imported and reformatted into Matlab data files. These files are read 
into the Matlab workspace for further calculations. Firstly, the satellite phase centre offsets 
and the DCBs are corrected. This is followed by the computation of the Time of 
Transmission (ToT) based on the estimation of the signal transmission time. In the third step, 
a 10-term Everett interpolation (Section 3.3.7.1) algorithm is used to compute the satellite 
coordinates and clock corrections at the ToT, based on the IGS precise ephemerides. This is 
followed by an iterative application of relativistic corrections (Section 3.3.1.2). The next step 
validates the observation (measurement) data. This process applies reasonability checks 
involving a comparison of the pseudoranges on L1 and L2 (i.e. accepting data where the 
difference does not exceed 10m), and the availability of all four types of observation (code-
phases and carrier-phases on L1 and L2). After this validation check and cycle slip detection 
(3.3.5.1), a validated observation file containing valid observations and an observation 
validation file containing all measurements (with the validity/non-validity associated flags) are 
generated. Finally, these two files and the ERP are passed to the main data processing 
stage for the computation of PVT. 
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Figure 5.2: Data Pre-processing 
5.3 Groups of PPP Algorithms 
Using the techniques reviewed in Chapter three, the GNSS errors can be reduced to 
approximately one wavelength (Table 3.11 – 3.12). A corrected undifferenced carrier-phase 
observation contains a float carrier-phase ambiguity consisting of an integer and a fractional 
component, as well as other residual errors. Once the carrier-phase ambiguities are found, 
PVT can be determined. The existing real-time PPP algorithms can be divided into three 
groups, depending on the approach to deal with the carrier-phase ambiguities. The first two 
groups have been implemented in Matlab and tested. However, due to the requirement for 
the computation of a special external product, the implementation of the third (i.e. integer 
ambiguity fixing) has been partial. 
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1) Float ambiguity estimation: In this group, the carrier-phase ambiguities are 
determined as floating point numbers estimated using a Kalman Filter (Section 4.4) 
until they converge to a pre-specified precision. The float ambiguities are then fixed 
to the converged estimates (Gao, 2002; Chen, 2004). This method suffers from a 
relatively long convergence time. Gao (2002) reported a convergence time of 1350 
seconds on average for static PPP with a precision threshold of 40 cm using a Least 
Square estimation. For different GPS stations at different times and with the 40 cm 
precision threshold, the shortest convergence time was determined as 480 seconds 
while the longest can exceed 2,400 seconds (Gao, 2002). Chen (2004) proposed and 
implemented static PPP algorithms that took 2 hours to converge to a 10 cm 
accuracy level. In order to investigate the feasibility of real-time PPP, the float 
ambiguities were fixed to the converged estimates, and the static data processed 
epoch by epoch. Decimetre level accuracy was achieved (Chen, 2004). Both Gao 
(2002) and Chen’s (2004) algorithms have been implemented in the PPP software 
developed in this thesis. In addition, a kinematic PPP algorithm based on Extended 
Kalman Filtering (EKF) has been developed and implemented in Matlab. This 
algorithm has been developed from Gao’s (2002) observation equations and GNSS 
error models but using an EKF instead of Least Squares.  
2) Float ambiguity pseudo-fixing to integer value: As with the first group, the carrier-
phase ambiguities are treated as floating values. However, they are pseudo-fixed 
(rounded) to the nearest integer (Gao, 2002). Gao (2002) claimed to achieve fast 
convergence (about 1 minute). However, the approach introduces an extra error into 
the observations due to rounding, with the consequence of limiting the positioning 
accuracy to the decimetre level. Furthermore, no reliable ambiguity validation 
methodology has been developed for this method. Ge (2007) suggested pseudo-
fixing the Satellite Differenced (SD) wide-lane float ambiguity to the nearest integer 
value as a part of carrier-phase ambiguity resolution (Section 4.8) using a statistical 
test (Section 4.3). The algorithm proposed by Ge (2007) has been implemented in 
the software developed in this thesis. 
3) Integer ambiguity fixing: In this group, effort is made to maintain and reliably fix the 
carrier-phase ambiguity as an integer. Ge (2007) suggested using the satellite 
differenced carrier-phase ambiguity .  .
  X  X
 consisting of both integer 
(. and X) and fractional parts (. and X) from receiver r to satellites s and t for 
integer ambiguity fixing. This term can be easily reformed into .  X
  .  X
. 
Ge (2007) used the term .  X
 for the Satellite Differenced Uncalibrated Phase 
Delays (SD-UPDs). He showed that the SD-UPD was the same for each satellite 
pair, regardless of the receiver used. Therefore, if the SD-UPDs for all satellite pairs 
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could be estimated over a GNSS reference station network and broadcast to users 
and applied, then the remaining integer part .  X
 could be determined and 
fixed. This algorithm has been (partially) implemented in the software developed in 
this thesis by assuming that the SD-UPDs are available as external corrections.   
5.4 PPP Algorithms Implemented in Matlab 
The data pre-processing stage is the same for all three groups of PPP algorithms reviewed 
in Section 5.3. However, there are interesting differences in the main processing stage, 
whose implementations are discussed below.  
5.4.1 Float Ambiguity Estimation 
The implementations of the algorithms by Gao (2002), Chen (2004) and EKF real-time 
kinematic PPP developed from Gao (2002) are detailed below. 
5.4.1.1 Gao’s Algorithm 
The procedure of the Gao (2002) algorithm consists of two steps: the no carrier-phase and 
the carrier-phase and code-phase (Figure 5.3). The former is relevant to the initial epoch 
only.  
In the no carrier-phase step, firstly, the pseudorange observations and precise satellite 
ephemerides are used to estimate the receiver position and satellite elevation angles. An 
optional cut-off satellite elevation threshold can be applied here. Secondly, the dry part of the 
zenith tropospheric delay, i.e. the Zenith Hydrostatic Delay (ZHD) is modelled and mitigated 
(Section 3.3.2.2), leaving the Zenith Wet Delay (ZWD) unknown. Thirdly, the pseudorange 
observations are used to form the ionosphere-free combination. Finally, a least-squares 
solution is implemented to estimate the initial receiver position, receiver clock offset, and the 
ZWD, as well as their corresponding variance-covariance matrix using the algorithm in 
Section 4.6. 
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Figure 5.3: Main Processing of Float Ambiguity Estimation 
The carrier-phase and code-phase step of Gao (2002) loops over time and produces 
Position, Velocity and Time (PVT) solutions epoch-by-epoch. At each epoch, the first task is 
a satellite-by-satellite loop (Figure 5.4) that creates the design matrix A and the observed 
minus computed vector b (Equation 4.7). For subsequent epochs, the previous values of the 
parameters are used as the approximate values for linearization.  
An iterative algorithm is used to calculate the precise satellite coordinates. Specifically, the 
satellite to receiver distance from the previous calculation is used to correct for the Sagnac 
effect (Eq. 3.30) in order to compute the Time of Transmission (ToT). Then, the satellite 
coordinates and the clock offset at the ToT are computed using International GNSS Service 
(IGS) precise ephemerides and Everret interpolation (Eq. 5.10). This is followed by the 
application of various corrections, including for relativistic periodic effects (Eq. 3.29), phase 
windup (Section 3.3.2.2) and satellite phase centre offset (Section 3.3.1.4), to determine 
higher precision satellite coordinates. From the computed satellite coordinates and the a 
priori knowledge of the receiver position, a new satellite to receiver distance is computed 
and a new ToT is given by Equation 3.30. Again, the precise coordinates of the satellite is 
calculated at the new ToT using the same algorithms as described above. Similar to the first 
step, the tropospheric delay parameters ZHD can be calculated with Equation 3.51 and the 
ZWD is an unknown, estimated together with the receiver position (Section 3.3.3.2). The 
ZHD and ZWD are both mapped onto the receiver – satellite slant path with mapping 
functions given by Equations 3.54 and 3.55 respectively.  
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The next task involves the formation of the relevant linear combinations and the execution of 
code smoothing (Equation 3.63). Finally, the design matrix and the observed minus 
computed vector are created using all visible satellites, before exiting the satellite-by-satellite 
loop.  
 
Figure 5.4: Satellite-by-satellite Loop 
On exiting the satellite-by-satellite loop, the within time epoch loop (Figure 5.5) is evoked in 
which the unknowns are estimated using Sequential Weighted Least Squares (SWLS) for 
real-time static PPP. In addition to Gao’s (2002) algorithm, a Kalman Filter is used for real-
time kinematic PPP instead of using SWLS. A 2χ  goodness of fit test (Section 4.3) is finally 
conducted to aid the determination of whether the PVT solution should be accepted and the 
loop exited.  
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Figure 5.5: Within Time Epoch Loop 
Finally, the position components are corrected for the receiver antenna phase centre offset 
(3.3.2.1) and geophysical displacements including solid earth tides, ocean loading and sub-
daily ERP, as described in Section 3.3.4. 
5.4.1.2 Kinematic PPP Using Extended Kalman Filtering 
Utilizing the Gao’s (2002) observation equations and GNSS error models, a real-time 
kinematic PPP algorithm shown in figure 5.6 using EKF (Section 4.4) has also been 
developed and implemented (results shown in Section 8.5).  
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Figure 5.6: EKF for RTK PPP 
The satellite constellation management algorithms (Section 8.3) adapt to the change of 
constellation and output the corresponding measurements for the measurement update. 
Meanwhile, the process noise model is updated based on the time interval and experienced 
values that depend on the difference receivers. In this research, the noise variances have 
been selected to be [0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 1.0×10-18, 1.0×10-10] corresponding to the estimates [x, y, 
z, dt, zwd]. Then, the covariance matrix of the process noise is used to project the 
covariance matrix ahead. The time interval is also used to project the state ahead. The time 
update and measurement update are computed recursively. 
5.4.1.3 Chen’s Algorithm 
The other representative float ambiguity estimation algorithm implemented in the developed 
Matlab PPP software is Chen’s (2004) wait-and-go PPP algorithm (Section 4.7), captured in 
Figure 5.7.   
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Figure 5.7: The Chen Wait-and-go PPP Algorithm 
The static PPP step is very similar to Gao’s (2002), the only difference being the use of 
Satellite Differenced (SD) ionosphere free linear combinations. The SD observable has the 
positive effect of eliminating the receiver clock offset. After convergence, the time-stable 
unknowns including the SD float ambiguities and ZPD are fixed to the estimated float values.   
After fixing the SD float ambiguities and ZPD, the remaining unknowns are the three receiver 
coordinates. The receiver is now free to start moving and Kinematic PPP PVT solutions are 
calculated using a Kalman filter. This algorithm is tested and discussed further in Chapter 
six. 
5.4.2 Implemented Float Ambiguity Pseudo-fixing to Integer Value 
Gao (2002) proposed the treatment of float ambiguities as integers (by simple rounding), 
thus ignoring the error sources responsible for the float ambiguities. He argued that pseudo-
fixing makes it possible to obtain position solutions at the decimetre-level accuracy in a very 
short period of time. He also demonstrated fast convergence over six periods, each of three 
minutes duration. However, simple rounding has an obvious weakness of, in some cases, 
fixing the ambiguities to wrong integer values. Subsequently, a partial ambiguity fixing 
algorithm which attempts to fix the ambiguity parameters on L1 and L2 of a satellite 
separately was investigated and briefly introduced by Gao (2002). However, no further 
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information was presented on this approach and has, therefore, not been implemented in 
this thesis. 
Later, in 2007, Ge (2007) suggested (without implementation and testing) pseudo-fixing the 
SD wide-lane float ambiguity to the nearest integer value as a part of a process for integer 
ambiguity resolution (Section 4.8) using a statistical test (Section 4.3). This method has been 
implemented and tested in this thesis together with float ambiguity estimation (Section 5.1), 
as shown in Figure 5.8.  
 
Figure 5.8: Float Ambiguity Pseudo Fixing 
The Melbourne-Wϋbbena wide-lane linear combination observations are formed with carrier-
phase and smoothed code-phase observations, and corrected for phase centre offset and 
the phase windup effect. The satellite with the highest elevation is taken as the reference for 
the formation of the SD observable.  
5.4.3 Implemented Integer Ambiguity Fixing 
The integer ambiguity fixing algorithm proposed by Ge (2007) is described in Section 4.9. 
This algorithm assumes that the SD-UPDs are estimated over a GNSS reference station 
network and broadcast to PPP users. The narrow-lane integer ambiguity fixing algorithm, 
shown in Figure 5.9 (Ge, 2007), has been implemented in the developed PPP software, 
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assuming that the SD-UPDs are available as external corrections. Because the process of 
computing the SD-UPDs is not included, this implementation is partial. 
 
Figure 5.9: Integer Ambiguity Fixing 
The estimation (Eq. 4.63) and variance (Eq. 4.64) of s,¢£¤W.X  needed by the statistical test 
(Eq. 4.18 and 4.19) to finally fix the narrow-lane integer ambiguity are provided by the SD 
ionosphere-free float ambiguity fixing and the SD Melbourne-Wϋbbena wide-lane float 
ambiguity pseudo-fixing. Once the narrow-lane SD UPDs are available as external correction 
inputs, the implemented software should provide fixed integer ambiguities and the PVT 
solutions as well. 
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5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the current PPP algorithms have been divided into three groups according to 
how the carrier-phase ambiguity is handled. Representative algorithms from each group 
have been selected and implemented in software for further research in Chapter Six. The 
algorithms implemented are by Gao (2002), that represents the float ambiguity estimation 
group, while that by Chen (2004) represents the float ambiguity fixing group. Furthermore, a 
part of the algorithm by Ge (2007) has been implemented as a complete solution of pseudo-
fixing float ambiguities to integer values. Finally, the narrow-lane integer ambiguity fixing 
algorithm proposed by Ge (2007) has been implemented assuming that the SD-UPDs are 
available as external products.  
Generally, this chapter has presented the details of the processes used to implement the 
software, the state-of-the-art real-time PPP algorithms and error models presented in 
Chapters three and four respectively. Particular attention has been paid to the handling of 
process noise. The performances of these algorithms and their resulting weaknesses are 
addressed in Chapter six. 
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6. Performance of Existing PPP Algorithms 
This chapter evaluates the current PPP algorithms implemented in the developed 
PPP software presented in Chapter five. The advantages and disadvantages of these 
algorithms are discussed and issues for further research identified.  
6.1 Gao’s Float Ambiguity Estimation 
Gao’s (2002) float ambiguity estimation algorithm (Section 5.4.1.1) is evaluated in 
this section. The test data and the results are presented and discussed. 
6.1.1  Test Dataset 
The test dataset includes the GPS observations and external GPS products (error 
corrections). The raw observation data at a rate of 1 Hz was collected on 01 July 
2007 at the station IES2 run by the Institute of Engineering Surveying and Space 
Geodesy (IESSG) at the University of Nottingham. A LEICA GRX1200PRO receiver 
and a LEIAT504 antenna were utilized during the data collection. Useful hardware 
related information including the receiver measurement noise and the receiver 
antenna phase centre offset were obtained from the product manuals (LEICA, 2007) 
and the header of the observation files. Further verification was undertaken with 
information from the National Geodetic Survey’s web site (NGS, 2009). The receiver 
antenna phase centre stability was specified to be better than 1mm (LEICA, 2007). 
No extra correction for the receiver phase centre offset is needed, as stated in the 
header of the observation files.  
The receiver is static with its antenna (highlighted in the red ellipse) mounted on the 
roof the IESSG Building captured in Figure 6.1 (Panoramio, 2008). The location of 
the antenna is such that no obstacles (trees and buildings etc.) can either 
significantly attenuate or block the GPS signals, thereby resulting in low levels of 
multipath and cycle slips. 
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Figure 6.1: The IESSG Building of the University of Nottingham, March 2008 
The external GPS products in the dataset include the IGS final satellite ephemeris at 
intervals of 15 minutes (IGS, 2008), the IGS satellite clock corrections at intervals of 
30 seconds (IGS, 2008), and the Differential Code-Phase Biases (DCBs) monthly 
updated corrections produced by AIUB (Section 3.3.1.3).     
6.1.2 Experimental Results 
Table 6.1 contains the characteristics and settings of the experimental scenario 
including specifications, parameters, and algorithms. 
Table 6.1: Float Ambiguity Estimation PPP Experimental Scenario 
Level 1 Level 2 Specifications 
 
Receiver 
environment and 
assumptions 
Ionosphere status Calm without serious scintillations 
Troposphere status Normal 
Operational environment Open sky 
Platform state Static 
Multipath Low 
Data latency Zero 
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Testing 
Measurements Real dual frequency GPS data; Noise 
is normally distributed 
Observables High quality of code-phase and carrier-
phase 
Data processing mode Post-processing, forward, epoch-by-
epoch, no averaging solutions 
Data rate of solutions 1 second 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Error mitigation 
Ionospheric Ionosphere-free linear combination 
Tropospheric f(ZHD, ZWD, Mdry, Mwet); 
ZHD  modelled by Eq. 3.51; 
ZWD estimated together with position; 
 Mdry  by Eq. 3.54; 
 Mwet  by Eq. 3.55 
Satellite orbit & clock External corrections: IGS Final (15 min) 
& IGS Final (30 seconds) 
Satellite & receiver antenna 
phase centre offsets 
Initially known (Table 3.3 and Section 
6.1.1) 
Receiver clock offset Differentiate across satellite 
DCB External corrections (Section 3.3.1.3) 
Geophysical displacement Solid earth tides, Ocean loading and 
sub-daily ERP(Section 3.3.4) 
Cycle slips Third order time difference detection 
(Eq. 3.59; 3.60) and repaired by 
polynomial fitting 
Multipath Checking frequency domain 
Initial phase bias Unsolved and merged into float 
ambiguity 
Code smooth Carrier-phase smoothed code-phase 
(Eq. 3.63) 
Other GPS conventions IERS(1989; 1996); McCarthy (1996) 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm and 
optimisation 
Optimisation techniques Sequential least squares 
Unknowns to be estimated Position, ZWD, Receiver clock offset 
and Carrier-phase ambiguity 
Ambiguity solution Float 
Initial position Calculated from code-phase 
measurements 
Applicability Applicable to GPS or Galileo alone 
Weighting Elevation dependent (Eq. 7.3); Types 
of observations dependent weighting 
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(Section 7.3) 
Satellites used for calculation Fixed group of satellites are used over 
the PPP session of one hour 
Figures 6.2 to 6.6 display the PPP results from the test dataset.  Firstly, the error 
(determined as the difference between the known and computed coordinates) in 
each of the coordinate components (North, East and Height), is plotted in Figure 6.2. 
From this figure, the performance of the Gao float ambiguity estimation algorithm in 
terms of convergence, can be quantified. 
 
Figure 6.2: Epoch-by-epoch Coordinate Component Error 
The reference position was computed by the IESSG using the Double Difference 
(DD) carrier phase observable in the static mode with a 12 months dataset. In this 
experiment, the IESSG data captured with a static receiver are processed epoch-by-
epoch (to emulate real-time kinematic positioning). From Figure 6.2, it can be seen 
that the error in the North component rapidly converges to ±40 cm within 132 
seconds and to ±20 cm after 1539 seconds. For the east component, the error 
converged to ±40 cm within 1109 seconds and failed to converge to ±20 cm within 
one hour. It took 299 seconds for the error in the Height component to converge to 
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±40 cm and 853 seconds to ±20 cm. Within the one hour period presented in Figure 
6.2, none of the coordinate components converged to the centimetre level error.  
In general, in this one hour session, all three components converged to ±40 cm 
within 20 minutes, among which the East component error experiencing the longest 
convergence time. However, the North and East components showed unexpected 
biases of about -10 cm and 20 cm respectively. 
 
Figure 6.3: RMS PPP Convergence Processing 
In Figure 6.3, 2D and 3D RMS of the position components are shown to describe the 
convergence process in the conventional way (Gao, 2002). Both 2D and 3D RMS 
quickly converged to 40 cm within 127 and 238 seconds respectively. This 
performance is better than Gao’s (2002) 3D 40 cm convergence in 1350 seconds 
(500 seconds variance).  Data used by Gao (2002) to test his PPP algorithms were 
collected on August 15, 2001 from six Canadian Active Control Stations: DRA2, 
PRDS, YELL, CHUR, NRC1 and STJ0 with open sky. Dual-frequency receivers were 
used at all stations and the data-sampling rate was 1 Hz. The number of visible 
satellites was between 6 and 10 during the test period. The combined precise 
ephemeris at a sampling interval of 15 minutes from IGS and the precise satellite 
clock corrections at an interval of 30 seconds from Natural Resource Canada 
(NRCan) were used. So far, Gao’s (2002) scenario was the same as or very similar 
to the scenario described in Table 6.1. The differences between these two scenarios 
that have led to faster PPP convergence include: 
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• All visible satellites were included in Gao’s (2002) PPP, but a fixed group of 
satellites were used over the PPP session of the one hour process in this 
section. 
• An interpolation technique based on Chebychev polynomials was applied to 
calculate the satellite’s positions and clock corrections at each epoch by Gao 
(2002) but a 10-term Everett has been selected (Section 3.3.7.2) in this 
thesis.  
• Weighting strategies (Section 7.3 and 7.4) have been applied in this thesis. 
Furthermore, as can be seen in Figure 6.2, the 3D RMS converges to 20 cm after 
1311 seconds. The 2D RMS converged more slowly than the 3D RMS because of 
the relatively slow convergence speed of the East component and the fast 
convergence speed of the Height component although these components were 
estimated together with the same algorithm. 
In order to assess the sensitivity of the Gao algorithm to changes in geometry, 
measurements from all operational satellites, and variations to measurement residual 
errors (including noise), a 24-hour dataset was processed hourly. Figure 6.4 shows 
the convergence time (±40 cm) achieved for each hour of processing over the 24-
hour period. It is clear that there is a large variation in the convergence time. The 
possible reasons (e.g. error levels and satellite geometry) for the variation in 
convergence time are investigated further in Chapter seven.   
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Figure 6.4: Convergence Time (40 cm) for Each Hour of 24 Hour Data 
It is also shown in Figure 6.4 that 50% of the 24 one hour periods converged within 
500 seconds; 70.83% within 1500 seconds, 91.67% within 3000 seconds and all 
within 3500 seconds. These statistical figures can be used to evaluate the 
performance of new PPP algorithms. Furthermore, most of the time, the 2D RMS 
converges faster than the 3D RMS. However, the 3D RMS can also converge much 
more rapidly than the 2D RMS, such as during the 16th, 17th and 18th hours. As there 
were no significant changes in the user environment including the receiver 
movements, hardware failure and local atmospheric changes, the difference in the 
convergence time should mainly be due to satellite geometry. The relationship 
between the satellite geometry and the convergence time as well as between the 
noise level and the convergence time are explored in Chapter seven. 
6.2  Chen’s SD Float Ambiguity Estimation 
As presented in Section 5.4.1.2, Chen’s (2004) PPP algorithm tries to fix the time-
stable unknowns in Equation 4.39 including the Satellite Differenced (SD) float 
carrier-phase ambiguities and ZPD after the convergence of static PPP. Interestingly, 
the further convergence of ambiguity estimates can be achieved by using a priori 
position coordinates with better accuracy. It is noteworthy that, in this 
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implementation, unlike Chen’s (2004) method, the ZWD is estimated rather than the 
ZPD. The detailed characteristics and settings of the experimental scenario are given 
in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2: Starting at Known Positions PPP Experimental Scenario 
Level 1 Level 2 Specifications 
 
Receiver 
environment and 
assumptions 
Ionosphere status Calm without serious scintillations 
Troposphere status Normal 
Operational environment Open sky 
Platform state Static / wait-and-go 
Multipath Low 
Data latency Zero 
 
 
Testing 
Measurements Real dual frequency GPS data; Noise 
is normally distributed 
Observables High quality of code-phase and carrier-
phase 
Data processing mode Post-processing, forward, epoch-by-
epoch, no averaging solutions 
Data rate of solutions 1 second 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Error mitigation 
Ionospheric Ionosphere-free linear combination 
Tropospheric f(ZHD, ZWD, Mdry, Mwet); 
ZHD  modelled by Eq. 3.51; 
ZWD estimated together with position; 
 Mdry  by Eq. 3.54; 
 Mwet  by Eq. 3.55 
Satellite orbit & clock External corrections: IGS Final (15 min) 
& IGS Final (30 seconds) 
Satellite antenna phase 
centre offsets 
Initially known (Table 3.3 and Section 
6.1.1) 
Receiver antenna phase 
centre offsets 
Differentiate across satellite (Eq. 3.7) 
Receiver clock offset Differentiate across satellite 
DCB External corrections (Section 3.3.1.3) 
Geophysical displacement Solid earth tides, Ocean loading and 
sub-daily ERP(Section 3.3.4) 
Cycle slips Third order time difference detection 
(Eq. 3.59; 3.60) and repaired by 
polynomial fitting 
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Multipath Checking frequency domain 
Initial phase bias Unsolved and merged into float 
ambiguity 
Code smooth Carrier-phase smoothed code-phase 
(Eq. 3.63) 
Other GPS conventions IERS(1989; 1996); McCarthy (1996) 
 
 
Algorithm and 
optimisation 
Optimisation techniques Sequential least squares 
Unknowns to be estimated Position, SD Carrier-phase ambiguity 
and ZWD  
Ambiguity solution Float 
Initial position Known accurate coordinates 
Applicability Applicable to GPS or Galileo alone 
Weighting Elevation dependent (Eq. 7.3); Types 
of observations dependent weighting 
(Section 7.3) 
Satellites used for calculation Fixed group of satellites are used over 
the PPP session of one hour 
When the above scenario is applied, the SD ionosphere-free combined carrier-phase 
float ambiguities can be estimated and the convergence performance statistics 
generated. Figure 6.5 shows the SD float ambiguities and ZWD estimated. Note that 
the satellite with the highest elevation (PRN06 in this session) was set to be the 
reference for differencing. 
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Figure 6.5: Static PPP Float Ambiguity Convergence Processing 
In this test, the receiver coordinates were taken as the known values and removed 
from the state vector. According to Chen (2004), once the unknown ambiguities 
converge, they can be fixed and the user can start moving and estimating its 
coordinates. The estimated values of the ambiguities were relatively stable during the 
first 1500 seconds. After that, most satellites had a change of about 20 cm in their 
ambiguity estimates, except for satellite pairs PRN 18 – 16 and 22 – 16, that had a 
change of about 50 cm. It was not clear if the process had converged because the 
true values of the estimates are unknown. Furthermore, Chen (2004) does not 
provide the criteria to use to fix the float ambiguities to their estimated values. 
Incorrect fixing would introduce errors into the PVT solutions. Another approach is to 
estimate all of the unknown parameters by static PPP with Gao’s (2002) algorithm at 
a known position and check the differences between the estimated and the known 
initial position components. If the differences converge to a certain precision, the 
ambiguities are fixed to their estimates. The longer the static PPP is implemented, 
usually around 2 hours, the better the float ambiguities will converge, due to 
averaging. However, this long initial waiting time would prevent a number of practical 
applications of this RTK PPP method. If this long waiting time cannot be reduced, 
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then there is currently no need to implement the second step of the kinematic PPP. 
The impact of integrity monitoring on PPP convergence is explored in Chapter nine 
6.3 Ge’s SD Wide-lane Pseudo-fixing 
As presented in Section 5.4.2, Ge (2007) suggested pseudo-fixing the SD wide-lane 
float ambiguity to the nearest integer value as a part of his integer ambiguity 
resolution (Section 4.8) using a statistical test (Section 4.3). However, this was not 
tested for real-time processing by the author. Therefore, as described in section 
5.4.3, this approach has been implemented in this thesis together with the float 
ambiguity estimation presented in Section 5.1. The Melbourne-Wϋbbena (Kaplan, 
2006) wide-lane  linear combination observations are formed with carrier-phase and 
smoothed code-phase observations and corrected for phase centre offset and phase 
windup effect. The satellite with the highest elevation (PRN03 in this case) is used as 
the reference, to form SD observations. The SD wide-lane ambiguities shown in 
Figure 6.6 were re-pseudo-fixed at every epoch. Theoretically, the resulting integers 
should be time constant. 
 
Figure 6.6: SD Wide-lane Float Ambiguity Pseudo-fixing 
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The SD wide-lane ambiguities of every satellite pair were fixed instantaneously by 
processing the current and nine previous observations with a sampling rate of 1 Hz. 
The fixed ambiguities for satellite pair PRN 18 – 16 were constant during one hour. 
However, the most unstable fixed ambiguity was for the satellite pair PRN 03 – 16 
that changed three times (by one cycle each time) during one hour. The other fixed 
ambiguities changed by one cycle during one hour respectively. The poor stability of 
fixed wide-lane ambiguities is mainly due to the relatively poor quality of the code-
phase observations and the residual errors left in the observations, such as multipath 
and the initial phase biases. To exclude the code-phase observations with poor 
quality, Ge (2007) conducted his calculations iteratively in post-mission. However, in 
real-time processing, this problem has not been solved.  
6.4 Summary 
This chapter has presented the performance of the current PPP algorithms detailed 
in Chapter four and the approach to their implementation presented in Chapter five. 
In summary, it has been shown that the integration of new satellite selection, 10 term 
Everett interpolation, weighting strategies with the Gao’s (2002) float ambiguity 
estimation PPP algorithm provides faster convergence than the original method of 
Gao (2002). However, there were significant variations in the convergence time 
achieved for each hourly period of data processed over 24 hours. These variances 
point to the sensitivity to the number of satellites, the geometry and residual errors. 
These are explored further later in this thesis.  
The performance achieved with the Chen (2004) float ambiguity estimation (with the 
knowledge of the initial position) was poor because of the increased noise level by 
applying cross satellite differencing. Chapter 9 explores the potential impact that 
integrity monitoring can be used in determining reliable position solutions, thereby 
aiding convergence. The idea of pseudo-fixing SD wide-lane ambiguities utilized by 
Ge (2007) was also tested. However, there are still many particular difficulties related 
to this method, such as the unmonitored accuracy of the float ambiguity estimation, 
the relatively high level of SD observation noise and the relatively poor quality of the 
code-phase observation. 
Based on the problems identified in this chapter, new algorithms are developed in the 
following chapters to enhance the performance of float ambiguity estimation. 
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7. Weighting Strategies for PPP 
The existing weighting strategies for PPP are all based on the same assumption that 
satellite signals that are more accurate than the others should be given higher 
weight. However, the strategies employ different methods in the evaluation of signal 
quality (e.g. process noise, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), observation type) and its 
impact on positioning accuracy, taking into account the user-satellite geometry. This 
section explains the enhanced weighting strategies proposed in this thesis and 
employed within the PPP software developed. Before developing weighting 
strategies for PPP, the potential influences of the process noise and user-satellite 
geometry are discussed in Section 7.1. 
7.1 PPP Convergence and Process Noise 
Experiments demonstrating the effects of varying the process noise on PPP 
convergence are implemented in this section. Firstly, process noise is simulated at 
different strength levels. Secondly, the simulated noise datasets are respectively 
added onto the same session of measurements to form different datasets for PPP 
calculations. Finally, the PPP convergence process’ sensitivity to process noise is 
determined by comparing the PPP results of the various simulated data sets. 
7.1.1 Process Noise Simulation 
Taking account of the actual error models, different types of noise are derived and 
combined to simulate PPP processes at different levels. Walter (1995) suggests that 
the total variance of the ith satellite strongly depends on the elevation angle. Based 
on this, the variance of the ionosphere-free combination from the ith satellite is given 
by:  
                   
2
2 2 2 2 2 2 245
, , , 2 ( )tan ( )
m
i IGS clock IGS orbit Interp SNR i i trop
i
M elv
elv
σ
σ σ σ σ σ σ= + + + + +     [7.1] 
where 
2
,IGS clockσ  -- IGS clock error 
2
,IGS orbitσ  -- IGS orbit error 
2
,SNR iσ  -- Receiver noise variance that can be related to signal-to-noise ratio. 
2
45mσ  -- Variance of the multipath contribution at 45
0
 
( )iM elv  -- Troposphere mapping function 
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2
tropσ  -- Residual troposphere delay 
2
Interpσ
 
-- Interpolation algorithm 
Based on the User Equivalent Range Error (UERE) values given in Table 3.11, the 
new weighting curve which shows the relationship between the satellite elevation and 
the UERE is given by:  
            
32
1( ) tan( ) sin( )i i i
aaUERE elv a
elv elv
= + +                             [7.2] 
where 1  0.0769 (IGS clock and orbit, receiver noise and interpolation error), 2  0.0480 (Multipath), 3  0.0250 (Troposphere). 
Therefore, by changing factors ,  and , the level of the UERE can be varied. 
Therefore, different process noise levels can be simulated, assuming that the 
different types of noise involved follow the Gaussian distribution. To ensure that the 
changes are realistic, different strength levels of changes have been tested to find 
the minimum one that could prevent PPP convergence within one hour. Then, 
changes that are smaller than the minimum strength level were tested to reveal the 
more detailed relationship between the noise level and the convergence time.  
7.1.2 Sensitivity of Gao’s PPP Convergence to Process Noise  
The real dataset used in Section 6.1 is distorted by the addition of the simulated 
noise datasets before carrying out the PPP calculations and generating statistics on 
sensitivity. The reason for using a real dataset instead of simulated data is that the 
satellite constellation and GNSS errors of a real dataset are more realistic, although 
more difficult to control. The dataset used in this section has already proved to be 
less noisy to enable Gao’s (2002) PPP convergence. The experimental scenario is 
the same as that in Table 6.1, except for the receiver environment and assumptions 
due to the changes in the level of process noise. Three process noise scenarios are 
designed to simulate different receiver noise levels, satellite clock and orbit 
accuracies, residual multipath levels and troposphere model accuracies. 
7.1.2.1 Varying Elevation Independent Noise 
Varying  alone (keeping  and  unchanged from the original values of the tested 
real dataset) has the effect of reducing or increasing the process noise which is 
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independent of satellite elevation. This variation is due to the relevant satellite 
elevation independent errors including receiver noise and satellite clock.  
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the 2D and 3D RMS PPP errors over time, generated by 
varying  (process noise independent of satellite elevation). Note that the error at 
each epoch is determined from the difference of the PPP solution and the known 
position of the receiver antenna. As can be seen from Figure 7.1, compared to the 
baseline case (=0), an increase of 0.5 cm in the UERE (i.e. =0.5) has a relatively 
smaller effect on the convergence period. However, an increase of 1 cm results in 
the PPP solution not converging to 40 cm within one hour. Therefore, as expected, 
the PPP algorithms are sensitive to elevation independent process noise, but with a 
significant effect starting at a UERE level of 1 cm.   
 
Figure 7.1: 2D PPP Convergence with Varying ¨©Values 
In Figure 7.1, the second case (0.5 cm) converged better than the first after epoch 
1500. This is due to the particular design of the Least Square of the research in 
which larger noise levels leads to bigger values in the covariance matrix XC of the 
unknown vectors (Eq. 4.14) and hence the estimates are allowed to change within a 
larger range. In the second case, the noise level enabled faster changes of the 
estimated components and was still small enough to avoid excessively violent 
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changes occurring in the horizontal components as the third case. However, in 
Figure 7.2, the first case converged faster than the second because the increased 
noise slowed down the convergence of the height component which had a significant 
impact on the overall 3D position in this particular session.   
 
Figure 7.2: 3D PPP Convergence with Varying ¨©Values 
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the significantly distorted PPP 2D and 3D convergence 
processes. It is notable that the 2D RMS error does not converge to 0.5 m within one 
hour when    is larger than 1 cm. Furthermore, increasing   to 5 cm does not 
achieve convergence to the sub-metre level within one hour. In the case of 3D 
positioning, the speed of convergence is significantly worse than the 2D case. With  at 1 cm, the 3D RMS barely converges to the sub-metre level after one hour due 
to the relatively poor height component. At 5 cm and after an hour, convergence is 
only achievable at the level of several metres.  
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Figure 7.3: 2D PPP Convergence with Large ¨© Values 
 
Figure 7.4: 3D PPP Convergence with Large ¨©Values 
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In summary, the tested Gao’s (2002) PPP algorithm is very sensitive to the elevation 
independent noise. Even an increase in the UERE as small as 0.5 cm leads to an 
obvious delay in PPP convergence. This is because the results are not averaged for 
the purpose of kinematic positioning. 
7.1.2.2 Increasing Residual Multipath 
Increasing   alone (keeping   and   unchanged from the original values of the 
tested real dataset) leads to an increase in the residual multipath. In practice, the 
increase in the residual multipath is mainly due to the increase in receiver mobility 
and inefficient multipath mitigation algorithms. As shown in Figures 7.5 to 7.8, the 
PPP convergence process is not sensitive to an increase in  smaller than 1.5 cm 
UERE. This is because the elevation dependent weighting (Eq. 7.3) is used. 
Furthermore, as shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8, a large increase of 2 cm in  results 
in the 2D RMS converging to 40 cm within 1100 seconds and 3D RMS to 40 cm 
within 2200 seconds. An increase of 5 cm results in 2D RMS converging to half a 
metre and the 3D RMS to the sub-metre level.    
 
Figure 7.5: 2D PPP Convergence with Varying ¨ªValues 
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Figure 7.6: 3D PPP Convergence with Varying ¨ª Values 
 
Figure 7.7: 2D PPP Convergence with Large ¨ª Values 
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Figure 7.8: 3D PPP Convergence with Large ¨ª Values 
7.1.2.3 Increasing Residual Troposphere Error 
Increasing   alone (keeping   and   unchanged from the original values of the 
tested real dataset) involves increasing the residual troposphere error after the 
application of a tropospheric delay model and the associated mapping function. As 
shown in Figures 7.9 to 7.12, the PPP convergence process is not sensitive to an 
increase in  to a level lower than 1.5 cm UERE. This is because the elevation 
dependent weighting (Eq. 7.3) is used. Furthermore, as shown in Figures 7.11 and 
7.12, when an increase as large as 2 cm occurs, the 2D RMS still converge to 40 cm 
within 2200 seconds, as does the 3D RMS. Increasing  by 5 cm results in both the 
2D and 3D RMS converging to the sub-metre level.  
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Figure 7.9: 2D PPP Convergence with Varying ¨« Values 
 
Figure 7.10: 3D PPP Convergence with Varying ¨« Values 
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Figure 7.11: 2D PPP Convergence with Large ¨« Values 
 
Figure 7.12: 3D PPP Convergence with Large ¨« Values 
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Because of the elevation dependent weighting algorithms (Equation 7.3) employed in 
the PPP algorithms tested, they (the algorithms) adapt to any increase in   and  
better than . This suggests that the levels of accuracy of the IGS (or any other) 
satellite clock products and the residual receiver noise are crucial to PPP 
convergence. However, the current weighting strategies can still be improved by 
implementing a more accurate weighting curve compared to Equation 7.3 in order 
better to account for the residual errors. A better weighting strategy than the current 
approaches is developed in Section 7.3.1. 
7.2 PPP Convergence and Satellite Geometry  
In the previous section, the sensitivity of PPP convergence to the process noise has 
been examined while keeping the satellite geometry unchanged. In this section, the 
relationship between PPP convergence and satellite geometry is explored. The 
process noise level for the relevant satellite is unchanged with the satellite geometry 
varying by selecting different groups of visible satellites. The same one hour session, 
hour A on 1 July 2007, used in Section 7.1 is adopted here to facilitate easy analysis. 
The PPP scenario in Table 6.1 is adopted but no elevation dependent weighting is 
used. During this session, there were 8 satellites (PRN 03, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22 25, 27) 
always visible over the whole time span. All were used to form a fixed 8-satellite-
constellation to create a reference for the subsequent PPP calculations. The 
corresponding convergence performance is shown in Figure 7.13. 
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Figure 7.13: PPP Convergence with an 8-satellite-constellation 
From Figure 7.13, it can be seen that the 2D RMS converges to 40 cm (below the 
bench mark) immediately. However, the 3D RMS fails to converge to 40 cm within 
this session. During this session, the VDOP was relatively worse than the HDOP, so 
the positioning error in the Up component was relatively large, thereby delaying the 
3D RMS convergence. The constellation change is shown in Figure 7.16. 
Subsequently, a satellite was removed in turn from the constellation forming eight 
different 7-satellite-constellations for the PPP calculations. The 2D PPP processes 
are shown in Figure 7.14. It can be seen that removing one satellite does not 
significantly delay the 2D RMS convergence. All of the 7-satellite-constellations 
achieved fast convergence (below the bench mark) for the 2D RMS. Among the 
seven subsets, removing PRN 21 results in the longest convergence time while the 
removal of PRN 25 provides the shortest convergence time (within 5 cm). This is to 
be explained with Table 7.1c. As shown in Figure 7.15, the 3D RMS fails to converge 
if PRN 03 is removed while removing PRN 21 leads to fastest 3D RMS convergence. 
This is explained in Table 7.1d. Before the values in Tables 7.1a to 7.1d can be 
calculated, the geometric configuration shown in Figure 7.16 is discussed. 
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Figure 7.14: 2D PPP Convergence with 7-satellite-constellations 
 
Figure 7.15: 3D PPP Convergence with 7-satellite-constellations 
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Figure 7.16: Azimuth/Elevation Plot of Visible Satellites during Hour A 
The above azimuth/elevation plot (Figure 7.16) shows the position of the satellites 
from the perspective of looking at the sky directly overhead from a user receiver 
located at the centre. Each mark represents a satellite’s azimuth and elevation at a 
time epoch. The azimuth is from 00 to 3600 clockwise, starting from the north. The 
elevation is 900 at the origin and decreases along the radius to the mask the angle, 
which is set at 100 in this thesis. The position of each satellite is represented by a 
mark for each 15-minute interval epoch with the first encircled.  
It is reasonable to suppose that, if a sufficient number of available and healthy 
satellites are equally spread along the positive and negative directions of an axis, 
then the convergence time of the corresponding position component is short, 
assuming the other configurations of PPP, such as both L1 and L2 carriers, are 
available, etc. In the Up direction, the inclusion of the satellites above the user, with 
low elevations should facilitate a short convergence time if the level of residual 
process noise is reasonable. To test this hypothesis, quantitative analysis is carried 
out and shown in Tables 7.1a to 7.1d.    
One measurement of the satellite geometry utilizing the azimuth/elevation plot is the 
Distance to the Horizontal Axis (DHA). Points above the horizontal axis have positive 
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DHA values and those below have negative DHA values. In Table 7.1a, each row 
represents DHA values on a different epoch for the same satellite and each column 
represents the DHA values of all satellites on an epoch with even time intervals of 15 
minutes. The mean value of each column has been calculated and denoted as the 
MDHA. Constellations with relatively small true value MDHA are evenly distributed 
along each side of the horizontal axis of the azimuth/elevation plot on this epoch.  
Table 7.1a: DHA Values (degrees) over Time 
 0:00 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 
PRN 03 1.8617 3.8709 5.0186 5.2749 4.6291 
PRN 16 -13.9760 -20.6020 -27.4980 -34.5650 -41.7090 
PRN 18 -37.2350 -29.9110 -22.5270 -15.0890 -7.6133 
PRN 19 -6.6359 -1.8981 2.1606 5.4640 7.9482 
PRN 21 6.2703 12.1100 17.4110 22.0930 26.0840 
PRN 22 -75.9150 -69.0090 -61.9710 -54.8060 -47.5170 
PRN 25 53.3660 46.9710 40.5330 34.0670 27.5780 
PRN 27 75.4490 69.7170 63.9560 58.1700 52.3600 
MDHA 0.3982 1.4061 2.1353 2.5761 2.7201 
Mean without 
PRN 21 
-0.4407 -0.1230 -0.0469 -0.2120 -0.6176 
Mean without 
PRN 25 
-7.1687 -5.1032 -3.3500 -1.9226 -0.8831 
Similar to the DHA, another measurement can be defined as the Distance to the 
Vertical Axis (DVA). Points whose azimuth angles are smaller than 1800 have 
positive DVA values but those whose azimuth angles are bigger than 1800 have 
negative DVA values. In Table 7.1b, each row represents DVA values on a different 
epoch for the same satellite and each column represents the DVA values of all 
satellites on an epoch. The mean value of each column has been calculated and 
denoted as the MDVA. Constellations with a relatively small true value MDVA are 
evenly distributed along each side of the vertical axis of the azimuth/elevation plot on 
this epoch.  
Table 7.1b: DVA Values (degrees) over Time 
 0:00 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 
PRN 03 -51.8200 -45.2400 -38.4740 -31.6130 -24.7530 
PRN 16 -4.6673 -1.4232 1.3065 3.5548 5.37360 
PRN 18 55.7850 54.2000 52.5200 50.8430 49.2630 
PRN 19 -77.8700 -72.5010 -66.7360 -60.6310 -54.2510 
PRN 21 30.656 34.077 38.007 42.4330 47.3240 
PRN 22 37.3110 37.9970 38.1780 38.0000 37.5920 
PRN 25 -46.1960 -49.8190 -53.7750 -57.9910 -62.3920 
PRN 27 -32.9300 -36.3820 -40.2850 -44.5910 -49.2430 
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MDVA -11.2164 -9.8866 -8.6574 -7.4995 -6.3858 
Mean without 
PRN 21 
-17.1981 -16.1668 -15.3236 -14.6326 -14.0586 
Mean without 
PRN 25 
-6.2193 -4.1817 -2.2119 -0.2863 1.6151 
The summation of the DHA and DVA named as the 2 Dimensional Distances to Axis 
(2DDA) calculated in Table 7.1c can be used to measure the satellite constellation 
geometry in the horizontal plane. This table can be used to explain Figure 7.14. 
When the PRN 21 was excluded, the 2DDA value became much bigger than the 8-
satellite-constellation 2DDA and hence the 2D convergence slowed down. On the 
other hand, when the PRN25 was excluded, the 2DDA value became much smaller 
than the 8-satellite-constellation 2DDA and hence the convergence speeded up. 
Furthermore, by excluding the PRN25, the 2DDA was reduced to smaller than 2 
degrees after 45 minutes and hence the 2D RMS went on converged to as good as 
5cm. Generally speaking, smaller 2DDA values lead to better 2D RMS convergence.    
Table 7.1c: 2DDA Values (degrees) over Time 
 0:00 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 
2DDA 5.8073 5.6464 5.3964 5.0378 4.5530 
2DDA without 
PRN 21 
8.8194    8.1449    7.6853    7.4223    7.3381 
2DDA without 
PRN 25 
7.1687 5.1032 3.3500 1.9226 0.8831 
In addition, constellations with relatively large Standard Deviations of the Elevation 
Angles (SDEA) given in Table 7.1d have satellites that are widespread with respect 
to the requirements for the Height component PPP convergence. The Mean of the 
Elevation Angles (MEA) values are also given in Table 7.1d.  
Table 7.1d: MEA and SDEA Values (degrees) over Time 
 0:00 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 
MEA  32.1826 34.0291 35.5261 36.6708 37.4366 
MEA without 
PRN 03 
30.4094 31.5761 32.3226 32.6498 32.5357 
MEA without 
PRN 21 
29.0893 32.0055 34.5783 36.7719 38.5360 
SDEA 21.4599 17.8055 15.3340 14.8929 16.7018 
SDEA without 
PRN 03 
22.5375 17.7121 13.3620 10.3857 10.0632 
SDEA without 
PRN 21 
21.1654 18.2114 16.3075 16.0832 17.7246 
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The values in Table 7.1d can be used to explain Figure 7.14. Except for the 
beginning column, removing PRN 03 reduced the SDEA and led to slow 
convergence while removing PRN 21 increased the SDEA and led to fast 
convergence. Therefore, a constellation with relatively bigger SDEA of satellite 
elevations will have better convergence in the component Up.  Smaller 2DDA values 
and bigger SDEA values will lead to better 3D RMS convergence.  
To test this conclusion, two satellites are removed from the 8-satellite-constellation at 
a time to form different 6-satellite-constellations. The results are shown in Figures 
7.17 and 7.18. 
 
Figure 7.17: 2D PPP Convergence Processes with 6-Satellite-Constellations 
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Figure 7.18: 3D PPP Convergence with 6-Satellite-Constellations 
Tables 7.2a and 7.2b give the geometry measurements of two 6–satellite-
constellations. Both have larger 2DDA values than the 7-satellite-constellations 
(Table 7.1c) and hence longer 2D RMS convergence times of about 5 min and 30 
min respectively. On the other hand, the two 6-satellite-constellations have larger 
SDEA values than most of the 7-satellite-constellations (Table 7.1d) and hence 
shorter 3D RMS convergence times of about 21 min and 27 min respectively. After 
the initial 15 minutes, the 6-satellite-constellation without PRN 18 and 21 have 
smaller 2DDA values and bigger SDEA than the constellation without PRN 16 and 
18. Therefore, the former constellation enables better PPP 3D RMS convergence.    
Table 7.2a: 2DDA Values (degrees) over Time 
 0:00 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 
2DDA 5.8073 5.6464 5.3964 5.0378 4.5530 
2DDA without 
PRN 16, 18 
16.2704   16.1358   15.8494   15.3880   14.7338 
2DDA without 
PRN 18, 21 
17.5268   16.3682   15.1654   13.9063   12.5802 
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Table 7.2b: MEA and SDEA Values (degrees) over Time 
 0:00 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 
MEA  32.1826 34.0291 35.5261 36.6708 37.4366 
MEA without 
PRN 16, 18 
26.6695 29.4848 31.9985 34.2113 36.1142 
MEA without 
PRN 18, 21 
29.2551 31.8642 34.1806 36.2085 37.9366 
SDEA 21.4599 17.8055 15.3340 14.8929 16.7018 
SDEA without 
PRN 16, 18 
18.1287 16.0315 15.3625 16.5955 19.5429 
SDEA without 
PRN 18, 21 
23.1806 19.9454 17.8267 17.5424 19.3385 
 
To generalize the conclusion, the same experiments have been done for other 
sessions. The results approved the hypothesis. For example, Figure 7.19 
demonstrates the change in the satellite geometries for hour G on 1 July 2007.  
 
Figure 7.19: Azimuth/Zenith Plot of Visible Satellites during Hour G 
Figure 7.19 shows only the satellites always visible during the hour, with most 
satellites on the positive side of the East direction. In addition, the satellite elevations 
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are relatively high. The corresponding quantitative analysis is shown in Tables 7.3a 
to 7.3d. 
Table 7.3a: DHA Values (degrees) over Time 
 0:00 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 
PRN 01 8.6244 16.0220 23.1840 30.0380 36.5120 
PRN 11 -18.7850 -24.0720 -29.7200 -35.6330 -41.7220 
PRN 17 19.1890 11.9800 4.5218 -3.1089 -10.8370 
PRN 20 -10.0200 -5.4718 -1.6377 1.4020 3.5835 
PRN 23 -71.0120 -64.2340 -57.2540 -50.1080 -42.8410 
PRN 31 1.6438 8.4661 15.1910 21.8560 28.4810 
MDHA -11.7265 -5.9258 -7.6191 -5.9258 -4.4706 
Similar to the DHA, another measurement can be defined as the Distance to the 
Vertical  
Table 7.3b: DVA Values (degrees) over Time 
 0:00 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 
PRN 01 41.0100 40.8570 41.2060 42.1070 43.6030 
PRN 11 16.3120 20.8770 24.9590 28.5710 31.7410 
PRN 17 -42.0720 -41.4200 -41.2330 -41.4500 -42.0010 
PRN 20 -12.7840 -7.1086 -1.0019 5.4596 12.1860 
PRN 23 -0.5888 0.0783 0.7408 1.5170 2.5130 
PRN 31 80.6510 76.2200 71.6320 66.9740 62.3290 
MDVA 13.7548 14.9173 16.0505 17.1964 18.3953 
Table 7.3c: 2DDA Values (degrees) over Time 
 0:00 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 
2DDA 12.7406   10.4216   11.8348   11.5611   11.4330 
Table 7.3d: MEA and SDEA Values (degrees) over Time 
 0:00 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 
MEA  43.1746 45.2062 46.6708 45.8033 43.8639 
SDEA 25.1867 23.8719 23.8411 21.3403 18.9314 
If only the absolute values are compared, Constellation G has a bigger MDHA (-
11.72650) than the 8-satellite-constellation A (0.39820) during the first epoch and 
similarly for the subsequent epochs. Furthermore, Constellation G also has a bigger 
MDHA (13.75480) than the 8-satellite-constellation A (-11.21640) during the first 15 
minutes. For later epochs, the MDVA of Constellation G increases while the nominal 
distance of the 8-satellite-constellation A kept decreasing. These changes enlarged 
the difference in the nominal distance of these constellations over time. This 
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comparison suggests that the difference in the convergence time of these two 
constellations is a factor of the 2DDA and SDEA. This conclusion is used in the 
design of a satellite selection algorithm in Section 8.3. 
7.3 Satellite Geometry Dependent Weighting Strategy  
Navigation signals travelling from satellites with low elevations to the receiver are 
generally distorted by tropospheric refraction and the multipath effects much more 
than those from higher satellites. If these errors could be eliminated, the calculated 
position will be closer to the real position and the convergence time of the Kalman 
filter should be shorter. Tropospheric refraction can be accurately modelled with local 
troposphere parameters. However, in this thesis, the PPP enhancement algorithms 
are developed for users who can be anywhere on the Earth’s surface without the 
capability to access precise local troposphere parameters. Furthermore, due to its 
complex nature, nor can multipaths be totally eliminated. The residual error budgets 
for PPP using GPS and/or GALILEO are shown in Tables 3.11 – 3.12. Clearly, 
satellites with low elevations should not simply be removed from the PPP process, 
since using them may also benefit the estimation of the unknown troposphere 
parameters and consequently improve the estimation of the vertical component of 
station positions (Rothacher et al., 1997), (Meindl et al., 2004). The inclusion of most 
of the satellites in view to the PPP process can be facilitated by a good satellite 
geometry dependent weighting strategy.  
7.3.1 Elevation Dependent Weighting 
The most simple satellite geometry weighting is the elevation dependent weighting. 
By examining the PPP error budget, the relationship between the satellite elevation 
and the residual observation error can be derived and used to develop elevation 
dependent weighting algorithms for RTK PPP. 
A conventional satellite elevation dependent weighting method that is widely applied 
(e.g. Bernese GPS Software) and suggested by Hugentobler (2007) and Ge (2007) 
for PPP processing is given by: 
                           
0
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1 30( )
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w elv
elv otherwise
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
.                                    [7.3] 
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As shown in Eq. 7.3, it is believed that the tropospheric delay decreases as the 
elevation increases and, after 30 degrees, this change becomes less significant and 
is therefore neglected. 
7.3.2 New Elevation Dependent Weighting Curve 
The new weighting curve expressed by Equation 7.2 shows the relationship between 
the satellite elevations. In Figure 7.20, it is shown that the UERE increases 
dramatically from 0.5 m as the elevation angle decreases from 100 to 00. Therefore, 
in this thesis, the mask angle is set at 100, i.e. satellites lower than 100 are removed 
from the PPP process. As the elevation increases from 100 to 300, the UERE 
decreases relatively gently to 0.2 m. Satellites within this range are included in the 
PPP process but need to be weighted because of their relatively high level of residual 
error. After 300, the UERE decreases slowly from 0.2 m to 0.1 m. The contribution of 
these satellites within this range is not weighted down while being used because of 
the relatively low level of residual. With Niell’s (1996) mapping function (Eq. 3.56 and 
3.57), the last term of Eq. 7.3 can be reduced, and consequently the mask angle 
should also be reduced. However, from 100 to 70, the multipath term increases three-
fold (Walter, 1995). 
                                 
 
 
Figure 7.20: Elevation Dependent Weighting Curve 
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7.3.3 New Elevation Dependent Weighting Curve 
The GNSS error level on the carrier-phase observations can also be approximated 
as (Langley, 1997):  
        }u,   ¬­ b® ¯°                                                 [7.4] 
Where B is the carrier tracking loop bandwidth (Hz), λ is the wavelength of the carrier 
(m) and C/N0 is the carrier-to-noise density. 
A problem of this method is to obtain the receiver’s SNR information. Some receivers 
do not output this information, while others provide this information in a reduced 
and/or proprietary format. 
7.4 Types of Observations Dependent Weighting 
The weighting strategy is developed based on the variance of ionosphere-free 
carrier-phase observation. However, the residual errors residuals in different types of 
observations are different. In this thesis, the ionosphere-free carrier-phase 
observation smoothed Gao-Shen combinations (see Section 4.6) are used and their 
residuals on two carriers are checked with real data. Figures 7.21 – 7.23 show the 
estimated residuals in different observation combinations.  
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Figure 7.21: RTK PPP Residuals in Smoothed 
, , 1( )sr IF GSPR L  
 
Figure 7.22: RTK PPP Residuals in Smoothed 
, , 2( )sr IF GSPR L  
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Figure 7.23: RTK PPP Residuals in 
,
s
r IFΦ  
It can be seen that the residuals in different observation combinations for the same 
satellite agree with each other at the sub-decimetre level due to the applied 
smoothing technique (Section 3.3.5.2).  Therefore, the weighting for ionosphere-free 
carrier-phase observation is assigned to be 100 times higher than the Gao-Shen 
combinations based on the signal noise levels on code-phase and carrier-phase 
observations. 
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7.4.1 Weighting Strategy Performance 
 
Figure 7.24: Position in North Convergence Processing with 
Different Weighting Methods 
The performance of PPP convergence processing with no elevation dependent 
weighting, the Bernese weighting (Eq. 7.2) and the new weighting, are compared in 
Figure 7.24. The positioning error in the North component instantaneously converges 
to ±40 cm and goes on to converge to the sub-decimetre level within 25 minutes 
when no elevation dependent weighting method is applied. When the new weighting 
method is applied, the convergence time is the longest of the three but still within 3 
minutes. The elevation dependent Bernese weighting method performs in the middle 
of the two methods. From the above, it can be concluded that, in general, elevation 
dependent weighting slows down the RTK PPP convergence speed in the North 
component. 
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Figure 7.25: Position in East Convergence Processing with 
Different Weighting Methods 
Figure 7.25 shows that the positioning error in the East component converges fastest 
(within 3 min) to ±40 cm when new weighting is applied. When the elevation 
dependent Bernese weighting matrix is used, the convergence time is the longest 
(about 8 minutes) of the three. The new weighting method achieved fast 
convergence. The elevation dependent Bernese weighting method performs in the 
middle (about 5 minutes) of the two methods. None of the three methods converged 
to the sub-decimetre level within one hour. From the above, it can be concluded that, 
in general, the newly designed elevation dependent weighting provides the best 
convergence speed in the East but not North component. 
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Figure 7.26: Position in Height Convergence Processing with 
Different Weighting Methods 
Figure 7.26 shows that, when the new weighting method is applied, the positioning 
error in the Height component converges fastest (±40 cm within only 2.5 min; ±10 cm 
within 40 min). If the elevation dependent Bernese weighting matrix is used, the error 
also converges within 20 min. However, if no weighting is used, the error in the 
Height component does not converge within one hour.  
Generally, using elevation dependent weighting may slightly slow down the 
convergence speed in the horizontal plane but will speed up the convergence in the 
vertical component greatly because satellites with low elevation angles are believed 
to be noisier and their contribution is weighted down in the positioning calculation. 
The 2D and 3D RMS convergence processing are shown in Figure 7.27. The 2D 
RMS converged fastest without any elevation dependent weighting, and the new 
weighting matrix leads to a longer convergence time than the other two but the 
convergence speed was fairly quick, at 143 seconds. The 3D RMS does not 
converge if no elevation dependent weighting is used. The weighting matrix adopted 
by Bernese improved the convergence time to within 356 seconds and the new 
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weighting matrix further improves the convergence time to only 153 seconds, an 
improvement of 59.83%.  
 
Figure 7.27: 2D and 3D RMS Convergence Processing Using Different Elevation 
Dependent Weighting Matrices 
In this particular case, if only 2D positioning is required, no elevation dependent 
weighting algorithms should be used. However, if 3D positioning is required, the new 
elevation dependent weighting method should be used. For this particular dataset, 
the shortest 2D convergence time was 19 seconds and the shortest 3D convergence 
time was 153 seconds. As previously discussed in Section 7.1, the elevation 
dependant weighting is necessary in PPP. However, the main difficulty is that the 
convergence time not only depends on the satellite elevation but also other satellite 
geometry parameters. This relationship has been explored in Section 7.2 and will be 
used in Section 8.3 to develop satellite selection algorithms.  
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7.5 Summary 
In this chapter, two relationships have been revealed. Firstly, the relationship 
between the process noise (residual GNSS noise) level and the PPP convergence 
was studied in Section 7.1 by fixing the PPP algorithms and satellite geometry and 
varying the noise levels. The levels of noise were simulated based on the models 
investigated in Chapter three. The results have demonstrated the necessity of 
adopting a new elevation dependant weighting strategy. Subsequently, the 
relationship between satellite geometry and PPP convergence was investigated by 
fixing the noise level. Satellite geometry was measured by two parameters, the 2 
Dimensional Distances to Axis (2DDA) and the Standard Deviations of the Elevation 
Angles (SDEA) to facilitate the analysis of the sensitivity of PPP convergence to 
satellite geometry. It has been concluded that smaller 2DDA true values and bigger 
SDEA values lead to faster PPP convergence. This conclusion is used to develop 
satellite selection algorithms in Section 8.3. Based on the findings of this and the 
previous chapters, the next chapter enhances the float ambiguity estimation method 
for PPP and characterises the performance of the enhanced algorithm in detail.    
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8. Enhanced Float Ambiguity Estimation of PPP 
In this chapter, new algorithms are developed to solve some of the current problems 
of float ambiguity estimation addressed in Chapter 6. Firstly, the receiver clock jump 
is discussed. This is a highly hardware dependent error source and varies between 
different manufactures. Section 8.1 develops a strategy for handling different types of 
clock jump, including newly observed receiver behaviour. A dynamic covariance 
factor is designed to be used to achieve better PPP performance with receivers that 
exhibit this new behaviour. Secondly, the benefit of using three frequencies of PPP is 
investigated with simulated GALILEO signals. Thirdly, satellite selection algorithms 
are developed for epoch-by-epoch static and kinematic PPP. Finally, the real-time 
static PPP is tested with real data and the real-time kinematic PPP is tested with 
simulated data.   
8.1 Receiver Clock Jumps 
Most GPS receivers attempt to keep their internal clocks synchronized to GPS time 
by inserting time jumps into the clock (Kim & Langley, 2001), also referred to as clock 
steering. This adjustment influences all of the observables simultaneously, as shown 
in Figure 8.1. The figure shows the effect of the first order time difference, defined as 
the current raw observation, minus the adjacent previous observation of the same 
type (code-phase or carrier-phase), over a time interval of one second. The raw data 
from PRN03 were observed on 1 July 2007 by the Septentrio receiver SEPT 
POLARX2 at the station DELF4 (in Delft in the Netherlands) within the Euro control 
network. It can be seen from Figure 8.1 that each observable experiences a jump 
(represented by a black square) between the second 2061st and 2062nd epochs, i.e. 
at the same time for all visible satellites.   
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Figure 8.1: Effect of Clock Jumps on Observables 
(Raw data observed by a SEPT POLARX2 receiver) 
8.1.1 Receiver Types and Clock Jumps  
Different manufacturers have developed their own proprietary techniques for 
implementing clock jumps. Kim and Langely (2001) reported two types of receiver 
clock behaviour: millisecond jumps and time slues. Millisecond jump receivers (e.g., 
the Ashtech Z-12 and SEPT POLARX2) set a threshold of ± 1 millisecond and, 
whenever the receiver clock offset exceeds this threshold, the clock is adjusted by 
the same amount. As shown in Figure 8.1, the SEPT POLARX2 receiver uses the 
same technique, i.e. as shown by a jump of 2.994×105 metres that equals to one 
millisecond multiplied by the speed of light plus all errors in the raw code-phase 
observations. Time slues receivers adopt more sophisticated algorithms. For 
example, the Navcom NCT-2000D receiver is synchronized to GPS time within a few 
microseconds by adding arbitrary integer cycles of L1 and L2 wavelengths to the 
code and phase observations.  
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Figure 8.2: Time Slues 
The observations shown in Figure 8.2 are the outputs from a LEICA RS500, a time 
slues receiver located at a British Isles GNSS archive Facility (BIGF) station named 
BLACK (Blackpool, UK). Simultaneous adjustments on all observables are very 
frequently implemented and, unlike millisecond jumps, the magnitude of the code-
phase jumps is sharply reduced from 105 metres to 101 metres. This reduction makes 
the time slues superior to millisecond jumps, because it avoids potential positioning 
errors due to sudden large discontinuities in the observations. 
8.1.2 Newly Observed Clock Jumps and Potential Benefits to PPP  
A new type of receiver clock jump behaviour has been observed in this research on 
LEICA GRX1200PRO. Figure 8.3 shows satellites that were visible only for a 
proportion of the session (PRN 06, 07, 08 and 24). Comparing Figure 8.3 to Figure 
8.4 (satellites that are visible during either the rise or setting of the satellites in Figure 
8.3), it can be seen that, when a visible satellite disappears, there is a significant 
negative drop in all receiver observables. On the other hand, when a new satellite 
becomes visible, the drop is less dramatic. Therefore, it is reasonable to draw the 
conclusion that, when the number of visible satelli
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implemented in LEICA GRX1200PRO receivers. The same phenomenon was 
observed on different LEICA GRX1200PRO receivers at IES2 managed by the 
IESSG (Nottingham, UK) and ACOR within European Reference Frame (EUREF) 
tracking network.  
 
Figure 8.3: LEICA GRX1200PRO Clock Jumps  
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Figure 8.4: LEICA GRX1200PRO Clock Jumps  
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This clock jump behaviour can also be monitored in the PPP receiver clock offset 
solution implemented in Chapter five, as shown in Figure 8.5.  
 
Figure 8.5: LEICA GRX1200PRO Receiver Clock Offsets Estimated by PPP 
The sudden changes (jumps) in the receiver clock offsets occurred at the epochs 
when the number of visible satellites changed. The clock jumps were accommodated 
in the estimated receiver clock offsets with no significant impact on the quality of the 
position estimation. This is why there has traditionally been no need for PPP 
algorithms to correct for clock jumps (Kouba and Héroux, 2001). However, the 
existence of receiver clock jumps creates a number of problems that need resolving. 
Firstly, the conventional cycle slips detection methods, such as the third order time 
difference (Eq. 3.59), confuse clock jumps with cycle slips (which exist only in carrier-
phase measurements), with the consequence that either the measurements are not 
used or cycle slip repair algorithms erroneously correct them. This results in a 
mismatch between the code-phase and corrected carrier-phase measurements, with 
the consequence that algorithms that exploit both measurements generate large 
positioning errors. Furthermore, the convergence time for float ambiguity estimation 
is delayed. 
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In this thesis, the method of applying corrections for clock jumps directly to 
observations has not been adopted for two reasons. Firstly, for time slue receivers, 
jumps occur so frequently that detecting and repairing them is computationally 
intensive. Secondly, except for the millisecond jumps in the code-phase, there is a 
lack of accurate knowledge about the magnitude of the clock jumps. Furthermore, the 
corrections are applied from the detection epoch to the end of the observation 
session. As a result, the error introduced into the observations while trying to correct 
for clock jumps accumulates and remains undetectable. The way of dealing with 
clock jumps is presented in Sections 8.1.3 and 8.1.4. 
8.1.3 Distinguishing Clock Jumps from Cycle Slips 
Clock jumps and cycle slips (Section 3.3.5.1) have a different physical nature and 
should be distinguished during processing. Cycle slips only happen in the carrier-
phase whereas clock jumps occur in both code-phase and carrier-phase 
measurements. For PPP algorithms, cycle slips must be detected and repaired, if 
possible. On the other hand, a PPP algorithm should either correct all clock jumps in 
both code-phase and carrier-phase observations, or ignore them because this error 
is easily absorbed into the clock component of the position solution.  
Most receivers do not correct clock jumps in either code-phase or carrier-phase 
observations. However, some receivers, such as TRIMBLE 4000 and ASHTECH Z-
XII, implement the correction for clock jumps for the time tag and code-phase 
measurements but not for carrier-phase measurements (GFZP, 2007). For these 
receivers, the implemented PPP algorithms should detect and remove the clock 
jumps in carrier-phase but not code-phase observations to ensure that the code-
phase and carrier-phase measurements coincide with each other. A convenient way 
of detecting clock jumps is to detect them together with cycle slips. However, this 
method confuses the different natures of the different errors and the consistency of 
the variations between the carrier-phase and code-phase observations must be 
checked. Therefore, distinguishing clock jumps from cycle slips is crucial to PPP.  
The newly observed satellite change dependent clock jumps (section 8.1.2) can be 
immediately detected by checking for any change in the visible satellites, making it 
much easier to prevent the implementation of a cycle slip correction for clock jumps. 
As a part of PPP enhancement, a dynamic covariance factor, based on the newly 
observed receiver behaviour, for receiver clock estimation is proposed in the next 
section. 
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8.1.4 Dynamic Covariance Factor for Receiver Clock Estimation 
Kouba and Héroux (2001) accommodated receiver clock jumps in the clock offset 
estimation by assigning the covariance factor 
,
( ),r clock tCε δ ∆
  
(Eq. 4.38) of processing 
noise a large value, without substantive justification. However, by doing this, the 
higher precision convergence of the estimation is delayed. Moreover, not only should 
,
( ),r clock tCε δ ∆  only have a large value when a clock jump occurs, but this should also 
account for the differences amongst receivers.   
As discovered earlier, the LEICA GRX1200PRO receiver anticipates a clock jump by 
observing changes in the visible satellites list. This enables a dynamic covariance 
matrix of processing noise design and implementation in order to reduce the 
convergence time. The following methods are proposed to deal with the lock jump 
problem. 
• For millisecond jump receivers, it is still better to remove the clock jump from 
the observations because of its low frequency of occurrences, and easily 
detectable magnitude. 
• For time slue receivers, the clock jumps happens almost every second with a 
magnitude of several microseconds. Therefore, unlike the conventional PPP 
algorithms, the 
,
( ),r clock tCε δ ∆  should be fixed to a small value depending on the 
receiver clock’s stability.  
• For satellite dependent clock jump receivers, a dynamic 
,
( ),r clock tCε δ ∆  is 
designed as:  
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      [8.1] 
where a and b are constants whose values depend on the magnitude of the clock 
jumps and the receiver clock’s stability. The constant a equals the value of 
,
( ),r clock tCε δ ∆  
in the fixed 
,
( ),r clock tCε δ ∆  method. In this research, the starting period is set to be 20 
minutes, as this is the typical PPP convergence suggested by Gao (2002). Based on 
the statistical information of the receiver clock, the constants a and b are assigned to 
be 1 and 0.1 respectively and c is the speed of light. The performance of this function 
is shown in Figure 8.6 by comparing it to the-state-of-the-art float ambiguity 
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estimation implemented in Chapter six using the same PPP scenario described in 
Table 6.1. During the starting period, the performances of the fixed and dynamic 
,
( ),r clock tCε δ ∆  methods are the same. After the 1200
th
 second, the processes are 
magnified and shown in Figure 8.7.  
. 
Figure 8.6: Float Ambiguity PPP Using Dynamic Variance 
The convergence time (to 20 centimetres) of PPP processing using a dynamic 
covariance factor is almost the same as the processing using a fixed variance, as 
shown in Figure 8.7. However, the dynamic variance is better than a fixed variance in 
that it results in an improved performance in terms of accuracy (i.e. the dynamic 
variance is better if the aimed accuracy for convergence is to be better than 20 cm). 
It is shown that, after converging to 20 centimetres, the convergence performance 
using dynamic variance was always better than using fixed variance. It is also 
noticeable that the dynamic variance method has successfully avoided divergence 
that could have been caused by the receiver clock jump, which occurred between the 
3240th (marked by a text arrow in Figure 8.7) and 3250th second (shown in Figures 
8.4 and 8.5). This is also the case for all other clock jumps, which are shown in figure 
8.6. 
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Figure 8.7: Later Part of Float Ambiguity PPP Using Dynamic Variance 
Figure 8.4 shows that, unlike millisecond jump and time slues, the time adjustment 
mechanism of satellite dependent clock jump receivers is a curve. If this mechanism 
could be modelled by curve fitting or a model made available by the manufacturer, 
then Equation 8.1 could be improved to incorporate detection and alerting within an 
acceptable time-to-alert.  
8.2 Enhanced PPP by Using Triple Frequency Observations 
The modernized GPS and GALILEO will provide triple frequency observations and 
more visible satellites. These will have the potential to enhance PPP performance in 
many ways, including the reduction of some measurement errors, better geometry 
and redundancy. However, the most important improvement should be the potential 
to mitigate the influence of the ionosphere (see also Tables 2.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 
Section 3.3.3.1).  
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8.2.1 GALILEO System Simulation Facility 
The GALILEO System Simulation Facility (GSSF) can be used to simulate the 
functional and performance behaviour of the GALILEO system. It is available as an 
executable and provides Service Volume Simulation (SVS) and Raw Data 
Generation (RDG) functions to support the Galileo definition, integration, verification, 
validation and operational phases. However, a number of weaknesses have limited 
its usage in this thesis. Firstly, it cannot simulate triple frequency observations from 
modernised GPS. Secondly, only static users can be simulated and the simulation 
process cannot be fully controlled due to the absence of the source code. In this 
thesis, the RDG function has been used to simulate GALILEO triple frequency 
observations (code-phase and carrier-phase) and the corresponding IGS satellite 
orbit and clock corrections. 
8.2.2 Triple Frequency Observation Equations 
The availability of triple frequency observations enables a large number of possible 
linear combinations with useful characteristics, such as cascading wavelengths for 
integer ambiguity determination (Section 3.2.2.6) (Richert, 2006; Zhang, 2005). For 
float ambiguity estimation, because no ionosphere models or external corrections 
with the required accuracy are currently available, the triple ionosphere-free linear 
combinations are adopted. 
 
Triple frequency observations can be combined as two linearly independent dual-
frequency ionosphere-free combinations, e.g. L1-L2 and L1-L3 (L1, L2 and L3 stand 
for L1, L2 and L5 carriers for GPS or E1, E5a and E5b for GALILEO), or just one 
equation combining all three frequencies with the aim of further mitigating the effect 
of the ionosphere down to the millimetre level (Wang Z. et al., 2004). However, this 
thesis aims at achieving the rapid convergence of the estimates (40 cm in less than 
20 minutes). Therefore, the two linearly independent dual-frequency ionosphere-free 
combinations (to provide redundancy) and the triple frequency observation equations 
applied in this thesis are given by: (see also Equations 3.16 and 3.21)  
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For n satellites, there are 5n equations, estimating 5+3n unknowns (Table 8.1). 
Simulated GALILEO observations are used to test if the increased redundancy can 
reduce the convergence time.  
8.2.3 PPP Using Triple Frequency GALILEO 
In this section, the new triple frequency PPP is tested with simulated GALILEO 
observations and compared to the conventional dual frequency PPP using the same 
simulated dataset. The PPP experimental scenario is described in Table 8.1.  
Table 8.1: Triple Frequency PPP Experimental Scenario 
Level 1 Level 2 Specifications 
 
Receiver 
environment and 
assumptions 
Ionosphere status Calm without serious scintillations 
Troposphere status Normal 
Operational environment Open sky 
Platform state Static 
Multipath Low 
Data latency Zero 
 
 
 
Testing 
Measurements Simulated dual and triple frequency 
GALILEO data; Noise is normally 
distributed 
Observables High quality of code-phase and carrier-
phase 
Data processing mode Post-processing, forward, epoch-by-
epoch, no averaging solutions 
Data rate of solutions 1 second 
 
 
 
 
Ionospheric Ionosphere-free linear combination Eq. 
8.2 
Tropospheric f(QTR, QVR, S9l%, SN); QTR modelled by Eq. 3.51; 
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Error mitigation 
QVR estimated together with position; S9l% by Eq. 3.54; SN by Eq. 3.55 
Satellite orbit & clock Simulated external satellite clock and 
orbit corrections with accuracy and 
sampling rates equivalent to IGS Final 
(15 min) & IGS Final (30 seconds) 
Satellite & receiver antenna 
phase centre offsets 
Initially known (set to zeros) 
Receiver clock offset Estimated together with position 
DCB External corrections (Section 3.3.1.3) 
Geophysical displacement Solid earth tides, Ocean loading and 
sub-daily ERP(Section 3.3.4) 
Cycle slips Third order time difference detection 
(Eq. 3.59; 3.60) and repaired by 
polynomial fitting 
Multipath Checking frequency domain 
Initial phase bias Unsolved and merged into float 
ambiguity 
Code smooth Carrier-phase smoothed code-phase 
(Eq. 3.63) 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm and 
optimisation 
Optimisation techniques Sequential least squares 
Unknowns to be estimated Position, ZWD, Receiver clock offset 
and Carrier-phase ambiguity 
Ambiguity solution Float 
Initial position Calculated from code-phase 
measurements 
Applicability Applicable to GALILEO alone 
Weighting Elevation dependent (Eq. 7.3); Types 
of observations dependent weighting 
(Section 7.3) 
Satellites used for calculation Fixed group of satellites are used over 
the PPP session of one hour 
 
Firstly, dual-frequency PPP is implemented using E1 and E5b observations from 6 
satellites. The corresponding convergence performance is shown in Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8: E1-E5b Dual-frequency PPP Observing Six Satellites 
It can be seen that the 2D RMS immediately converges to 40 cm, albeit with no 
improvement afterwards due to the relatively high residual error bias mainly due to 
multipath. The 3D RMS fails to converge to 40 cm with 3000 seconds. Figure 8.9 
shows the corresponding performance using three frequencies from the same six 
satellites. The difference between the two is captured in Figure 8.10. It can be seen 
that, in general, they are relatively small and converge over time. The 2D RMS 
difference was as small as 2 cm from the very beginning to the 544th second. After 
that, it converged to a smaller level at about 1 cm. The mean and STD of the 2D 
RMS difference were 3 mm and 4 mm respectively. This difference is small enough 
to be ignored for PPP enhancement. The 3D RMS difference was also small, about 2 
cm during the first 544 seconds but converged further to 0.5 cm after 1523 seconds, 
and then to 0.1 cm after 2664 seconds. The mean and STD of the 3D RMS 
difference were 2 mm and 34 mm respectively. Generally speaking, the difference 
between the dual and triple frequency PPP observing the same constellation in this 
experiment was small enough to be ignored, i.e. simply using all available 
observables may not lead to any improvements in PPP float ambiguity estimation. 
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Figure 8.9: Triple-frequency PPP Observing Six Satellites 
 
Figure 8.10: Difference between Dual and Triple Frequency PPP 
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However, by checking the residuals, satellites with relatively higher noise levels can 
be identified and removed from the constellation. After removing the two noisiest 
satellites, the PPP performance is shown in Figure 8.11. By observing four satellites 
with relatively lower noise levels, both 2D and 3D RMS converged faster than using 
observations from all six visible satellites. Within 2500 seconds, the 2D RMS and 3D 
RMS converged to 20 cm and 40 cm precisions respectively.  It should be noted here 
that the removal of the ‘noisy’ satellites did not significantly impact on the user-
satellite geometry. 
 
Figure 8.11: Triple-frequency PPP Observing Four GALILEO Satellites 
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Figure 8.12: Triple-frequency PPP Observing Three GALILEO Satellites 
In order to demonstrate the role of geometry, Figure 8.12 shows the results from 
three satellites with the lowest noise level. Fifteen observation equations (Eq. 8.2) 
based on measurements from three satellites were used to estimate fourteen 
unknowns (three position coordinates, receiver clock offset, ZWD and nine carrier-
phase ambiguities). It can be seen that the PPP processing converged slower than 
observing four satellites. The 2D RMS and 3D RMS converged to 20 cm and 40 cm 
precisions more slowly after about 3000 seconds. This shows that PPP convergence 
time is also related to the satellite geometry in addition to the residual measurement 
noise levels (as discussed in Section 7.2). 
In conclusion, triple-frequency GPS and GALILEO can support PPP with as little as 
only three visible satellites providing 9 measurements to form 15 observations to 
estimate 14 unknowns (three coordinates, receiver clock offset, ZWD and nine 
carrier-phase ambiguities). Furthermore, to achieve rapid convergence, noisy 
satellites can be excluded from the solution. However, as the convergence is 
determined by not only the residual error level but also the satellite geometry, using 
the smallest number of satellites with the lowest noise level does not guarantee the 
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shortest convergence time of PPP. Another solution is to use more satellites together 
with a weighting strategy developed in Chapter 7. 
8.3 Satellite Selection Algorithm for Real-time PPP 
In real-time processing, the satellite arcs are not easily defined as is the case in post-
processing. With respect to the receiver, the visible satellite constellation changes 
due to the relative movement of the user and the receiver, and also as a result of 
obstacles that block the signals. In general, this is true for both static and dynamic 
(kinematic) users, with the latter experiencing more rapid changes. This change in 
the constellation, if not controlled, has the potential negative impact of creating 
mathematical instability within the optimisation algorithms used for PPP.  
Furthermore, the expected significant increase in the number of satellites (due to 
modernised and new GNSSs), computational burden will become a key issue. 
Therefore, a method is required to select the satellites for high performance, efficient 
and reliable PPP without creating either mathematical instability or requiring 
significant computational resources.  
The criteria for the selection of a sub-constellation to achieve continuous real-time 
PPP over a long time span are: 
1) Constellation stability (for the stability of the optimisation algorithms, e.g. least 
squares or Kalman filters); 
2) Good geometry, i.e. relative low GDOP (Section 4.9); 
3) Good geometry for fast PPP convergence (Section 7.2); 
4) Low signal noise level (Section 7.1). 
Each criterion is discussed in turn below.  
8.3.1 Real-time Constellation Stability  
In real-time kinematic PPP, the change in the visible satellite constellation is frequent 
and unpredictable. Therefore, the use of visible satellites over time creates significant 
instability into the PPP process. Five strategies are required to maintain constellation 
stability: 
1) The use of all visible satellites but with the newly visible assigned lower 
weights than those that have been in the PPP calculation for a period of time. 
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In general, weights are assigned in proportion to the satellites’ contribution 
over time. However, in this strategy, a loss of a satellite disturbs the process. 
2) The use of all visible satellites in a parallel processing environment. In this 
strategy, the PPP calculation starts with all the satellites in view. Any newly 
visible satellites are ignored, a new PPP process initiated with all visible 
satellites. The two PPP processes run simultaneously and a comparison 
made determines the better solution. This process is repeated with newly 
visible satellites. As with case 1) above, the loss of a satellite disturbs the 
process.  
3) The use of a certain sub-constellation of all n visible satellites. The size of the 
sub-constellation may change to get the optimal satellite geometry and lowest 
signal noise level. However, the selection procedure is easily exhausted, 
because there are ¢d  ¢c  ±±±  ¢¢H  ¢¢  combinations to be compared. 
Note that the loss of unused satellites does not disturb the PPP process. 
4) The use of a sub-constellation with a fixed size (nsat satellites). On each time 
epoch, the sub-constellation with the lowest GDOP is selected from all visible 
satellites. 
The fourth strategy is superior to the first three for real-time PPP because it can 
greatly reduce the computation burden. Furthermore, if all visible satellites are used, 
any change to the visible constellation will disturb the PPP process but if only a sub-
constellation is used, the changes to the currently visible but not used satellites will 
not lead to any disturbance to the PPP process. This strategy is implemented with 
the experimental scenario described in Table 8.2. The results are shown in Figure 
8.13.  
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Table 8.2: Real-time Static PPP Experimental Scenario 
Level 1 Level 2 Specifications 
 
Receiver 
environment and 
assumptions 
Ionosphere status Calm without serious scintillations 
Troposphere status Normal 
Operational environment Open sky 
Platform state Stop-and-go 
Multipath Low 
Data latency Zero 
 
 
 
Testing 
Measurements Real dual frequency GPS data 
Observables High quality of code-phase and carrier-
phase 
Data processing mode Real-time processing (post-processed), 
forward, epoch-by-epoch, no averaging 
solutions 
Data rate of solutions 1 second 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Error mitigation 
Ionospheric Ionosphere-free linear combination Eq. 
8.2 
Tropospheric f(QTR, QVR, S9l%, SN); QTR modelled by Eq. 3.51; QVR estimated together with position; S9l% by Eq. 3.54; SN by Eq. 3.55 
Satellite orbit & clock IGS Final (15 min) & IGS Final (30 
seconds) 
Satellite & receiver antenna 
phase centre offsets 
Initially known 
Receiver clock offset Estimated together with position 
DCB External corrections (Section 3.3.1.3) 
Geophysical displacement Solid earth tides, Ocean loading and 
sub-daily ERP(Section 3.3.4) 
Cycle slips Third order time difference detection 
(Eq. 3.59; 3.60) and repaired by 
polynomial fitting 
Multipath Checking frequency domain 
Initial phase bias Unsolved and merged into float 
ambiguity 
Code smooth Carrier-phase smoothed code-phase 
(Eq. 3.63) 
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Other GPS conventions IERS(1989; 1996); McCarthy (1996) 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm and 
optimisation 
Optimisation techniques Sequential least squares 
Unknowns to be estimated Position, ZWD, Receiver clock offset 
and Carrier-phase ambiguity 
Ambiguity solution Float 
Initial position Calculated from code-phase 
measurements 
Applicability Applicable to GPS alone 
Weighting New elevation dependent 
(Section7.3.2); Types of observations 
dependent weighting (Section 7.3) 
Satellites used for calculation Dynamic selected constellation with a 
fixed size; selected on every time 
epoch in real-time (Section 8.3.2). 
 
Figure 8.13: Unstable Real-time PPP 
As shown in Figure 8.13, this satellite selection strategy changes the satellite 
constellation used for PPP very frequently leading to a very unstable PPP process. 
For example, changes as high as 20 m in the Up component occur four times 
between the 1000th and 1500th second. Generally, a big change in the positioning 
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error requires more time to converge. In fact, any interruption in the convergence 
process delays the PPP convergence even if the change is as small as 1 m. To 
facilitate comprehension, the first 150 epochs are shown in Figure 8.14 
corresponding to the satellite constellations listed in Table 8.3. It is shown that every 
sharp change in PPP convergence corresponds to a satellite constellation change. 
On the 72nd second, satellite PRN 06 was below the mask angle and therefore a new 
constellation was selected. However, the positioning error in the Up component kept 
increasing for 19 seconds. This problem was detected and solved by changing the 
constellation on purpose at the 91st epoch. 
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Figure 8.14: The Beginning Part of Unstable Real-time PPP 
Table 8.3: PPP Satellite Constellation Changes 
 
Time 1-71 72-90 91-500 
PRN 06 16 16 
PRN 07 18 18 
PRN 16 19 19 
PRN 18 21 22 
PRN 19 22 25 
PRN 27 27 27 
 
A straightforward solution to this problem of instability is to keep the selected sub-
constellation unchanged unless some of the satellites are either no longer visible or 
detected as noisy. This strategy is implemented with the scenario in Table 8.2 and 
the resulting PPP convergence process shown in Figure 8.15. The changes in the 
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selected constellation are reduced significantly to just one at the 72nd epoch. This 
results in a stable PPP process. However, the convergence of the process is 
sacrificed, especially for the Up component because of poor satellite geometry. 
 
Figure 8.15: Stable but Badly Converged Real-time PPP 
According to the experimental results and discussions in this section, a new satellite 
selection algorithm must be developed to achieve real-time static and kinematic PPP. 
The aim is to achieve quick and stable PPP convergence without significantly 
increasing the computational burden. This algorithm is developed in the following 
sections. 
8.3.2 Small GDOP Selection  
To develop a satellite selection algorithm, a set of criteria for selecting the sub-
constellation must be clarified. One traditional criterion is to select the sub-
constellation with the smallest GDOP. Based on Equation 4.66, the kth satellite’s 
contribution to the nsat-satellite-constellation’s GDOP is given by: (Cong and Tan, 
2008) 
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                                 [8.3] 
                                                                       [8.4] 
                                                                        [8.5] 
where A denotes the code-phase only design matrix (see Equation 4.7) and     
denotes the kth row of A. Satellites with relative large  values contribute more 
to the GDOP and are more likely to be selected. Therefore, at every time epoch, the 
 values of all visible satellites are calculated and 
ranked in descending order (see Figure 8.17). The top nsat satellites are then 
selected to form the candidate constellation (Const. b in Figure 8.16) with the 
smallest GDOP for further comparison to the current PPP constellation (Const. a in 
Figure 8.16). 
8.3.3 Quick PPP Convergence Selection 
In addition to the traditional GDOP, another criterion can be developed based on the 
relationship between satellite geometry and PPP convergence (Section 7.2). The 
effect of satellite geometry is measured in terms of the 2 Dimensional Distances to 
Axis (2DDA) and the Standard Deviations of the Elevation Angles (SDEA).  
 
Figure 8.16: Quick PPP Convergence Satellite Selection 
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A quick PPP convergence satellite selection algorithm is designed using these two 
measurements as shown in Figure 8.16. If the current selected constellation (Const. 
a) and the current smallest GDOP constellation (Const. b) are not the same, a further 
comparison is undertaken. The constellation with the smaller elevation 2DDA or 
SDEA is then selected for PPP. This selection algorithm finds the fixed number sub-
constellation with the best geometry for PPP convergence. However, is should not be 
executed frequently, because the change of the used satellite itself will disturb the 
PPP convergence. Therefore, in the developed satellite selection algorithm (Section 
8.3.5), the used sub-constellation is only changed when it has to e.g. a used satellite 
comes invisible or too noisy to be used (Section 8.3.4). 
8.3.4 Detect Noisy Satellites  
As shown in Figure 8.17, once a satellite in use is detected to have a significant level 
of noise, it should be removed from the solution. Therefore, the noise level of all the 
relevant satellites should be monitored at every epoch before or after the PPP 
calculation. The noise level can be estimated based on the Signal to Noise Ratio 
(SNR) information (Eq. 7.4). However, not all receivers provide this information. In 
this thesis, the noise level is monitored by checking the residual noise in the carrier-
phase measurements after the PPP calculation. If the noise level exceeds 1 m, the 
corresponding satellite is considered ‘noisy’ and removed from the solution. Then a 
new sub-constellation will be selected (Section 8.3.5).  
8.3.5 A New Satellite Selection Algorithm for Real-time PPP  
Based on the discussions above in Sections 8.1 to 8.4, a new satellite selection 
algorithm for real-time PPP is developed and shown in Figure 8.16. The number of 
currently used satellites for PPP is denoted as nsat and the number of currently 
unused visible satellites is denoted as nsat’. nsat is fixed in order to make real-time 
PPP algorithms simple. The process of assigning a value to nsat is discussed in 
Section 8.3.6. 
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Figure 8.17: Satellite Selection for Real-time PPP 
At the first time epoch, or when the restart selection function is triggered, all visible 
satellites are detected and the nsat-satellite-constellation with the smallest GDOP 
(Section 8.3.2) is found. This nsat-satellite-constellation is selected for PPP.  
At any subsequent time epoch, all visible satellites are detected and compared to the 
selected constellation to find if any has been lost. Meanwhile, the residual noise of 
each satellite used at the previous epoch is checked to detect the satellites with 
significant noise levels (Section 8.3.4). If a part of the current PPP constellation 
disappears (Const. 1 in Figure 8.16), or is detected to have a significant noise level 
(Const. 2 in Figure 8.16), the restart selection function is triggered and the nsat-
satellite-constellation with the smallest GDOP is selected. If the selection process is 
not restarted, then the nsat-satellite-constellation with the smallest GDOP is checked 
for quick PPP convergence (Section 8.3.3). If the check process is passed, then the 
constellation is selected for PPP calculation. If not, the selected constellation is kept 
unchanged.  
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The value of this constant nsat can be decided according to the capability of the 
hardware, computational requirements and the expected accuracy level. Although a 
low nsat value requires low computational resources, it may not enable the optimal 
satellite geometry. Cong and Tan (2008) argued correctly that the optimal nsat value 
should be 6 for both good GPS positioning precision and real-time performance 
based on the fact that GDOP decreases as nsat increases, and that the rate of 
decrease reduces significantly as nsat becomes bigger than 6. Therefore, in this 
thesis, nsat is fixed to be 6. 
8.4 Real-time Static PPP 
In this thesis, the static real-time PPP is defined as the user receiver stops at an 
intended positioning location and waits for the PPP to converge and the PPP 
solutions are calculated in real-time. In this section, the newly developed satellite 
selection algorithm in Section 8.3 is implemented to improve the real-time PPP static 
(Table 8.2) performance in two aspects. Firstly, the fast PPP convergence tested with 
short sessions of dataset is achieved in Section 8.4.1. Secondly, the stable and 
continuous PPP convergence tested with a long (24 hours) dataset is also achieved 
in Section 8.4.2. 
8.4.1 Fast PPP Convergence in Short Sessions  
The convergence speed is tested by manually restarting PPP every t minutes (t=1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 10, 20) using the same one hour data set described in Section 6.1.1. The 
weighting strategy developed in Chapter 7 and the satellite selection algorithms 
developed in Section 8.3 are implemented. The remaining part of the PPP scenario is 
the same with Table 6.1. The percentages in Table 8.4 are computed as the number 
of sessions converged over the total number of sessions in one hour. Take the first 
percentage value in table 8.4 for example, if the session length is made to be 1 min, 
there are 60 sessions in one hour among which 35 sessions are long enough to 
enable the PPP 2D RMS convergence to 40 cm. Then, the first percentage value 
equals 35 over 60. Therefore, bigger percentage values represent more sessions 
have converged and longer sessions should enable bigger percentage values. 
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Table 8.4: Real-time Static PPP Convergence Speed 
Session Length (min) 2D RMS Convergence 3D RMS Convergence 
40 cm 1 m 40 cm 1 m 
1 58.3% 70.0% 25.0% 45.0% 
2 60.0% 80.0% 36.7% 56.7% 
3 60.0% 75.0% 45.0% 45.0% 
4 46.7% 73.3% 45.0% 60.0% 
5 66.7% 100.0% 58.3% 83.3% 
10 66.7% 100.0% 66.7% 83.3% 
20 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Generally, when t increases, the percentage of convergence also increases. 
However, this is not strictly true because, when t is changed, then there is a change 
in the data processed for each session. When t is smaller than 5 minutes (e.g. t 
equals 4 minutes) convergence to 1 m is at 73.3% for 2D positioning and 60% for 3D, 
too low for any application. With t at 20 minutes, all sessions converge, with the 
difference t=5 and t=10 only 8.4% in the case of 3D RMS convergence to 40 cm. 
Therefore, the new real-time PPP algorithms proposed guarantee convergence to 40 
cm for sessions of at least 20 minutes in length. The results of a more detailed 
assessment of the performance of PPP with a waiting (session length) time of 5 
minutes, are shown in Figures 8.18 and 8.19.  
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Figure 8.18: Five Minutes Real-time Static PPP Errors 
 
Figure 8.19: Five Minutes Real-time Static PPP RMS 
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As shown in Figure 8.18, the error in the East component is smaller than the North 
and Up components. As expected, the relatively large error in the Up component 
leads to a bigger 3D RMS than 2D RMS. A further analysis of six hours (A to F) data 
is carried out below, tested using the same scenario (Section 6.1.1). The results are 
shown in Table 8.5. In each hour, the data set is evenly chopped into 12 sessions 
and each session is five minutes long. The percentages are calculated as the 
number of sessions during which PPP converged over all 12 sessions.    
 Table 8.5: Five Minutes Real-time Static PPP Convergence 
Hour 2D RMS Convergence 3D RMS Convergence 
40 cm 1 m 40 cm 1 m 
A 75.0% 100.0% 50.0% 66.7% 
B 75.0% 100.0% 50.0% 66.7% 
C 66.7% 100.0% 58.3% 83.3% 
D 58.3% 91.7% 25.0% 75.0% 
E 66.7% 100.0% 25.0% 100.0% 
F 58.3% 83.3% 25.0% 83.3% 
Mean 66.7% 95.8% 38.9% 79.2% 
From Table 8.5, real-time static PPP employing the algorithms developed in this 
thesis can provide sub-metre level accuracy within 5 minutes at the 95.8% and 79.2% 
probability levels for 2D and 3D positioning respectively. The level of performance 
(including integrity) can be increased by extending the waiting time and positioning 
using different subsets of measurements at the same location. 
8.4.2 Stable and Continuous PPP Convergence  
In this section, stable and continuous PPP convergence is achieved and tested with 
a real 24 hour dataset at a rate of 1 Hz, collected on 01 Nov 2007 at the station IES2 
(see also Section 6.1.1). The PPP scenario is the same as in Section 8.4.1 but the 
PPP is not manually restarted. Figure 8.20 
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Figure 8.20: Real-time Static PPP in 24 Hours
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As shown in Figure 8.20, the 2D RMS converged to 40cm after the 520th second, to 
20cm after the 26689th second and to 10 cm after the 63202ed second. The 3D RMS 
converged to 40cm after the 2085th second and to 20cm after the 24546th second, but 
the 3D RMS did not converge further to 10cm. It is shown that stable and continuous 
real-time static PPP convergence has been achieved with the newly developed 
algorithms.    
8.5 Real-time Kinematic PPP 
The differences between the static and kinematic scenarios are the rate at which 
satellite geometry changes and the residual measurement noise level. As listed in 
Table 8.6, to simulate kinematic data from static data, visible satellites are randomly 
blocked for a short period of time (1 to 10 seconds). The faster geometry changes 
are accommodated by the original satellite selection algorithm because it selects 
possible new constellations at every time epoch. In addition, multipath error is 
manually added onto the real static data at a strength level of a2 = 2 cm (Section 
7.1.2.2). In order to deal with the fast dynamic process associated with kinematic 
PPP, a Kalman filter based PPP algorithm (Section 5.4.1.2) is employed instead of 
least squares (Section 4.4). This Kalman filter based real-time kinematic (RTK) PPP, 
employed the new satellite selection and weighting strategies was continuously 
executed for 24 hours. The PPP scenario is given in Table 8.6. 
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Table 8.6: RTK PPP Experimental Scenario 
Level 1 Level 2 Specifications 
 
Receiver 
environment and 
assumptions 
Ionosphere status Calm without serious scintillations 
Troposphere status Normal 
Operational environment Randomly blocked satellites 
Platform state Kinematic (simulated) 
Multipath High, a2 = 2 cm (Section 7.1.2.2) 
Data latency Zero 
 
 
 
Testing 
Measurements Dual frequency kinematic GPS data 
simulated from real static data (Section 
8.4) 
Observables High quality of code-phase and carrier-
phase 
Data processing mode Real-time processing (post-processed), 
forward,   epoch-by-epoch, no 
averaging solutions 
Data rate of solutions 1 second 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Error mitigation 
Ionospheric Ionosphere-free linear combination Eq. 
8.2 
Tropospheric f(QTR, QVR, S9l%, SN); QTR modelled by Eq. 3.51; QVR estimated together with position; S9l% by Eq. 3.54; SN by Eq. 3.55 
Satellite orbit & clock IGS Final (15 min) & IGS Final (30 
seconds) 
Satellite & receiver antenna 
phase centre offsets 
Initially known (set to zeros) 
Receiver clock offset Estimated together with position 
DCB External corrections (Section 3.3.1.3) 
Geophysical displacement Solid earth tides, Ocean loading and 
sub-daily ERP(Section 3.3.4) 
Cycle slips Third order time difference detection 
(Eq. 3.59; 3.60) and repaired by 
polynomial fitting 
Multipath Checking frequency domain 
Initial phase bias Unsolved and merged into float 
ambiguity 
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Code smooth Carrier-phase smoothed code-phase 
(Eq. 3.63) 
Other GPS conventions IERS(1989; 1996); McCarthy (1996) 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm and 
optimisation 
Optimisation techniques Kalman filtering (Section 4.4) 
Unknowns to be estimated Position, ZWD, Receiver clock offset 
and Carrier-phase ambiguity 
Ambiguity solution Float 
Initial position Calculated from code-phase 
measurements 
Applicability Applicable to GPS alone 
Weighting New elevation dependent (Section 
7.3.2); Types of observations 
dependent weighting (Section 7.3) 
Satellites used for calculation Dynamic selected constellation with a 
fixed size; selected on every time 
epoch in real-time. 
The resulting RTK PPP 2D and 3D RMS of errors in the North, East and Up 
components over the adjacent 24 hour one hour sessions are shown in Figure 8.21. 
Abrupt changes in the error magnitudes are due to the manual restart that occurs at 
the beginning of each hour. Compared to static PPP, the RTK PPP has to deal with 
faster geometry change, more temporal losses of signal, higher multipath and more 
frequently detected satellites with significant noise levels. All of these problems 
distort RTK PPP performance.  
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Figure 8.21: RTK PPP Positioning Errors for 24 One Hour Sessions 
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Table 8.7: RTK PPP Errors 
 <0.1m <0.2m <0.4m 
2D RMS (%) 8.33 70.83 100.00 
3D RMS (%) 4.17 66.67 100.00 
As calculated in Table 8.7, the 2D and 3D RMS converged to 40cm in all of the 24 
one hour sessions. 70.83% of the sessions’ 2D RMSs converged to 20cm. The 
percentage of 3D RMS convergence is slightly smaller, at 66.67%. The percentages 
of 10cm convergence for both 2D and 3D RMS are smaller than 10%.    
8.6 Summary 
This chapter investigated the influence of receiver clock jumps on PPP which has 
been ignored by conventional PPP algorithms. New receiver clock behaviour has 
been observed and utilized to specify a dynamic covariance factor for use within PPP 
algorithms. The use of this factor enhances the performance of float ambiguity PPP. 
Furthermore, PPP algorithms using triple-frequency GNSS systems, including 
modernised GPS and GALILEO, were developed. The algorithms have been tested 
with simulated triple-frequency GALILEO observations but not GPS, because the 
theories and algorithms are almost the same. The results have shown that triple 
frequency GNSS systems can support PPP with only three satellites. Therefore, in 
practice, satellites with relatively high residual noise levels could be removed from 
the constellation used for PPP. Alternative, high noise satellites that offer a stronger 
geometry could still be used but with the appropriate elevation dependent weighting 
method developed in this chapter.  
In addition, intelligent satellite selection algorithms have been developed for real-time 
PPP and incorporated in the developed real-time static and kinematic PPP 
algorithms, before being tested with real and simulated data respectively. The tests 
showed that the developed real-time static PPP can achieve convergence to 40 cm 
in 20 minutes. If the time limitation of the PPP process is set to be only 5 minutes, the 
developed real-time static PPP algorithm can still provide a sub-metre level accuracy 
at the 95.8% and 79.2% probability levels for 2D and 3D positioning respectively. 
Furthermore, the developed real-time static PPP algorithm has also shown good 
stability of and continuity during the test with a real 24 hour dataset. For kinematic 
PPP, the algorithm can achieve convergence to 40 cm in one hour. The probabilities 
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of 2D and 3D RMS converging to 20 cm have been calculated to be 70.83% and 
66.67% respectively. 
In the next chapter, the integrity monitoring of PPP will be explored including a new 
algorithm design and a discussion of the problems. 
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9. Integrity Monitoring for PPP 
Integrity is a measure of the trust that can be placed in the correctness of the 
information supplied by a navigation system. Integrity includes the ability of a system 
to provide timely and valid warnings to the user (alerts) when the system must not be 
used for the intended operation within a specified period of time known as the Time-
To-Alert (TTA) (Ochieng, 2003). In this chapter, an alert is to warn the PPP users that 
the carrier-phase based PPP resolution cannot be trusted when the positioning error 
(estimates of carrier-phase ambiguities) exceeds a certain alert limit. The risk that the 
user is willing to tolerate with respect to the positioning error exceeding the alert limit 
(without a warning with the TTA) is referred to as the integrity risk (Ochieng, 2003). 
Generally, the integrity risk is defined as the product of the probabilities of failure and 
missed detection. The integrity can be monitored both at the system level and the 
receiver levels. In this thesis, only receiver level integrity monitoring based on the 
conventional Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) is addressed.  
9.1 Code-phase RAIM Algorithms for PPP 
The conventional RAIM algorithms have been developed for Pseudorange (code-
phase) based Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (PAIM) (Brown, 1998; Ochieng et al. 
2001 and 2003). These algorithms provide warnings to users by checking the 
measurement’s statistical consistency using redundant measurements. A typical 
RAIM algorithm (Figure 9.1) starts with a RAIM availability check (if the conditions 
exist to execute a failure detection function). If RAIM is available, then failure 
detection is executed. In Figure 9.1, the RAIM is determined to be available if the 
Protection Level (PL) does not exceed the Alert Limit (AL) that is the decision 
threshold of the RAIM availability check. The AL is defined according to the 
requirements of the application and the PL that is calculated by projecting the 
Minimum Detectable Bias (MDB) to the position domain. The MDB is determined by 
the threshold, denoted as T in the failure detection test and the Probability of Missed 
Detection (PMD). The value of T is determined using a constant Probability of False 
Alert (PFA) (Brown and Chin, 1998). Based on this method, Sturza and Brown (1990) 
implemented a comparison of fixed and variable thresholds; and Pullen et al. (1994) 
suggested optimising the threshold with prior knowledge. Brown (1996) addressed 
two schemes for RAIM named snapshot and filtering, using only the current 
redundant or both the current and past measurements. In this thesis, the snapshot 
scheme is selected for real-time PPP because it can respond to sudden failures and 
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does not have to make any questionable assumptions about how a system arrives at 
its current state (Feng and Ochieng, 2006). Algorithms for snapshot RAIM include: 
range comparison, least squares residuals, parity and marginally detectable error 
methods (Brown 1996; Ochieng et al. 2002). These algorithms have been shown to 
be largely equivalent (Brown, 1992). The Least Squares residuals method is 
discussed in this chapter. 
 
Figure 9.1: Code-phase RAIM 
9.1.1 Failure Detection Test for PPP 
If there are n satellites visible to the receiver for PPP calculation, the level of 
redundancy is also known as the Degree Of Freedom (DOF) is E  5 (at least 5 
visible satellites are needed to estimate 5+n unknowns for the PPP algorithms in this 
thesis). If the measurement errors on each satellite signal’s code-phase 
measurement are independent and normally distributed, the Sum of the Squared 
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Errors (SSE) follows a ² distribution. Then, the square root of SSE can be used to 
carry out a ² goodness of fit test (Section 4.3) of degree E  5 (Brown, 1998):   
                      NB BCBCi   ³³¢Hd.                                     [9.1] 
´´µ  g8g  ¶8´¶  ¶8´¶                                 [9.2] 
·  z8z
Hz8                                                [9.3] 
´    z·                                                      [9.4] 
The measurement error vector is denoted as ¶  3¶, ¶,…,   ¶¢78 , z  is the design 
matrix, and b is the vector of Observed Minus Computed (OMC) values (Eq. 4.7).  
9.1.2 Threshold for Failure Detection Test 
The hypotheses of the failure detection test can be formulated to determine whether 
a failure resulting in a significant range error has occurred in one of the 
measurements: 
• null hypothesis T: assumption that no failure will occur; 
• alternate hypothesis T: assumption that a failure will occur. 
Whether the hypothesis has to be rejected or accepted is determined by comparing 
the test statistic calculated in Eq. 9.1 with a threshold T: 
• test statistic < T null hypothesis T accepted; 
• test statistic ≥ T alternate hypothesis T accepted. 
Then the Probability of Missed Detection (PMD) and the Probability of False Alert 
(PFA) can be defined as: 
nSR  Pr NB BCBCi º |T
                                     [9.5] 
nyz  Pr NB BCBCi ¼ |T
                                     [9.6] 
where Pr is the Cumulated Probability Function (CPF). The corresponding threshold 
can be either a fixed value or a variable determined by either Eq. 9.5 or Eq. 9.6. 
Brown and Chin (1998) determined the threshold as: 
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                                 } 8½¢Hd                                                      [9.7] 
where the normalised chi-square distribution threshold ¢ is determined from the PFA 
and the Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) and σ is the standard deviation of measurement 
error whose value is obtained either from an external integrity monitoring network or 
from the receiver specification using predefined error models.  
9.1.3 Protection Level for RAIM Availability Test 
The Protection Level (PL) is an upper bound that the position error shall not exceed 
without being detected. Only when the PL is less than the alert limit can the RAIM 
failure detection be available (Figure 9.1). With the threshold and the PMD, the MDB 
denoted as n¾$£. can be determined as a function of ¢ and σ. Projecting the MDB 
from the measurement domain to the position domain using a geometry factor 
SLOPE, the Horizontal Protection Level (HPL) can be determined by: (Ryan et al., 
1996)  
Tnp  ´pZnµ¿ÀÁn¾$£./√E  5                                  [9.8] 
´pZnµ¿ÀÁ  S"´pZnµC

                                    [9.9] 
´pZnµC
  =·$  ·$ >E  5
/ $´$.                       [9.10] 
This solution is derived under the assumption that a bias only exists in the Cth satellite 
measurement and the others are free of noise (see also Eq. 9.3 and 9.4).  
9.2 Carrier-phase RAIM Algorithms 
For the carrier-phase based PPP algorithms in this thesis, only the Code-phase 
RAIM (PRAIM) (Section 9.1) is not enough. The Carrier-phase RAIM (CRAIM) is 
needed but it requires the solving of the ambiguity. Feng and Ochieng (2008) 
developed CRAIM for double differenced positioning, based on the statistic 
information provided by the estimation procedure (least squares or Kalman filters). 
After the double differenced integer ambiguities are determined and validated, the 
CRAIM can be carried out. Instead of using equation 9.7, the threshold of the failure 
detection test was defined as (see Section 4.2 and 4.4): 
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  Ãx8VÄx.                                                 [9.11] 
The uncertainty of the horizontal and vertical positioning components can be derived 
as: 
}Å  ÃÁr,  Ár,                                         [9.12] 
}Æ  ÃÁr, .                                                   [9.13] 
Where Ár is the covariance matrix of the estimated unknown vector (see also Eq. 
4.14), and the horizontal and vertical PL is given as: 
Tnp  ;Å}Å                                                       [9.14] 
xnp  ;Æ}Æ                                                       [9.15] 
where  ;Å  and ;Æ   are the factors that reflect the probability of missed detection 
which are derived from the integrity risk. For example, ;Æ equals to 6.9 for a 1E-9 
integrity risk (EUROCAE, ED-144, 2007). However, the CRAIM algorithm developed 
for double differenced positioning (Feng and Ochieng, 2008) cannot be directly used 
in PPP. The reason for this is discussed in the following section. 
9.3 CRAIM for PPP 
In PPP, there are two scenarios for carrier-phase ambiguity resolutions (Section 5.3): 
the float solution and the integer solution. In the case of integer ambiguity solutions, 
like double differenced positioning, only when the ambiguities are determined and 
validated, can the test statistics from the residuals be used. However, no RTK PPP 
integer ambiguity solutions are currently available and no PPP integer ambiguity 
validation algorithm has been developed. In the case of the float solution, the 
ambiguities are the estimates of a set of integer numbers. The differences between 
the floats and the corresponding integers are taken from the measurement residuals. 
Therefore, the test statistics calculated from distorted measurement residuals with 
float ambiguities do not reflect the truth.  
A new CRAIM for float RTK PPP (Figure 9.2), based on Chen’s (2004) PPP 
algorithm (Section 4.7), has been developed. Firstly, the user’s receiver stays still at 
a known position and a static PPP is carried out estimating ZWD and Satellite 
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Differenced (SD) float ambiguities. Note that the receiver clock offset is eliminated by 
doing Satellite Differencing. Then, the estimated SD float ambiguities can be 
calculated and fixed as float values. The fixed float ambiguities are inaccurate but 
can be used within a relatively short period of time. This is tested following the 
experiment outlined in Section 6.2. By fixing the float ambiguities resulting from the 
experiment in Section 6.2, it is possible to estimate the receiver position for 
reprocessing the same session of the dataset. 
 
Figure 9.2: Fixed Float Ambiguity PPP Errors  
As shown in Figure 9.2, after the float ambiguities are fixed, the RTK PPP is enabled 
but the positioning errors start to diverge from zeros. The errors in North and East 
diverged more slowly than the error in Up. During the whole session, the error in East 
is always within the range of ±40 cm and the error in North is always at the sub-metre 
level. The error in Up exceeds one metre after 1691 seconds. This test has shown 
that the fixed float RTK PPP can be very useful if it is protected by a CRAIM 
algorithm. For example, a bus or a train can get reference positions at stations and 
fix the float ambiguities immediately then start to run. Between two adjacent stations, 
RTK PPP is enabled, providing integrity information. The drivers are alerted by the 
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CRAIM algorithm when a failure is detected and the PPP solutions should not be 
trusted. These applications only require horizontal coordinates and therefore only 
HPL is implemented in the following test. 
Because the Kalman Filter diverges, the Feng and Ochieng’s (2008) CRAIM 
algorithm cannot be implemented. The test statistic is calculated with Eq. 9.1 to 9.4. 
The HPL is calculated with Eq. 9.8 to 9.10. The PFA is set to be 3.333  10HÇ (Feng 
and Ochieng, 2008). In this thesis, the GNSS error sources and models have been 
addressed and tested (Chapter 3) and the residual error budget has been determined 
in Tables 3.11 and 3.12 for GPS and GALILEO respectively. Therefore, the variance } (Eq.9.7) of the carrier-phase measurement noise can be determined by Eq. 7.1 and 
7.2. The calculated residual measurement noise at the beginning epoch was 
eliminated from the following measurements. The results are shown in Figure 9.3. 
 
Figure 9.3: CRAIM for Fixed Float Ambiguity RTK PPP  
The same satellites were observed throughout this session and the PFA is set to be 
a constant; therefore, the threshold T, whose value is determined from the PFA and 
the residual noise (Sturza, 1989), remains constant. For sub-meter level HPL, the 
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RTK PPP solutions can be trusted from the beginning to the 3333rd second. This 
should be long enough for most of the buses and trains. 
9.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the typical code-phase RAIM algorithm procedure has been reviewed. 
Based on the conventional code-phase RAIM, the PPP CRAIM algorithms have been 
proposed based on the use of Chen’s (2004) Satellite Differenced PPP algorithm. 
After fixing float ambiguities at a known reference position, RTK PPP has been 
enabled. It has been shown that, if the Horizontal Protection Level is less than 1 m, 
the RTK PPP solutions can be trusted for as long as 3333 seconds. This 
performance is good enough for many applications, such as buses, trains, cars, 
tourism, etc.  
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10. Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work 
This thesis has improved post-processing based PPP and developed real-time static and 
kinematic PPP algorithms which can provide precise PVT solutions everywhere on the 
Earth’s surface. This contribution will benefit a wide variety of applications, including offshore 
drilling, structural deformation monitoring, geodynamic investigations, harbour engineering, 
construction and land mobile user navigation. This chapter presents the main conclusions 
drawn from the research conducted. Furthermore, suggestions for future work are made 
based on the findings of this thesis.  
10.1 Conclusions 
This thesis has enhanced post-processing float ambiguity estimation for PPP with an 
improved convergence time. Furthermore, it has addressed the issues and presented 
solutions to ambiguity resolution for PPP using modernised GPS and GALILEO. In addition, 
a real-time satellite selection algorithm has been developed based on the discovery made of 
the relationships between satellite geometry, measurement noise and PPP convergence 
relationships. These two achievements have enabled the development of real-time static and 
kinematic PPP algorithms which have been tested by real and simulated data respectively. 
Besides, a carrier-phase based RAIM algorithm has been proposed and tested for fixed float 
ambiguity RTK PPP. Especially, taking into account the aim and objectives of this thesis 
given in Section 1.5, the following conclusions are drawn from the work presented here: 
1) A historical review of the current radio-based positioning systems has shown that the 
current GPS and the future GALILEO systems have the potential to support real-time 
static and kinematic PPP, if a number of issues are addressed. Subsequently, an 
investigation of the state-of-the-art and future plans for GPS and GALILEO navigation 
systems was carried out to identify the relevant issues, including the currently available 
resources, system performance and potential problems relevant to PPP. Particular 
attention was paid to future improvements including the impact of additional civilian 
navigation signals and visible satellites on PPP. 
2) Theoretical error budgets for PPP using GPS and/or GALILEO are useful in the 
determination of the error sources whose further mitigation have the highest potential of 
benefiting PPP. This error budget was arrived at via an extensive literature review of 
the current GNSS error models. All aspects related to GNSS error mitigation for PPP 
algorithms, including the GNSS observation models and error sources together with the 
corresponding error mitigation methods, were analysed. The resulting error budget was 
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later used in the integrity motoring algorithm (CRAIM) to derive the threshold of the 
failure detection test.     
3) PPP software in Matlab code has been developed to realize epoch-by-epoch post-
processing and real-time PPP solutions in static and kinematic modes, utilizing GNSS 
raw data files and a wide range of external GNSS error correction data files. GNSS 
error models and processing techniques implemented in specific modules can be used 
flexibly. This software can also be used to process triple-frequency GPS and GALILEO 
observations.  
4) The state-of-the-art in PPP algorithms was investigated, resulting in the identification of 
four representative PPP algorithms, including Kouba and Héroux (2001), Gao (2002), 
Chen (2004) and Ge (2007). Real data have been used fully to characterise the 
performance of the main PPP concepts (i.e. float ambiguity estimation, ambiguity 
pseudo-fixing and integer ambiguity fixing). The float ambiguity estimation PPP 
algorithms suffer from a long convergence time (typically half an hour but can be over 
an hour). In addition, they are based on Least Squares and therefore unsuitable for 
kinematic PPP. An improvement has been made by using an Extended Kalman Filter. 
The ambiguity pseudo-fixing presented a risk of fixing the integer ambiguities 
incorrectly. The integer ambiguity fixing is simply not yet available because of the lack 
of external corrections. 
5) The performance of the post-processing epoch-by-epoch float ambiguity estimation of 
PPP has been enhanced with the following approaches developed in this thesis: 
• A set of weighting strategies, especially a newly developed satellite elevation 
dependent weighting function, based on a detailed investigation of the residual 
errors.  
• A new strategy to handle clock jumps involving distinguishing them from cycle slips 
and keeping the code-phase and carrier-phase observations synchronised. 
• Assignment of the dynamic covariance factor based on new observed receiver clock 
behaviour. 
• Algorithms that use triple-frequency GNSS systems, including modernised GPS and 
GALILEO for PPP float ambiguity estimation, were developed and utilized to enhance 
the PPP performance. It was concluded that triple-frequency GALILEO 
measurements have shown that the use of triple-frequencies GALILEO can support 
PPP solutions with as few as three satellites. This should greatly increase the 
availability of PPP under difficult user environments, such as urban areas in which 
the visibility of satellites is sometimes highly limited.  
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6) The factors that influence the PPP convergence time have been identified and the 
quantitative relationships between the measurement noise level – PPP convergence 
and the satellite geometry – PPP convergence have been revealed.  
6.1 The tested PPP algorithms were very sensitive to elevation independent process 
noises on a level of 1 cm UERE. Even an increase as small as 0.5 cm UERE led to 
an obvious delay in PPP convergence. 
6.2 The tested PPP convergence process was insensitive to increases in multipath or 
troposphere smaller than 1.5 cm UERE. 
6.3 Satellite constellations with small 2 Dimensional Distances to Axis (2DDA) and big 
Standard Deviations of the Elevation Angles (SDEA) can enable rapid PPP 
convergence. 
7) A strategy for visible satellite constellation selection using combined GPS and 
GALILEO for real-time PPP has been developed based on the measurement noise 
level – PPP convergence and the satellite geometry – PPP convergence relationships 
and the constellation GDOP. 
8) Real-time static PPP algorithms (float ambiguity) have been developed and tested with 
real-data. It has been shown that the developed algorithms can achieve 100% 
convergence (40 cm 2D and 3D) for convergence times over 20 minutes. Furthermore, 
if the convergence time was limited to as short as 5 minutes, only 66.7% (2D) and 
58.3% (3D) of the sessions converged to 40 cm but 100.0% (2D) and 83.3% (3D) of the 
sessions converged to 1 m. However, in the tests with more datasets, the 5 minute 
static PPP achieved 66.7% (40 cm) and 95.8% (1 m) 2D RMS convergence; and only 
38.9% (40 cm) and 79.2% (1 m) 3D convergence on average.  
9) Real-time static PPP (float ambiguity) has shown stable and continuous convergence 
over a 24 hour test using real data. The 2D RMS converged to 40 cm after the 520th 
second, to 20 cm after the 26689th second and to 10 cm after the 63202nd second. The 
3D RMS converged to 40 cm after the 2805th second and to 20 cm after the 24546th 
second but did not converge to 10 cm. If averaging techniques have been applied on 
the estimates, the RMS could have converged to better accuracy levels. However, rapid 
convergence at the beginning part of the session has been the aim of this research and 
hence no averaging technique has been applied.     
10) Real-time kinematic PPP algorithms (float ambiguity) have been developed and tested 
with continuous 24 hour simulated data based on real static data distorted by simulated 
higher measurement noise levels, quicker geometry changes and a more temporary 
visible satellite loss. The 2D RMS convergence within one hour has achieved 100.00% 
to 40 cm, 70.83% to 20 cm and 8.33% to 10 cm. The 3D RMS convergence within one 
hour has achieved 100.00% to 40 cm, 66.67% to 20 cm and 4.17% to 10 cm.  
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11) Carrier-phase Receiver level integrity monitoring algorithms (CRAIM) for float ambiguity 
RTK PPP have been developed and implemented based on Chen’s (2004) Satellite 
Difference (SD) PPP algorithm. The user receiver has been proposed to move from one 
reference point to another, e.g. buses, trains and tourists etc., and can get its 
ambiguities immediately fixed to float values on arrival. Between reference points, the 
user can get RTK PPP but the positioning errors keep increasing. It has been shown 
that the developed CRAIM can protect the sub-meter level horizontal accuracy for as 
long as 55.55 minutes. 
10.2 Suggestions for Future Work  
The integer ambiguity resolution of PPP is the only method that can give correct and 
instantaneous carrier-phase ambiguity solutions and has been researched for years (Gao, 
2002; Ge et al., 2007). The main difficulty is to maintain the integer characteristic of carrier-
phase ambiguities. An undifferenced carrier-phase ambiguity is a float number consisting of 
two parts: the integer ambiguity due to the geometric delay and the float initial phase bias 
due to the non-synchronisation between the satellite and receiver clocks. The original PPP 
algorithm, developed by Kouba and Héroux (2001), estimate the ionosphere-free float 
combination of undifferenced float ambiguities (Section 4.5), and Gao (2002) tried to 
maintain the integer ambiguity by changing the ionosphere-free float combination with the 
Gao-Shen (2002) combination. However, the initial phase ambiguity still prevents the integer 
ambiguity from being obtained (Section 4.6). Chen (2004) suggested the use of Satellite 
Differenced (SD) observations to eliminate the receiver clock offset but the remaining SD 
initial phase bias is still an unknown float value due to the non-synchronisation between 
GNSS satellite clocks (Section 4.7). Ge (2007) claimed that the PPP carrier-phase ambiguity 
can be fixed with the same wide-lane-narrow-lane integer ambiguity fixing method that is 
widely adopted by Double Differencing (DD) users because the DD carrier-phase ambiguity 
is simply an integer. To achieve this, he estimated a float value named ‘Satellite Differenced 
- Uncalibrated Phase Delays (SD-UPDs)’, which is the mixture of the fractional part of both 
wide-lane and narrow-lane UPDs for each satellite pair, all referencing to the same satellite 
over a big GNSS network, and suggested broadcasting this information to GNSS users as 
an external correction to integer ambiguity fixing.  
On the user level, the estimation bias of the ionosphere-free float ambiguity fixing must be 
evaluated and monitored in real-time to be confident that it is not going to distort the final 
integer ambiguity determination. Based on the statistic test algorithm adopted by Ge (2007), 
to reliably fix integer ambiguities (Equation 4.18 – 4.19), the fractional part of the estimated 
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narrow-lane SD-UPDs should be better than 1 cm (1σ). If successful fixing requires the 
standard deviation of narrow-lane observations to be smaller than a quarter of the narrow-
lane wavelength, the ambiguity fixing error should be better than 2.25 cm (1σ). Because the 
error is magnified through linear combinations, its original value should be smaller than 1.26 
cm (1σ).  
Future work may explore further the techniques for estimating and validating the initial phase 
biases with triple-frequency observations based on GNSS data from a network. These 
biases should be broadcast to users to facilitate integer ambiguity resolution for PPP.  
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Appendix 1 
Standard Product #3 ASCII SP3 Format Version "c". 
     Columns             Description        Example           
     SP3 First Line 
     Columns 1-2         Version Symbol     #c                  A2 
     Column  3           Pos or Vel Flag    P or V              A1 
     Columns 4-7         Year Start         2001                I4           
     Column  8           Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 9-10        Month Start        _8                  I2 
     Column  11          Unused             _                   blank  
     Columns 12-13       Day of Month St    _8                  I2 
     Column  14          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 15-16       Hour Start         _0                  I2 
     Column  17          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 18-19       Minute Start       _0                  I2 
     Column  20          Unused             _                   blank  
     Columns 21-31       Second Start       _0.00000000         F11.8 
     Column  32          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 33-39       Number of Epochs   ____192             I7 
     Column  40          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 41-45       Data Used          ____d               A5 
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     Column  46          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 47-51       Coordinate Sys     ITR97               A5 
     Column  52          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 53-55       Orbit Type         FIT                 A3 
     Column  56          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 57-60       Agency             _NGS                A4 
          … …             … …               … …                 … … 
     SP3 Line Twenty four (The Position and Clock Record) 
     (See example 1) 
     Column  1           Symbol             P                   A1 
     Columns 2-4         Vehicle Id.        G01                 A1,I2 
     Columns 5-18        x-coordinate(km)   _-11044.805800      F14.6  
     Columns 19-32       y-coordinate(km)   _-10475.672350      F14.6 
     Columns 33-46       z-coordinate(km)   __21929.418200      F14.6 
     Columns 47-60       clock (microsec)   ____189.163300      F14.6 
     Column  61          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 62-63       x-sdev (b**n mm)   18                  I2 
     Column  64          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 65-66       y-sdev (b**n mm)   18                  I2 
     Column  67          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 68-69       z-sdev (b**n mm)   18                  I2 
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     Column  70          Unused             _                   blank 
     Columns 71-73       c-sdev (b**n psec) 219                 I3 
     Column  74          Unused             _                   blank 
     Column  75          Clock Event Flag   E                   A1 
     Column  76          Clock Pred. Flag   P                   A1 
     Columns 77-78       Unused             __               2 blanks 
     Column  79          Maneuver Flag      M                   A1 
     Column  80          Orbit Pred. Flag   P                   A1 
 
Steve Hilla 
National Geodetic Survey 
National Ocean Service, NOAA 
Silver Spring, MD 20910-3282, USA 
Last modified on 05/09/2002 
ftp://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/igscb/data/format/sp3c.txt 
Accessed on Aug. 31st, 2005. 
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Appendix 2 
PPP software developed in Matlab (master program and two functional sub programs) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PPP master program %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%clear; 
Clc; 
format long;                      % 15 digits for double; 8 digits for single 
save(Readin(load(‘*.*’)), ‘*_raw.mat’);     % Read in all files including RINEX, SP3, and DCB 
etc.; save the work space as ‘*_raw.mat’ 
save(Preprocess(‘*_raw.mat’), ‘*_pre.mat’);    % Implement preprocessing, create satellite 
health matrix ‘Flag’ 
% optional break and output here % 
load('*_pre.mat'); % Read in preprocessed receiver observables, IGS Precise Orbit & Clock 
(in meters and seconds),  etc. 
ihour=1; 
i=1; % the first time epoch 
%%%%%   initial receiver position calculation with code-phase only   %%%%%%%% 
u   = 5; %number of unknowns (ambiguities are not included) x,y,z,dt,zpd 
p   = zeros(u,1);    % vector of unknowns 
POS0=[0;0;0];  % POS0 in ETRS89 or ITRF can be a better guess rather than zeros 
p(1:3)=POS0; 
sv=selectsv(Flag(:,i)); % select visible satellites at the beginning epoch 
nsat = length(sv);   % number of satellites 
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 [p,P,Px0]=PPPstep1(nsat,u,p,sv); % PPP step one 
% optional break and output 
[p,P,Px0]=PPPstep2(nsat,u,p,sv,P,Px0); % PPP step two 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%            End                        %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PPP sub program (main process step one) %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [p,P,Px0]= PPPstep1(nsat,u,p,sv) 
Ele=zeros(nsat,1); % create elevation vector 
Dist=zeros(nsat,1); % create SV to receiver distance vector  
W   = zeros(nsat,1); % create misclosure vector 
%variance of the measurement noise of P1: 2cm RMS, L1: 0.2 mm RMS 
C=diag(ones(nsat,1)); % set sig_pif to be 1 
P=inv(C); % set sig0 to be 1 
% TGD is cancelled in ionosphere free combination 
tn=t0+3600*(24+ihour-1); %current time, step1 only happens at epoch i=1  
sig0=1; 
for ite=1:2 
     A   = zeros(nsat,u);            % Design matrix 
     A(:,4)=ones(nsat,1).*v_light.*1e-8; %receiver clock offset is in metre 
     for j=1:nsat   % for each satellite 
         y(j,1)=PIF(sv(j),i); %observation vector  
         traveltime=y(j)/v_light; 
         tx_RAW =tn - traveltime; % time of transmission in seconds 
         tcorr = everett1(SVT,itdeg,900,tx_RAW,sv(j)); %satellite clock correction s 
         tx_GPS = tx_RAW-tcorr; %corrected time of transmission for interpolation 
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         satp(1,1)=everett1(SVX,itdeg,900,tx_GPS,sv(j));%(m m m sec) 
         satp(2,1)=everett1(SVY,itdeg,900,tx_GPS,sv(j)); 
         satp(3,1)=everett1(SVZ,itdeg,900,tx_GPS,sv(j)); 
         velo(1,1)=everett1(SVX,itdeg,900,tx_GPS+1,sv(j))-satp(1,1);%(velocity m/sec) 
         velo(2,1)=everett1(SVY,itdeg,900,tx_GPS+1,sv(j))-satp(2,1); 
         velo(3,1)=everett1(SVZ,itdeg,900,tx_GPS+1,sv(j))-satp(3,1); 
         dtr=2*satp(1:3)'*velo/(v_light.^2); 
         tcorr=everett1(SVT,itdeg,900,tx_GPS,sv(j))-dtr; 
         D=dist(p(1:3),satp(1:3)); 
         traveltime=D/v_light; 
         for iter = 1:2 
             Rot_X = e_r_corr(traveltime,satp(1:3,1)); 
             D=dist(p(1:3),Rot_X(1:3)); 
             traveltime = D/v_light; 
         end % iter-loop 
         [lat,lon,alt] = ecef2lla(p(1),p(2),p(3));% receiver lat = geodetic latitude (radians) 
                                              % lon = longitude (radians) 
                                                 % alt = height above WGS84 ellipsoid (m) 
         [N,E,U]=ct2lg(Rot_X(1)-p(1),Rot_X(2)-p(2),Rot_X(3)-p(3),lat,lon); %receiver lat rad, lon 
rad ECEF to local N E U of satellite in receiver's local system 
         el=atan(U/sqrt(N.^2+E.^2)); %el rad 
         D=dist(p(1:3),Rot_X(1:3)); 
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         Mdry=1/(sin(el)+0.00143/(tan(el)+0.0445)); 
         Mwet=1/(sin(el)+0.00035/(tan(el)+0.0017)); 
         H=alt/1000; %orthometric height of the receiver (km) 
         ZHD=0.0022768*Pres/(1-0.00266*cos(2*lat)-0.00028*H); 
         W(j,1)=-y(j,1)+D+p(4)*v_light.*1e-8+Mdry*ZHD+Mwet*p(5)-tcorr*v_light;% misclosure 
vector 
         A(j,1)=(p(1)-Rot_X(1))/D; 
         A(j,2)=(p(2)-Rot_X(2))/D; 
         A(j,3)=(p(3)-Rot_X(3))/D; 
         A(j,5)=Mwet; 
         Dist(j,i)=D; 
         Ele(j,i)=el/dtr; 
     end % end j loop for each satellite 
         N=A'*P*A; 
         difx=-inv(N)*A'*P*W; 
         p=p+difx; 
end % end ite loop 
         Q=inv(P); 
         Qv=Q-A*inv(N)*A'; 
         V=Qv*P*W; %weighted residual 
         r=trace(Qv*P); %redundancy of the adjustment model 
         %r=trace((C-A*inv(A'*inv(C)*A)*A')*inv(C));%r=m-5; 
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         e_sig0=V'*P*V/r; %posteriori variance factor 
 %%%%%%%%%%%precise variances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PL1=0.02.^2;%.^2; %variance of the measurement noise of P1: 2cm RMS 
PL2=0.02.^2;%.^2; 
LL1=0.0002.^2;%.^2; %0.2 mm RMS 
LL2=0.0002.^2;%.^2; 
sig_pif=PL1.*6.48+PL2.*2.39; 
sig_lif=6.48*LL1+2.39*LL2;  
m=length(sv); 
e_sig_pif=sig_pif*e_sig0; 
e_sig_lif=sig_lif; 
e_sig_pl=sig_pif*e_sig0/35.48; %post on GAO-Shen (P1+L1)/2 
e_sig_pl1=e_sig_pl; 
e_sig_pl2=e_sig_pl; 
e_sig_wn1=2.97*sig_pif*e_sig0; %post wl1*N1 
e_sig_wn2=4.81*sig_pif*e_sig0; %post wl2*N2 
Cx0=inv(N); 
%%%%%%%%%%%% prepare for step 2 %%%%%%%%% 
GS1=(P1+L1.*wl1)./2; % Gao-Shen combination on L1 
GS2=(P2+L2.*wl2)./2; %to be smoothed combination on L2 
for j=1:m 
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    p(u+j,1)=(P1(sv(j),i)-L1(sv(j),i).*wl1-2*ION1(sv(j),i)); 
    p(u+j+m,1)=(P2(sv(j),i)-L2(sv(j),i).*wl2-2*ION2(sv(j),i)); 
    Cx0(u+j,u+j)=e_sig_wn1; 
    Cx0(u+m+j,u+m+j)=e_sig_wn2; 
end  
C=zeros(3*m,3*m); 
for nsv=1:m 
     C(nsv,nsv)=e_sig_pl1; 
     C(nsv+m,nsv+m)=e_sig_pl2; 
     C(nsv+2*m,nsv+2*m)=e_sig_lif; 
end 
P=inv(C); 
Px0=inv(Cx0); 
clear PL1 PL2 LL1 LL2 e_sig_pl P1 P2 L1 L2 ;           
clear scale pv pro ; 
% optional break and output  
%%%%%%%%%% End  of PPP step one %%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PPP sub program (main process step two) %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [p,P,Px0]=PPPstep2(nsat,u,p,sv,P,Px0); % PPP step two 
%optional outputs are available e.g. Residuals, solutions of position, time, zpd and 
ambiguities over time etc. 
SVAnte=svantenna(Flag(:,i)); % satellite antenna phase centre offset depending on 
satellite’s type 
con=1.3; % 1.3 - 2 
ID=*;  %  Day Of Year 
TRAC=zeros(u+2*nsat,3600);% trace of inv(A'*A) 
POS=zeros(u,n); %store unknown vector p(1:5) 
PL=zeros(3,n);% N E H 
N1 =zeros(m,n); %store ambiguity N1*wl1 on L1 
N2 =zeros(m,n); % N2*wl2 
W1=zeros(m,n); %store misclosure of (P1+L1)/2 
W2=zeros(m,n); %store misclosure of (P2+L2)/2 
W3=zeros(m,n); %store misclosure of LIF 
first=0; %start epoch in second 
last=n-1;  %end epoch in second 
nsat=m; 
pro=0.05;%probability of not exceeding the critical value pro=1-p 
sigdif1=1; 
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sigdif2=1; 
sigdif3=1; 
Pres=1000; 
Cet=zeros(u+2*m); 
Cet(4,4)=1; 
Cet(5,5)=(0.005/3600).^2; 
sig0_pl1=1; 
sig0_pl2=1; 
sig0_lif=1; 
geoid=*;% geoid height of the weather data measured in metres 
WE=zeros(nsat,n);%save elevation depended weights 
for i=first:last 
    Wz=ones(nsat,1);%empty the zenith angle depended weighting 
    FDAY=i+(ihour-1)*3600;%fractional part of the day in second hours need to be added 
    tn=t0+3600*(24+ihour-1)+i; %current time 2007/July/01/0:00:00 
    jd=jd0+tn/(3600*24); %julian day of current epoch 
    kk=1;% counter for while loop  
    while sigdif1 ==1 && sigdif2 ==1 && sigdif3 ==1%significantly different 
        A   = zeros(3*nsat,u+2*nsat);            % Design matrix 
        A(:,4)=ones(3*nsat,1).*v_light.*1e-8;%receiver clock offset is in metre  
        A(1:2*nsat,(u+1):(u+2*nsat))=eye(2*nsat).*0.5; 
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        A(2*nsat+1:3*nsat,u+1:u+nsat)=eye(nsat).*(beta); 
        A(2*nsat+1:3*nsat,u+nsat+1:u+2*nsat)=eye(nsat).*(-gama); 
        W=zeros(3*nsat,1); 
        for j=1:nsat 
                traveltime=LIF(sv(j),i+1)/v_light; 
                tx_RAW =tn - traveltime;  % time of transmission in seconds 
                tcorr=everett1(SVCL30,itdeg,30,tx_GPS,sv(j));% 30 seconds clock 
                tx_GPS = tx_RAW-tcorr;%corrected time of transmission for interpolation 
                satp(1,1)=everett1(SVX,itdeg,900,tx_GPS,sv(j));%(m m m sec) 
                satp(2,1)=everett1(SVY,itdeg,900,tx_GPS,sv(j)); 
                satp(3,1)=everett1(SVZ,itdeg,900,tx_GPS,sv(j)); 
                velo(1,1)=everett1(SVX,itdeg,900,tx_GPS+0.001,sv(j))-satp(1,1);%velocity  
                velo(2,1)=everett1(SVY,itdeg,900,tx_GPS+0.001,sv(j))-satp(2,1); %m/sec 
                velo(3,1)=everett1(SVZ,itdeg,900,tx_GPS+0.001,sv(j))-satp(3,1); 
                velo=velo.*1000; 
                dtr=2*satp(1:3)'*velo/(v_light.^2); 
                tcorr=everett1(SVCL30,itdeg,30,tx_GPS,sv(j))-dtr;% 30 seconds clock 
                TGD1=TGD(sv(j)); % TGD on L1 % metre 
                TGD2=TGD1*alfa; %TDG on L2 
                D = dist(p(1:3),satp(1:3));                 
                traveltime=D/v_light; 
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                for iter = 1:2  % ECEF to ECI earth rotation correction 
                    Rot_X = e_r_corr(traveltime,satp(1:3,1)); 
                     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% satellite phase centre offset %%%%%%%%%%% 
                [rsun,rtasc,decl] = sun ( jd-traveltime/(3600*24) ); 
                clear rtasc dec1; 
                [delt,SBC]=svphof(Rot_X,rsun',SVAnte);%inv(SBC)*SVAante=ECEF 
                if    sv(j)==3 || sv(j)==25 || sv(j)==27 
                      Rot_X=Rot_X+delt; 
                end  
                delt=[]; 
                    D = sqrt((p(1)-Rot_X(1))^2+(p(2)-Rot_X(2))^2+(p(3)-Rot_X(3))^2); 
                    traveltime = D/v_light; 
                end % iter-loop 
                [lat,lon,alt] = ecef2lla(p(1),p(2),p(3));% receiver position 
                [N,E,U]=ct2lg(Rot_X(1)-p(1),Rot_X(2)-p(2),Rot_X(3)-p(3),lat,lon); %ele degree, az 
degree 
                el=atan(U/sqrt(N.^2+E.^2)); %ele rad 
                D=dist(p(1:3),Rot_X(1:3)); 
                Mdry=1/(sin(el)+0.00143/(tan(el)+0.0445)); 
                Mwet=1/(sin(el)+0.00035/(tan(el)+0.0017)); 
                H=(alt-geoid)/1000; %ellipsoid height (not orthometric height) of the receiver (km) 
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                ZHD=0.0022768*Pres/(1-0.00266*cos(2*lat)-0.00028*H); 
                %M=1.001/(0.001^2+0.002+(sin(ele))^2); 
%%%%%%%        satellite-receiver phase wind up correction         %%%%%%%%% 
                [deltfi]=phwup(p(1:3),Rot_X,SBC,lat,lon);% rad -pi to +pi 
                SBC=[]; 
                deltfi=deltfi/pi; % partial of half wave lengthes < 1 
                GS1(sv(j),i+1)=GS1(sv(j),i+1)+deltfi*wl1/2; 
                GS2(sv(j),i+1)=GS2(sv(j),i+1)+deltfi*wl2/2; 
                LIF(sv(j),i+1)=LIF(sv(j),i+1)+deltfi*(beta*wl1-gama*wl2); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%     smoothing     %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
                if i==0 
                    gs1=GS1(sv(j),i+1); 
                    gs2=GS2(sv(j),i+1); 
                else gs1=GS1(sv(j),i+1)/(i)+(1-1/(i))*(GS1(sv(j),i)+ LIF(sv(j),i+1)-
LIF(sv(j),i));%smoothed GS1 at current epoch 
                     gs2=GS2(sv(j),i+1)/(i)+(1-1/(i))*(GS2(sv(j),i)+ LIF(sv(j),i+1)-
LIF(sv(j),i));%smoothed GS2 at current epoch 
                     GS1(sv(j),i+1)=gs1; 
                     GS2(sv(j),i+1)=gs2; 
                end 
                W(j,1)=-gs1+D+p(4)*v_light.*1e-8+Mdry*ZHD+Mwet*p(5)-
tcorr*v_light+0.5*p(u+j)+TGD1 ;% misclosure vector  
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                W(nsat+j,1)=-gs2+D+p(4)*v_light.*1e-8+Mdry*ZHD+Mwet*p(5)-
tcorr*v_light+0.5*p(u+nsat+j)+TGD2;% misclosure vector  
                W(2*nsat+j,1)=-LIF(sv(j),i+1)+D+p(4)*v_light.*1e-8+Mdry*ZHD+Mwet*p(5)-
tcorr*v_light+(beta*p(u+j)-gama*p(u+nsat+j));% misclosure vector  
                dx=(p(1)-Rot_X(1))/D; 
                dy=(p(2)-Rot_X(2))/D; 
                dz=(p(3)-Rot_X(3))/D; 
                A(j,1)    =dx; 
                A(j+nsat,1)  =dx; 
                A(j+2*nsat,1)=dx; 
                A(j,2)    =dy; 
                A(j+nsat,2)  =dy; 
                A(j+2*nsat,2)=dy; 
                A(j,3)    =dz; 
                A(j+nsat,3)  =dz; 
                A(j+2*nsat,3)=dz; 
                A(j,5)    =Mwet; 
                A(j+nsat,5)  =Mwet; 
                A(j+2*nsat,5)=Mwet; 
                %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% elevation weighting  %%%%%%%% 
                    zen=90-el*180/pi; % degree 
                    wz=(cosd(zen)).^2;%ele depended sv weighting 
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                    Wz(j,1)=wz;                             
        end % end of j loop (loop over satellites) 
        if kk==1; 
           for ij=1:nsat 
                P(ij,:)=P(ij,:).*Wz(ij,1); 
                P(ij+nsat,:)=P(ij+nsat,:).*Wz(ij,1); 
                P(ij+nsat*2,:)=P(ij+nsat*2,:).*Wz(ij,1); 
            end 
        end 
        N=A'*P*A; 
         difx=-inv(Px0+N)*A'*P*W; 
         p=p+difx; 
         Q=inv(P); 
         Qv=Q-A*inv(Px0+N)*A';%cofactor matrix of the residuals 
         V=Qv*P*W; %weighted residual 
         V1=V(1:nsat,1); 
         V2=V(nsat+1:2*nsat,1); 
         V3=V(2*nsat+1:3*nsat,1); 
         W1(:,i+1)=W(1:nsat,1); 
         W2(:,i+1)=W(nsat+1:2*nsat,1); 
         W3(:,i+1)=W(2*nsat+1:3*nsat,1); 
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         P1=P(1:nsat,1:nsat); 
         P2=P(nsat+1:2*nsat,nsat+1:2*nsat); 
         P3=P(2*nsat+1:3*nsat,2*nsat+1:3*nsat); 
         R=Qv*P; 
         r1=trace(R(1:nsat,1:nsat)); 
         r2=trace(R(nsat+1:2*nsat,nsat+1:2*nsat)); 
         r3=trace(R(2*nsat+1:3*nsat,2*nsat+1:3*nsat)); 
         e_sig0_pl1=V1'*P1*V1/r1; %posteriori variance factor 
         e_sig0_pl2=V2'*P2*V2/r2; 
         e_sig0_lif=V3'*P3*V3/r3; 
         scale1=r1*e_sig0_pl1/sig0_pl1; %null hypothesis test (r degree chi-2 distribution) 
         scale2=r2*e_sig0_pl2/sig0_pl2; 
         scale3=r3*e_sig0_lif/sig0_lif; 
         pv1=1-chi2cdf(scale1,r1); %p value  
         pv2=1-chi2cdf(scale2,r2); 
         pv3=1-chi2cdf(scale3,r3); 
         %statistical not significant= not reject the null hypothesis 
         %no siganificant difference between the observed and the expected 
         %   <-- not significant...significant---> 
         if pv1 <= pro %&& sigdif1 ==1%siganificantly different 
P(1:nsat,1:nsat)=P(1:nsat,1:nsat).*(sig0_pl1/e_sig0_pl1);%GDOP(1,i)=sqrt(trace(inv(A'*A))); 
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         else sigdif1 =0; 
         end 
         if pv2 <= pro %&& sigdif2 ==1%siganificantly different 
             
P(nsat+1:nsat*2,nsat+1:nsat*2)=P(nsat+1:nsat*2,nsat+1:nsat*2).*(sig0_pl2/e_sig0_pl2);%G
DOP(1,i)=sqrt(trace(inv(A'*A))); 
         else sigdif2 =0; 
         end 
         if pv3 <= pro %&& sigdif3 ==1%siganificantly different 
             
P(2*nsat+1:3*nsat,2*nsat+1:3*nsat)=P(2*nsat+1:3*nsat,2*nsat+1:3*nsat).*(sig0_lif/e_sig0_lif
);%GDOP(1,i)=sqrt(trace(inv(A'*A))); 
         else sigdif3 =0; 
         end 
         kk=kk+1; 
    end 
    %%%%%%%Site Displacement Effects fixed %%%%%%%% 
    gst = gstime(jd);  % greenwich sidereal time        0 to 2pi rad 
    [rmoon, rtasc,decl] = moon ( jd ); 
    clear rtasc dec1; 
    latgc=gd2gc(lat); 
    [derth]=solearth(p(1:3),rsun',rmoon',gst,lon,latgc);%solid earth tide 
    [derp]=suberp(jd,p).*1e-6;%[dxp;dyp;dut1] 
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    POS(:,i+1)=p(1:u,1); 
    POS(1:3,i+1)=POS(1:3,i+1)-derth; 
    [PL(1,i+1),PL(2,i+1),PL(3,i+1)]=ct2lg(POS(1,i+1),POS(2,i+1),POS(3,i+1),lat0,lon0); 
    [docean]=ocean(IYEAR,FDAY,ID); 
    PL(1:3,i+1)=PL(1:3,i+1)+docean; 
    PL(1,i+1)=PL(1,i+1)+(derp(1)*cos(latgc)-derp(2)*sin(lon))*norm(p(1:3)); 
    
PL(2,i+1)=PL(2,i+1)+(derp(1)*sin(latgc)+derp(2)*tan(lon)+derp(3))*norm(p(1:3))*cos(latgc); 
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
    N1(:,i+1)=p(u+1:u+nsat,1); 
    N2(:,i+1)=p(u+nsat+1:u+2*nsat,1); 
    Res1(:,i+1)=V1; 
    Res2(:,i+1)=V2; 
    Res3(:,i+1)=V3; 
    sigdif1 =1; 
    sigdif2 =1; 
    sigdif3 =1; 
    sig_pl1=e_sig_pl1;%last epoch's estimated = this epoch's initial 
    sig_pl2=e_sig_pl2;%covariance factor 
    sig_lif=e_sig_lif; 
    C=zeros(3*m,3*m); 
    for nsv=1:m 
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        C(nsv,nsv)=e_sig_pl1; 
        C(nsv+m,nsv+m)=e_sig_pl2; 
        C(nsv+2*m,nsv+2*m)=e_sig_lif; 
    end 
    P=inv(C); 
    Cx0=inv(Px0+N); 
    Px0=inv(Cx0+Cet); 
    WE(:,i+1)=Wz; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%% End  of PPP step two %%%%%%%%%% 
 
